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THE PREVAILING INADEQUACIES IN THE CUSTOMARY LAWS RELATED 

TO INHERITANCE AND SUCCESSION AMONGST ADI WOMEN OF 

ARUNACHAL PRADESH: WAY FORWARD 

CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

Arunachal Pradesh is a state in India. Downlit Mountain's region is situated in our country's extreme north-

east corner. At 34,000 square kilometres in total, With Bhutan to the west, China to the north and north-

eastern, and Myanmar to the east, Arunachal Pradesh has a lengthy international boundary. Among India's 

most stunning and diversified landscapes may be found in the state of Arunachal Pradesh., with mountains, 

valleys, and plateaus all cloaked in lush greenery. The Kameng, Subansiri, Siang, Lohit, and Tirap rivers 

divide the state.. Arunachal Pradesh's immense geographical diversity has impeded intermingling and 

intercommunication between the state's many tribes. Because of this seclusion, several tribes in Arunachal 

Pradesh have developed separate identities, cultures, and rituals. One of the most tribally diverse states, 

along with Nagaland, Mizoram, and Madhya Pradesh, it is home to 26 major tribes. Abotani and Pedong 

Nane are the mother and father of the majority of Arunachal Pradesh's indigenous tribes. They are a Tibeto-

Chinese people descended from the Mongols. In addition to the Monpas, Mijis, Sherdukpens, Suiungs 

Bangis and Nishyis ethnic groups of Arunachal Pradesh are the Apatanis and the Hill Mtris, the Tagins and 

Adis of the Nishyis ethnic group, the Memba of the Khambas ethnic group, the Mishingsldus of the Taraon 

ethnic group, and the Shingphos of the Lisus ethnic group. The people of Arunachal Pradesh speak Tibeto 

Burman, a dialect of Burmese. There isn't a single dialect spoken throughout the whole state. Each of the 

major tribes' 26 (twenty-six) dialects and languages is distinct. The state's government and educational 

institutions, on the other hand, utilise English. Arunachal Pradesh's indigenous people are descended from 

the Tibeto-Chinese people known as the Mongols. Arunachal Pradesh has a nice climate, particularly in the 

summer. However, rising population and widespread forest degradation have resulted in exceptional 

summer rains and rising temperatures in low-lying places. So the environment in the foothills fluctuates 

from hot and humid to chilly as one moves northward, and Throughout the winter, Tawang, Meckuka, and 

the slopes of Anini are covered with snow. 

Flowering plants of all kinds may be found across the state of Arunachal Pradesh. Plants, trees, and flowers 

of all kinds may be found here. The bamboo plant is considered to be the most significant plant in the state 

since the people make extensive use of it for a variety of different uses. It has a profound influence on all 

spheres of society, including the religious and economic spheres. The bamboo plant cannot be eradicated 
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from Arunachal Pradesh. Bamboo and cane are both prevalent across the state, and both have economic 

value. Recently, therapeutic plants have piqued the interest of scientists all around the globe. 

 Arunachal Pradesh's people aren't very religious. Even such, the people who live in Arunachal Pradesh are 

often considered to be followers of Dyoni Poloism, which can be translated as "worship of the sun and 

moon." The majority of the tribes adhere to a religious philosophy known as Dyoni Poloism. The Sun and 

Moon Gods are revered by the Adis, Apatanis, Bagnis, Hill Miris, Mishims, Mishings, Nishyis, Tagins, and 

Tangas. Agricultural seasons are often timed to coincide with various religious observances. In Arunachal 

Pradesh, local groupings are regulated by village councils in a unique way.. Each Gam or Gaonbura head 

style is unique to a certain tribe, clan, or hamlet. The village council's elder men are well-versed in local 

customs and traditions. Distinct tribes have different names for this kind of self-government, such as 

Kebang or Kebang among the Adis, Tongs among the Sherdukpens, Melam among the Akas, and Buliang 

among the Apatanis, for example.. However, the Assam Frontier (Administration of Justice) Regulation 

1945 governs police and criminal procedures. According to the Indian Constitution's Sixth Schedule, after 

independence, tribal territories will continue to be governed in accordance with their own customs and 

laws. 

The tribal in Arunachal Pradesh govern themselves through customs. Custom is the oldest source of law. 

In a wide sense, customary laws comprise moral, legal, religious, and other elements of norms that govern 

society. Primitive law encompasses all of a tribe's conventions. Law is conventional and customary in 

primitive civilization. Tribal law is a communal law since it applies to a specific group. If you disobey the 

rules of the tribal society, you will incur the wrath of the God, who is the primary motivating factor for the 

decision made by the village council. Both custom and tradition may be seen as socially sanctioned control 

mechanisms that, through time, become well-entrenched, are taken for granted, and are handed down from 

one generation to the next. Many communities that have a significant historical antecedent still follow the 

traditional norms that were passed down through the generations. Tradition, rather than written 

constitutions, legislation, or precedent, has been much more powerful in creating norms of conduct 

throughout most of human history. It is customary law that developed primarily and appropriately beyond 

the bounds of our written constitution. Because it deals with the allocation of legal authority across 

numerous organisations, it is constitutional law., i.e., the ability to enact laws and make judgments that are 

legally obligatory on individuals impacted by them. And there is the significance of custom-based rules in 

a given culture; tradition is binding on everyone, regardless of caste, class, faith, or gender. It is social 

custom that determines a person's social standing, position, and privileges.  

A person's social standing in a certain community is the primary factor that determines their position within 

that group. A person's place in society is usually referred to as their "status." An individual's complete status 

cannot be analysed using this word. Any member of the community's status or position has to be evaluated 
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in light of the community as a whole in order to be properly understood. Women's status in Adi culture is 

respected, but not equal to that of men. The position, function, or rank that is overshadowed by patriarchal 

society and other everyday life traditions. They are disadvantaged as a result of poor literacy rates and a 

lack of legal knowledge about their rights. Changes in the social and legal systems are becoming 

increasingly felt and demanded as time passes. However, even within the same nation, due to the new 

legislative structure, changes have not occurred at the same rate in all areas. Even within the same 

geographically defined place, changes are demonstrated to be uneven across numerous societal aspects. 

And here is where the problem emerges. In Adi culture, almost all major issues involving women are 

resolved by customary law. The village council, known colloquially as the "Kebang," has the ability to 

make judgments on any subject. Kebang is often made up of men who are experts in traditional law. 

'Kebang' surgeries are generally restricted to males. Adi women labour in the fields, get firewood from the 

forest, and maintain their dwellings; they are the backbone of the tribal pastoral economy. Nonetheless, she 

is denied her constitutionally guaranteed right to property. 

 

1.1 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 

Polygamy and domestic violence remain common this is because indigenous patriarchal norms are 

prevalent in the state's deeply rooted traditional ethos of tribal societies. Even if the daughter is the 

deceased's only child, no ancestry property can be given to her. In such cases, the property is passed down 

to the clan's nearest kin. The property of the family can only be passed on to males. The law and society 

advocate for equal rights and freedom for women in order to empower them, but in practise, it is 

unquestionably indifferent. If these issues cannot be properly resolved, they must be reduced through the 

strict imposition of constitutional machinery. 

 

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

1. To investigate the position of Adi women in patriarchal society. 

2. To critically examine Adi women's inheritance and succession rights 

3. Research has to be done on the part that Adi women play in the decision-making process. 

4. In order to study the effects of modernisation on the Adi tribes' customs. 

 

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 
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1. How do Adi women fare in patriarchal Adi society? 

2. What societal changes can be implemented for the upliftment of Adi women regarding succession and 

inheritance rights? 

3. What is the position of Adi women in decision-making?  

4. How can the law of the land be imposed in a rigid traditional system? 

5. What legal protection is available to Adi women? Are their rights to inheritance equal with women 

belonging to other religion? 

 

1.4 HYPOTHESIS 

Existing laws do not provide enough benefit and protection regarding rights of inheritance and succession 

to Adi women in Arunachal Pradesh. 

 

1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF STUDY 

In order to meet the aims of this research, I will concentrate on the inheritance and succession rights of Adi 

women in Arunachal Pradesh, as well as their social, political, and economic position. I will not discuss 

polygamy, religious beliefs, or ritual traditions of the suggested Adi tribe. 

 

1.6 METHOD OF RESEARCH 

The nature of the study will be based on primary and secondary research like empirical, data collection, 

analytical and doctrinal method will be use to address the research questions for better applicability and 

understanding. 

 

1.7 MODE OF CITATION: A uniform code of citation used which followed 21st bluebook. 

 

1.8 LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. B R Pub, Adi tribes of Arunachal Pradesh, Delhi 2006; in this book, the authors explain the geography 

and terrain of Arunachal Pradesh. The authors then go on to detail the tribes' history, cultural similarities 

and distinctions, and cultural changes. "Land of the Rising Sun" or "Land of the Dawn Lit Mountains" 
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refers to Arunachal Pradesh, which is situated on India's northern east coast and borders Bhutan, Myanmar, 

and the state of Assam. The Adis are democratic by nature and have a well-organized village council known 

as Kebang. Polyandry is not practised, although polygamy is being practice .  

 

2. Nabam Nakha Hina, Nyishi tribes of Arunachal Pradesh's customary laws, On May 1st, 2012 were 

released in a book by the author in an attempt to shed light on the Nyishi tribes' practises and customary 

laws. Traditional and customary rules, as well as the development of authority, are all part of Nyishi 

culture's history. There is also a side-by-by-side comparison between Nyishi maxims with important 

English legal maxims. The Nyishi tribes' elaborate village councils and ceremonies are the subject of this 

article. One of its most important aspects is the use of supernatural forces in administering justice, including 

oaths and ordeals, divination and omen examination. 

 

3. M P Jain, Constitution of India, 8th edition; The book includes in-depth information that will aid in 

the knowledge of constitutional law. The author of this book explains the Indian Constitution. Citizens' 

fundamental rights and freedoms are thoroughly defined, allowing readers to comprehend the material in a 

more complete and accurate manner . 

 

4. N. Mitkong (2002), in his work, "Customary Rules of the Adis of Arunachal Pradesh," discusses 

the "Status of Women under Customary Law" and the Adi customary rules pertaining to succession and 

property ownership.  

 

5. ' L.R.N. Srivastava , ‘The Galong (1962), emphasised the incidence of child marriage. According to 

Srivastava, the practise of marrying children at a young age is widespread. The phenomenon of young 

women growing to dislike the husbands they wed as youngsters is becoming more prevalent, which in turn 

is contributing to an increase in the number of marriages that end in divorce. 

 

6. Bhagawat Bhandari (1989) investigates how the polygamy system degrades the position of women and 

contradicts the national policy of monogamous marriage in his book 'Tribal Marriage and Sex Relationship.' 

 

7. Dr. Tai Nyori (1992) In his book 'History and Culture of Aids,' provides an in-depth look at the Adi 

population in Arunachal Pradesh from a historical, sociological, and cultural perspective. 

 

8. Sanjay Dubey (1991) in his book 'Dynamic of Tribal Local Policy and Panchayat Raj in Arunachal 

Pradesh’ According to administrative advancements in terms of domestic tribal administration has grown 

and women have not participated in local village councils, as he explains. 
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 ARTICLES 

1. The Adi-Paadam Tribe of Arunachal Pradesh's Origins and Early Migrations; The mythology and origins 

of Adi-Paadam, as well as the easy migration of ADI, are discussed by the author. the author explains how 

The Paadam tribe, like the rest of the Tani tribes, has no written records or history. In the midst of tradition 

and mythology, they have their own oral literature. The Paadam have a rich oral history that has been passed 

down through the generations in the form of mythology, myths, and folktales .As a result, all of these 

traditional oral sources could be useful in reconstructing the tribes' early history of origin and migration . 

 

2. This article investigates the structural adjustments made to Donyipolo's indigenous religion by Adi 

community organisers from the middle of the 1980s up till the current day. The article is titled 

"Restructuring Adi Religious Practices in Arunachal Pradesh." Their religious doctrine has been organised 

in a style that is similar to that of established religions so that they may defend themselves against attempts 

to convert them and preserve their history at the same time. The Adi people, as a result of the establishment 

of a religious governing body known as the Donyipolo Yelam Kebang, have purposefully formatted their 

faith to mirror the composition of more mainstream religions. This was done in an effort to protect their 

heritage and ward off efforts to convert them. 

 

3. The KEBANG: A Self-Governing Indigenous Institution of 

the Adi Tribe of Arunachal Pradesh; the author in this article is speaking about Arunachal Pradesh’s 

alternative conflict resolution procedures that operate alongside adversarial courts. The Adi tribe's Kebang 

is one such indigenous traditional system that also watches after the Adi villages' day-to-day activities. 

Unlike courts, the Adi Kebang is a non-adversarial justice system that believes in a peaceful resolution of 

problems outside of the courtroom. The author is trying to explain how Kebang works to readers in a 

straightforward and understandable manner . 

 

4.  The Adi of Arunachal Pradesh's Kinship Terminology (Padam and Minyong) In Arunachal Pradesh, the 

Adi kinship system (including the Padam and Minyong subgroups) is discussed, with a focus on kin 

nomenclature, by the authors of this page. For its profusion of phrases that show birth order, it's also 

noteworthy A comparison with the Mising system enables us to criticise some contemporary neo-

evolutionist assumptions concerning kinship terminology modifications. 

 

5. Indigenous Beliefs and Practices among the Galos of Arunachal Pradesh; This article presents an 

anthropological account of the Galos of Arunachal Pradesh's surviving traditional ceremonial practises and 

the underlying belief system that underpins those practises. This group's recent conversion to Christianity 
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means that many of the techniques described here may be forgotten or only used if other methods of stress 

management have proven ineffective. The data given suggests that old holistic worldviews, which some 

may denigrate as "primitive," continue to exist and whose adherents strive to align themselves with locally 

anchored forces beyond direct human control . 

 

1.9 CHAPTERISATION: The content is divided into five chapter including introduction and conclusion 

along with suggestion. A brief summary of the chapters has mentioned below: 

 CHAPTER I: This chapter shall consist of the introduction, research problem, research objective, research 

question, hypothesis, research method, literature review. 

CHAPTER II: HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF THE PRACTICES OF THE ADI TRIBE: This 

chapter will examine the origins, evolution, and relevance of Adi customary law, as well as how the Adi 

tribe governs itself via its own administrative structure and courts. Marriage, succession, inheritance, and 

social behaviour norms will all be discussed, as outlined in the Adi Bane Kebang charter. This part is 

essential for defining concepts, ideas, and categories for analysing customary laws and women's positions. 

It will boost understanding of the major chapters in the next parts. The origin, continuation, and presence 

of customary law will be investigated. The applicability of customary law to India, Northeast India, and 

Arunachal Pradesh will be investigated. The international position of indigenous peoples, as well as the 

protection provided by the UDHR and other accords such as the ILO and the Indian constitution, will be 

investigated  

CHAPTER III: RIGHT OF INHERITANCE AND SUCCESSION OF THE ADI WOMEN: Adi 

women's inheritance and succession rights, the position of Adi women in patriarchal culture, and the 

repercussions of Adi women marrying non-tribal males will be discussed in this chapter., and the rate at 

which women activism is growing in the state. The apex body that governs the tribes, Kebang, is dominated 

by males, and women are considered subordinate to their male counterparts. An examination of the 

constitutional violations of Articles 14, 15, and 21 of the Indian Constitution, as well as a comparison of 

Arunachal Pradesh's patriarchal culture with Meghalaya's matrilineal society, shall be the subject matter of 

this section. 

CHAPTER IV: ENFORCEABILITY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF ADI WOMEN: 

THE CURRENT DIFFICULTIES AND THE WAY FORWARD: Despite the fact that Article 300A of 

the Indian constitution specifies that no one may be deprived of his or her property or any stake in property 

except by authority of law, Adi women have been denied their rights to inheritance and succession from 

time immemorial. India's constitution guarantees equal treatment under the law and equality before the law 

for all citizens of the country. Women and children are protected under Article 15, which forbids 
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discrimination and permits governments to make specific measures for them. As a result, the Adi tribe's 

customary law infringes Articles 14 and 15 of the Indian Constitution, as well as Article 300A, by denying 

Adi women the ability to inherit and flourish. There are several advantages and drawbacks to a single civil 

code, including the difficulty of enforcing equal rights, especially for women, in tribal societies, in this 

chapter. if women are granted total property rights, the advantages they may gain. 

CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION: This final chapter shall comprise the conclusion 

and suggestion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF THE PRACTICES OF THE ADI TRIBE 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION   

A unique ethnic group that is indigenous to a land conquered and established by another ethnic group is 

known as an indigenous people. Other names for this people include "indigenous," "autochthonous," and 

"aboriginal." The indigenous peoples of the Americas were differentiated from African slaves that were 

transported to the Americas by European slave traffickers by the usage of the word "indigenous," which 

was coined by Europeans.1 Swarms of African-born Negroes labouring for the Spanish in numerous 

regions of the continent were all transported from Africa following Columbus's discovery; they are not 

indigenous or legal inhabitants of the Americas, according to Sir Thomas Browne in 1646.2 

As was the case in the past, larger ethnic groups have used claims of superiority in racial and religious 

terms, in terms of land use, or in terms of economic opportunity to justify colonising the territory of 

indigenous peoples.3 Even in nations where they are not the most numerous ethnic groups, indigenous 

peoples may make up a significant portion of the population.4 

The indigenous peoples' sovereignty, economic well-being, languages, ways of knowing, and access to 

the resources on which their traditions rely have all been steadily deteriorating over the last several 

decades. As a matter of international law, the rights of indigenous peoples are recognised as having been 

earned by both the United Nations and the International Labour Organization5. In 2007, it was approved 

by the General Assembly of the United Nations as a reference for the national policies of member states 

on the collective rights of indigenous peoples. These rights include culture, identity, language, and access 

to work; health; quality education; and natural resources; and the United Nations Charter.6 

 
1 Browne, Sir Thomas (1646). "Pseudodoxia Epidemica, Chap. X. Of the Blackness of Negroes". University of Chicago 

2 Mathewson, Kent (2004). "Drugs, Moral Geographies, and Indigenous Peoples: Some Initial Mappings and Central Issues". 

Dangerous Harvest: Drug Plants and the Transformation of Indigenous Landscapes. Oxford University Press. p. 13. ISBN 

9780195143195. As Sir Thomas Browne remarked in 1646, (this seems to be the first usage in its modern sense).” 

3 Miller, Robert J.; Ruer, Jacinta; Behrendt, Larissa; Lindberg, Tracey (2010). Discovering Indigenous Lands: The Doctrine 

of Discovery in the English Colonies. OUP Oxford. pp. 9–13. ISBN 9780199579815 

4 Taylor Saito, Natsu (2020). "Unsettling Narratives". Settler Colonialism, Race, and the Law: Why Structural Racism Persist 

(eBook). NYU Press. ISBN 9780814708026. ...several thousand nations have been arbitrarily (and generally involuntarily) 

incorporated into approximately two hundred political constructs we call independent states. 

5 Sanders, Douglas (1999). "Indigenous peoples: Issues of definition". International Journal of Cultural Property. 8: 4–13. 

doi:10.1017/S0940739199770591 

6 Bodley 2008:2 
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2.2 INDEGENOUR PEOPLE AND HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTION 

There is still a long way to go before indigenous and ethnic minorities can get the essential services they 

need. Because of a lack of regard for cultural customs and discrimination, indigenous women in India 

and Peru are less likely to give birth in healthcare facilities. There is a disparity of twenty years in the 

life expectancy of indigenous people and that of non-indigenous people all across the world.Indigenous 

peoples in Latin America have 15 percent and 18 percent less access to sanitation and electricity, 

respectively, than the rest of the area, despite the significant development of basic services in the region.7 

Indigenous populations in India are classed as scheduled tribes, and some are even classified as 

scheduled castes, but they are not addressed or recognised as Indigenous or Aboriginals, much as most 

Southeast Asian countries refuse to recognise their indigenous identity.  These Southeast Asian countries 

typically claim that their entire country is indigenous and does not discriminate against them, instead 

referring to them as forest dwellers or tribes, which is a derogatory term in Nature. 8 

 

2.3 INTERNATIONAL SCENARIO OF TRIBAL PEOPLE:  

Under international law, there have been many efforts to define the term "Indigenous." It has been tried 

to classify indigenous people by the International Labor Organization, United Nations, and World Bank.  

Indigenous peoples, as stated by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations, 

are the inheritors and practitioners of a broad variety of traditions and strategies for interacting with 

people and the environment. These indigenous peoples have been doing this for a very long time. They've 

managed to hold on to aspects of their culture, society, economy, and politics that set them apart from 

the cultures around them. The challenges faced by indigenous peoples across the globe, regardless of 

cultural distinctions, are quite similar.9 

Several international organisations recommended and an expert committee appointed by the ILO 

assisted in the adoption of a revised Convention No. 169 in 1989, which defined indigenous peoples as 

"people in independent countries who are considered indigenous on account of their descent from the 

 
7 https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/three-reasons-why-we-should-all-care-about-indigenous-peoples accessed on 21 May 

2022 

8 www.iwgia.org accessed on 21 May 2022 

9 https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/about-us.html accessed on 21 May 2022 
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populations who inhabited the country, or a geographical region to which they belong."10 indigenous 

peoples are considered to be indigenous because of their descent from the populations who inhabited the 

country. This definition was selected as the one to use. 

According to the United Nations, the situation is as follows: According to the "United Nations Study on 

Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations," people who consider themselves to be indigenous are 

those who, as a result of their historical continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that 

developed on their territories, see themselves as distinct from other sections of the societies that are 

currently prevailing in those territories. This is the case because of their historical connection to pre-

colonial societies that developed on their territories. In accordance with natural principles and in order 

to ensure their continued existence as a people, they have decided to safeguard, develop, and pass on 

their ancestral lands and ethnic identities.11 

The word "indigenous" has never been formally defined by any UN system entity, despite the many 

indigenous peoples. Alternatively, the system has built a contemporary interpretation of this statement 

based on the following: 

● Indigenous peoples' self-identification and acceptance as community members 

● Because of their historical ties to civilizations prior to colonisation or settlement, 

● A close connection to the land's natural resources and the people who live there. 

● Social, economic or political systems that are distinct from one another 

● Uniqueness in terms of language, culture, and values 

● Established non-dominant social groupings.  

● People and groups that are dedicated to maintaining and re-creating their original environments 

and systems. 

According to the Operational Directive of the World Bank, the variety of indigenous peoples is always 

changing, making it hard to come up with a single classification. Operational Directive: "Social 

groupings having a different social and cultural identity from the dominant culture are referred to as 

"indigenous peoples," "indigenous ethnic minorities," "troops of indigenous peoples," and "scheduled 

 
10 International Labour Organization (ILO), Constitution of the International Labour Organization (ILO), 1 April 1919, < 

https://www.refworld.org/docid/3ddb5391a.html > accessed on 21 May 2022 

11 https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/rights-of-indigenous-people-under-indian-and-international-law-by-lakshaybansal/ 

accessed on 22 May 2022. 
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tribes," all of which reflect the fact that these social groupings are at a disadvantage in terms of economic 

growth.12 

 

2.3.1 UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 1948 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights from 1948 made it official for the first time that indigenous 

peoples should be recognised (UDHR). However, neither the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights (ICCPR) nor the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights 

(ICESCR) address indigenous peoples' issues in a direct way in their respective documents. 

Article 1: “The dignity and rights of all human beings are inalienable from the moment of their 

conception. ...” 

Article 2: states that "Everyone is entitled to the freedoms and rights outlined in this proclamation, 

regardless of their colour, gender, sexual orientation, language, religion, political leanings, or any other 

form of identification.." 

Article 17(1): states that "One may possess real estate as an individual or as part of a group.." 

Article 29(1) states that "Only by fulfilling one's social responsibilities can one fully express one's unique 

identity.." 

 

2.3.2 INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS (UN 1966)   

Article 2(1): "Each State Party to the present Covenant hereby agrees to respect and protect the rights 

recognised in the present Covenant for all individuals within its territory and under its jurisdiction, 

irrespective of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 

property, birth or other status.." 

 Article 2(2): "When existing legislation or other measures do not already provide for it, each State Party 

to the present Covenant commits to taking the necessary steps to implement the rights recognised in the 

present Covenant in accordance with its constitutional processes and the provisions of the present 

Covenant," it says in the document. "The present Covenant." 

 
12 http://documents1.worldbank.org/curated/en/447361478156710826/pdf/109710-REVISED-PUBLIC-IP-lessonstext-10-

31-16web-links.pdf Accessed on 22 May 2022. 
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Article 27: "Members of minorities in nations where ethnic, religious, or linguistic minorities exist have 

the right to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to speak their own 

language in community with other members of their group," says the statement. 

Article 40(1): "As a condition of entering into this agreement, the signatories pledge to reporting on the 

efforts they have taken to put the rights recognised in this treaty into effect..." 

 

2.3.3 INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS 

(UN 1966) 

Article 2(1): "Each State Party to the present Covent agrees to take any and all appropriate measures, 

including legislative measures, to ensure that the rights recognised in the present Covenant are fully 

realised by any and all means possible, including international assistance and cooperation, particularly 

economic and technical." 

Article 16(1): “States that have ratified the current Covenant are required to provide reports on the steps 

they have taken and the results they have achieved in ensuring that the rights recognised herein are 

respected, in line with this part of the Covenant.” 

Article 23: "The State Parties to the current Covenant believe that actions such as signing conventions, 

adopting recommendations, offering technical assistance, and holding regional and technical meetings 

for the purpose of consultation and study that are organised in collaboration with relevant governments 

can assist in the achievement of the rights recognised in the current Covenant." 

 

2.3.4 Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic Religious or Linguistic 

Minorities (UN 1990)  

Article 3(1): "Without exception, individuals and groups of minorities are equally entitled to all of the 

rights enumerated in this Declaration, in addition to those enumerated in the Declaration itself," it is said 

in the document. 

Article 4(2): "Unless certain practises are prohibited by national law and contradictory to international 

norms, states must take efforts to ensure that minorities have the opportunity to express and cultivate 

their own way of life, including their language, religion, traditions, and customs." 

 

2.3.5 INDIGENOUS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES CONVENTION, 1989 (NO. 169): 
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The International Labor Organization (ILO), which is an agency of the United Nations, is actively 

striving to improve working conditions for the people of its member states. In 1957, the Indigenous and 

Tribal Populations Convention, 1957 (No. 107), which is an international convention, was formed and 

accepted by the International Labour Organization. This convention was formed with the intention of 

improving the living conditions of indigenous peoples all over the world. Convention 107 of the 

International Labor Organization (ILO) was revised and renamed as the Indigenous and Tribal People's 

Convention in 1989 when it was approved by the ILO. The number 169, in this particular instance). 

Indigenous peoples have a right to self-determination, and nations have a responsibility to respect that 

right. However, nations also have a responsibility to preserve Indigenous peoples' economic, social, and 

political rights, particularly their right to a land base. The agreement becomes legally binding on those 

nations after it has been ratified.13 

The 44 provisions of the Convention, which are organised into 10 different parts, provide an overview 

of the rights of indigenous peoples. In total, 44 articles recognise "the ambitions of Indigenous peoples 

to exert control over their own institutions, means of life, and economic growth as well as to retain and 

develop their identities, languages, and religions within the States in which they reside." These goals 

include retaining and developing their identities, languages, and religions. The Convention ensures the 

ability of indigenous peoples to participate in decision-making while safeguarding the integrity of their 

communities and territories. One activity that fits this description is the exploitation of natural resources. 

According to the Convention on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, indigenous peoples have the right to 

prioritise their own development objectives (Article 7). As a consequence of this, the Convention 

requires the government to respect the rights of Indigenous peoples, recognise the distinct historical and 

social position that Indigenous peoples occupy within the state, and prevent Indigenous people from 

being evicted from the land on which they live. Indigenous peoples are guaranteed the right to equitable 

and fair job opportunities, as well as health care and education, including instruction in their native 

language, under articles 20-23, 25 and 27 of the Convention on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Article 

28). 

Since the middle of the 20th century, political leaders all over the globe have been trying to build 

international law to defend the rights of indigenous peoples. Certain experts in the field now consider 

the ILO accords, for instance, to be an example of a kind of paternalism toward indigenous peoples. 

These publications, which continue to be essential instruments for the recognition and protection of 

Aboriginal rights, were instrumental in 2007 in the ratification of the United Nations Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples). 

 
13 Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169) by General Conference of the International Labour 

Organisation at its seventy-sixth session, 27 June 1989 
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Indigenous organisations, leaders, and other recognised specialists had, by the year 1985, voiced 

concerns over the ethnocentric and assimilationist tone of Convention 107, which resulted in the 

International Labor Organization (ILO) creating a Committee of Experts to review it. However, in spite 

of the fact that the Committee had meetings with indigenous delegates in the late 1980s, non-Indigenous 

government and corporate elites were the ones who ultimately decided what would be included in the 

Convention. 

Indigenous groups and businesses and governments have come to an agreement via the Convention. 

"Consent and control" and "consultation and involvement" are concepts that Indigenous groups and 

government and corporate officials advocated for during the redrafting of the treaty. However, they did 

not agree with each other. Since these word alterations "still presume outside efforts emerging from the 

government rather than from Indigenous peoples themselves," Gerard Schulting points out, they might 

be problematic. A difficulty that has arisen in Canadian contexts is that the way to determine what 

constitutes meaningful consultation is left vague.14 

Despite the fact that the new Convention acknowledges Indigenous agency, it restricts Indigenous 

participation in the political, social, and economic spheres to a system that is controlled by state 

governments and businesses. This is the case despite the fact that Indigenous agency is acknowledged 

by the new Convention. Although governments must consult Indigenous peoples before making 

significant policy or legislative changes (such as resource exploitation or land acquisition), this does not 

allow Indigenous peoples the authority to reject such efforts." – Convention 169 The upshot is that 

According to Gerard Schulting, "many Indigenous leaders believe that their lack of veto power permits 

governments to have too much leeway to do anything they want."  

There are now just 21 nations that have signed Convention 169, which is less than the number of 

countries that approved its predecessor, the International Labor Organization Convention 107. The 

inclusion of Indigenous peoples' right to self-determination in Convention 169 has led to a decline in the 

total number of countries that have ratified the convention. Sovereignty and governance are concerns 

for many nation-states when it comes to such regulations Latin American nations ratified the treaty in 

large numbers, mostly because enforcement is slack in that region. According to countries that did not 

join the multilateral agreements, such as the United States and Canada, the multilateral accords cannot 

be enforced by the world community. Only four of the eight fundamental conventions have been ratified 

by India: 

● Forced Labour Convention (No. 29) 

● Abolition of Forced Labour Convention (No.105) 

 
14 Supreme Court rulings Taku River Tlingit (2004) and Haida Nation (2004) 
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● Equal Remuneration Convention (No.100) 

● Discrimination (Employment Occupation) Convention (No.111) 

● Minimum Age Convention (No.138) 

● Worst forms of Child Labour Convention (No.182)15  

As a result, from an international standpoint, India is successfully implementing just two of the four 

rights entrenched in the DFPR, namely Freedom from Discrimination and Protection from Forced Labor. 

There are countless judgments that demonstrate compliance with international norms and recognise 

these basic human rights, as well as legislation enactments that do the same. 

However, many indigenous leaders believe that Convention 169 is an essential step toward the 

recognition of indigenous peoples' human rights, improved living circumstances, and the right to self-

determination, notwithstanding its shortcomings. 

In nations that have accepted it, Convention 169 supersedes Convention 107. The ILO issues a report on 

the implementation of the Conventions every five years. Convention 169 of the International Labor 

Organization paved the way for the United Nations to pass a declaration on the rights of indigenous 

peoples. 

 

2.3.6 WORKING GROUP ON INDIGENOUS POPULATION: 

In 1982, the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights established what would 

later be known as the Working Group on Indigenous Populations (WGIP). The indigenous peoples' 

ability to share their experiences and express their concerns to the United Nations was made possible by 

the existence of this organisation. The Committee to Work On This. The Working Group's position 

within the United Nations' (UN) human rights hierarchy has been reshuffled such that it is now at the 

base of the pyramid. The Subcommittee was responsible for examining and approving its proposals 

before they were presented to the General Assembly. These ideas were subsequently sent to the 

Commission on Human Rights and the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). 

Human Rights Council Resolution 6/16, adopted in light of this revision, recommends that the High 

Commissioner for Human Rights organise an informal meeting to consider the best means for the 

Working Group on Indigenous Populations to continue their work. 

At Geneva on December 6 and 7, 2007, the informal meeting occurred. A draught resolution to be 

presented to the Human Rights Council was prepared after the informal meeting of the indigenous caucus 

 
15 https://labour.gov.in/lcandilasdivision/india-ilo accessed on 20 June 2022. 

https://labour.gov.in/lcandilasdivision/india-ilo
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and many other countries. The informal talks were continuing after the official conference. Draft 

resolution A/HRC/6/L.42 (HRC Resolution 6) was accepted by the Human Rights Council on December 

14, 2007, established the Indigenous Peoples' Rights Expert Mechanism (EMRIP). The Expert 

Mechanism advises the Human Rights Council on issues relating to indigenous peoples' rights. The UN 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples also assists Member States realise their objectives in 

this regard. Indigenous Peoples' rights are promoted and protected via research conducted by the Expert 

Mechanism. 

● Considerations such as self-determination and free, prior and informed consent are examined in 

depth and 

● I've been looking at best practises and difficulties in many different areas related to indigenous 

rights, 

● Committing recommendations for laws, policies, and programmes to be implemented by 

governments and others.16 

 

2.4 LEGAL POSITION OF TRIBES IN INDIA 

2.4.1 CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS IN INDIA RELATING TO SCHEDULED TRIBES 

In the Indian Constitution, the topics of Scheduled and Tribal Areas are each addressed in their own 

respective article. According to these articles, it is possible, but not certain, that an autonomous state 

would be founded in Assam, one that will include specific tribal districts, and either a local legislative 

body or council of ministers. The Interpretation Clause, State Executive Power in Scheduled Areas, 

Governor Report to President Regarding Administration of Scheduled Areas, Administration and control 

of Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes, Law applicable to Scheduled Area, and definition of tribe are 

all included in the Fifth Schedule of the Indian Constitution. This schedule also contains the law that 

applies to Scheduled Areas. The sixth Schedule of the Indian Constitution is responsible for the 

administration of the tribal areas of Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura, and Mizoram.17 

2.4.2 Criteria for Specification as Scheduled Tribe 

Anyone or any group may be designated a Scheduled Tribe under the Constitution, which does not 

provide any criterion for doing so. Based on census statistics since 1931 and the Lokur Committee's18 

 
16 https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/IPeoples/EMRIP/Pages/EMRIPIndex.aspx Accessed on 22 May 2022 

17 Constitution Of India. 

18 1965 
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findings, however, and various other committees of the Parliament, the following main criteria have 

become well established for specifying a person or a community as Scheduled Tribe. 19 

● Traditional use of a certain geographic region, as defined 

● Tribal life, including language, traditions, customs, religion, and the arts and crafts, are all part 

of this culture's distinctive identity. 

● In terms of economy, employment, and so forth; they are primitive qualities. 

● Inadequate educational and technological progress.  

 

 

2.4.3 Procedure for Inclusion 

In June of 1999, the Government of India enacted a set of criteria that must be adhered to in order to 

evaluate any requests about the inclusion of or exclusion from the list of Scheduled Tribes. In accordance 

with these predetermined guidelines, the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes will only consider 

for reconsideration those claims that have been approved by the individual state governments, the 

Registrar General of India, and the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes. 

Each and every time a request for inclusion in an official state or union territory's list of Scheduled Tribes 

comes into the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, the Ministry is required by Article 342 of the Constitution to 

forward that request to the relevant state government or UT administration for consideration. The 

proposal is forwarded to the Registrar General of India if it is approved by the state or union territory 

concerned (RGI). State governments and UTs are sent to RGI by the RGI if they are pleased with their 

recommendations. As a follow-up, the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes (NCST) is consulted 

for their opinion. If the case is also approved by the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes, it is 

sent to the Cabinet for approval. After then, a Bill to amend the Presidential Order is presented to 

Parliament. Only Parliament has the authority to add or remove anyone from the Scheduled Tribes list. 

A central or state executive order cannot alter a list that has been authorised by Parliament. The list is 

not subject to the jurisdiction of the courts.20 If the opinions of the state government / UT and the RGI 

differ, the RGI's views are conveyed to the state government / UT for review or additional justification. 

A revised proposal will be submitted to the RGI for review and comment upon receipt of the state 

government/UT administration's additional justifications and clarifications. In the event that the RGI 

does not share the viewpoint of the state government or UT administration, the Government of India 

may decide to reject the aforementioned proposal.. Claims that have not been substantiated by the RGI 

 
19 Singh,1994 

20 Pradeep K. Chhibber, Rahul verma, ‘ideology and identity: The changing party systems of India’ oxford university 

press,2018 
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or the relevant state or UT administration are disregarded. Even those instances when the RGI favours 

inclusion or exclusion, but the National Commission for Scheduled Tribes opposes it, are also ruled 

unconstitutional. 

 

2.4.4 LAWS RELATING TO PROTECTION OF TRIBES(INDIGENOUS) IN INDIA 

There are a variety of regulations, ordinances, and enactments available to protect vulnerable and 

disadvantaged people under the law in India.  

For example, the Fifth and Sixth Schedules of the Indian Constitution recognise indigenous peoples' 

rights to property ownership and self-governance, respectively, in India's mainland and north-east 

regions. Many of the laws in place to protect indigenous populations have serious faults that are not 

adequately addressed. While the Indian government voted in favour of the UN Declaration on 

Indigenous Peoples' Rights (UNDRIP). In India, the concept of "indigenous peoples," as well as the 

UNDRIP, are thus irrelevant.21 

i) The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 

Atrocities perpetrated against members of the Scheduled Castes and Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) 

shall be forbidden, as stated by the Scheduled Castes and Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, which 

was adopted by the government of India in 1989. The law's intention was to shield Dalits from any kind 

of discrimination while also facilitating their incorporation into mainstream society. On the other hand, 

the Act didn't take effect until 1990 after it was passed. The purpose of this legislation is to ensure that 

crimes committed against individuals belonging to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes are only 

carried out by those who are included on the list. The Act makes it illegal to commit any kind of atrocity 

against a member of a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe. 1995 saw the publication of the Act's 

Comprehensive Rules, which included prerequisites for both rehabilitation and relief.. Each State and 

Union Territory Administration is responsible for implementing the Act's provisions in accordance with 

federal funding provided under the Centrally Sponsored Scheme. Even though it looks to be a strong 

and accurate weapon, the Protection of Atrocities Act has been mostly unsuccessful. It's ironic that the 

people who stand in the way of the law's full execution are the same people who serve as its most basic 

enforcers: the officers and bureaucrats who serve as the principal point of contact between the state and 

rural communities. There have been several instances in which police officers have opted not to report 

 
21 IWGIA 2016 yearbook < https://www.upr-info.org/sites/default/files/document/india/session_27 

may_2017/js46_upr27_ind_e_main.pdf > accessed on 22 May 2022 
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statutory infractions. In part, this reluctance is due to a lack of knowledge. Government officials who 

are supposed to implement the Act are not aware of its existence, according to a 1999 study. 22 

The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Amendment Bill, 2018 was 

presented on August 3, 2018, by the Minister for Social Justice and Empowerment, Mr. Thaawarchand 

Gehlot. After then, it was altered in order to prevent atrocities from being committed against individuals 

who belonged to the Scheduled Castes and Tribes. According to the proposed law, obtaining permission 

from any government entity to place an accused person under arrest would no longer be necessary. 

According to the statute, First Information Reports may be filed against anybody who is suspected of 

violating the Act23 without first completing an initial investigation. The use of violence in assaults 

committed against Dalits was not restricted to the use of derogatory names or the prevention of admission 

into public places; rather, the use of violence was a distinguishing feature of the attacks. 34 years after 

the PCR Act was passed into law, in 1989, the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of 

Atrocities) Act, 1989 was passed into law. "The complaint is given additional weight under the Atrocities 

Act.There are also significant sanctions in place for police officials who handle the Atrocity case with 

negligence.24 

Court of Appeal for Arunachal Pradesh v. Sri Kaheka Pralo25 It was revealed in this case that around 

12,000 persons in the Dibang Valley area of Arunachal Pradesh were suffering in food shortages or 

starvation due to a serious lack of food and basic goods. The Itanagar bench of the Gauhati High Court 

received a plea from the HRLN Arunachgal unit. All necessities must be airlifted, as mandated by the 

Court. Air Force Helicopters flew 21 missions to replenish supplies until the Border Roads Organization 

could reestablish road access, according to reports. 

Arunachal Pradesh v Debananda Deori 26such relevant writ or directive, as this Court deems appropriate 

in the circumstances of the case. The President has signed this petition.Deori Tribal Welfare Association 

(DTWA). Mahadevpur. Lohit District. Arunachal Pradesh, in a representative capacity, treating this as 

a public interest petition for the reasons set out in the writ petition. 

That the petitioner's representation shall be considered by the Government of Arunachal Pradesh in order 

to determine whether the list of Scheduled Tribes in Arunachal Pradesh as found in the Presidential 

 
22 http://www.legalserviceindia.com/article/l440-Scheduled-Castes-and-Tribes-Act-.html accessed on 22 May 2022 

23 https://prsindia.org/billtrack/the-scheduled-castes-and-the-scheduled-tribes-prevention-of-atrocities-amendmentbill-2018 

accessed on 23 may 2022 

24 Human Rights Watch interview with T. K. Chaudhry, Bombay, February 5, 1998 accessed on 23 May 2022 

25 Writ Petition (Civil) Appeal No 376 of 2012 

26 Civil Rule No. 2659 of 1996 
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Orders of 1950 and 1951 needs to be amended to include the 'Deori' community in the list of Scheduled 

Tribes in Arunachal Pradesh. 

A suggestion may be made to the President of India to add the 'Deori' group in the list of Scheduled 

Tribes in Arunachal Pradesh, if the Arunachal Pradesh government finds it practicable to do so, in order 

to get the advantages afforded under the Constitution of India. 

Biswajit Deba Sharma V. State Of Arunachal Pradesh 27 

In this case, it thus emerges that the persons who were below these petitioners in the merit list, were 

allowed to be admitted despite the fact that those persons were Dominated to the institutions unlawfully. 

The persons with higher merits were denied their rightful place/claim for being admitted in the various 

institutions. The respondents after holding an enquiry sought the rectify the situation and ordered the 

petitioners to get their admissions in the respective institutions. After allowing these persons to get 

admitted in the respective institutions, there was no justification to turn a volt face causing serious 

prejudice to these persons. The vested rights of those persons were taken away by the impugned actions 

in contravention of the principles of natural justice and in violation of Article 14 of the Constitution of 

India. The orders of the State Govt cancelling their nominations cannot, therefore, be justified on any 

count. It is also equally true that because of elapse of time, these persons cannot now be ordered to be 

re-admitted in the institutions in which they were admitted earlier. Situated thus, I am of the view that 

ends of justice will be met if a direction is issued to the respondents, more particularly respondent Nos. 

1 and 2, to nominate these petitioners in their respective streams for the session 1999-2000 on the basis 

of the selection made earlier. Accordingly, the respondents, more particularly the State 

of Arunachal Pradesh and the Secretary to the Govt of Amnachal Pradesh, PWD Department, are 

directed to nominate the present petitioners for undergoing studies in their respective streams in the 

session 1999-2000 AD without being subject to any further Joint Entrance Examination, against seats 

allotted by the Central Govt, Ministry of Human Resource Development, to the State 

of Arunachal Pradesh for the year in question in any of the available institutions. 

National Crime Records Bureau records show that in the previous year, a scheduled caste (SC) person 

was victimised in India every 10 minutes, totaling 50291 incidents in 2020, an 8.4% increase over the 

previous year. Crimes against scheduled tribal (ST) communities climbed by 9.3 percent in the year, 

totalling 8,272 instances. Uttar Pradesh accounted for 25% of all crimes committed against SCs, with a 

total of 12,714 registered instances. To be fair, this might be ascribed to the state's large population (it 

also has the biggest number of SCs) and improved reporting methods as a result of a dense network of 

grassroots activists. Bihar (7,368), Rajasthan (7,017), and Madhya Pradesh (7,017) followed (6,899). 

 
27 Writ Petition (C)Nos 323, 330, 331, 332 and 1151 of 1999 

https://www.casemine.com/act/in/5a979dac4a93263ca60b723b#5a97a6f34a93264050a345e9
https://www.casemine.com/act/in/5a979dac4a93263ca60b723b#5a97a6f34a93264050a345e9
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Despite accounting for just around 40% of the country's 197 million scheduled caste people, these four 

states account for two-thirds of all crimes against SCs in India. The greatest crime rate — a measure of 

criminal cases per SC population – was in Rajasthan, followed by Madhya Pradesh and Bihar. This was 

the same as previous year. In 2020, a total of 1,485 crimes against SCs were filed in India’s 19 major 

cities with a population of two million or more - suggesting that 97 percent of the crimes against Dalits 

happened in small towns and villages. The court pendency rate for matters under the SC/ST Act was 

96.5 percent in 2020, up from 94 percent the previous year. At the conclusion of the year, there were 

177,379 cases awaiting trial under special laws designed to safeguard minority castes and tribes. As a 

whole, 91.3 percent of offences under SLL and 93.8 percent of those under the Indian Penal Code were 

pending in the nation's courts. There were just 216 convictions out of a total of 50,291 offences 

committed against special needs children in 2020. Acquittals were obtained in 3,192 instances. "These 

pendency figures highlight the inadequacy of current court facilities to resolve these cases," said Raja 

Bagga, a senior project officer with the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative. 28 

The Act contains sections dealing to: definitions of atrocities and authority granted under the Act, 

Punishment for atrocity offences, The penalty for failing to meet the obligations of the Act. Punishment 

for further offences is more severe. in accordance with several provisions of India's Penal Code a 

particular individual's property forfeiture Powers of Conferment, based on the Presumption of Injustice: 

Removal of an individual who is likely to commit an offence the procedure to be followed if someone 

fails to remove himself from a certain place and then returns after they have been expelled, 

Measurements and photographs of people against whom an order under Section 10 of the Act has been 

issued, as well as any relevant information Failure to comply with an order in violation of Section 10 of 

the Act carries the following penalties: A Court of Special Appeals, Special Public Prosecutor, State 

government has the authority to levy a collective fine; law enforcement will take preventive measures; 

The duty of the government to guarantee the human rights violation act's proper execution, the protection 

of actions committed in good faith, and the power to enact rules under the Act. 29 

ii) Panchayats Extension to the Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act 1996 

A constitutional provision in Article 243M states that, while the Fifth Schedule Areas are exempt from 

Part IX, the provisions of that Part may be extended by law, with or without the exceptions and 

modifications specified therein, to the Scheduled and Tribal Areas. This provision is not considered an 

amendment to the Constitution of India. As a result of the conclusions of the Bhuria Committee, the 

 
28 https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/crimes-against-dalits-tribals-increased-in-covid-pandemic-year-ncrb-

101631731260293-amp.html accessed on 20 June 2022 

29http://socialjustice.nic.in/writereaddata/UploadFile/The%20Scheduled%20Castes%20and%20Scheduled%20Tribes. pdf 

accessed on 20 June 2022 
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Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Regions) Act, 1996 (PESA) was passed on December 1, 1996, to 

extend Part IX of the Indian Constitution to Scheduled V areas. Ten states are presently home to 

Schedule V areas. India's states of Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh; Gujarat; Himalayas; Jharkhand; 

Madhya Pradesh; Maharashtra; Odisha; Rajasthan; and Telangana are included. The Ministry of 

Panchayati Raj plays a crucial role in putting PESA legislation into action throughout the nation's 

states30. Pesa was legislated to enable Panchayats and Gram Sabha to adopt a system of local self-

governance in several sectors, such as customary resources, minor forest products, minor minerals and 

minor water bodies, beneficiary selection and project approval, and control over local institutions.31 

 An official assessment from the Planning Commission found that "Prior to the implementation of PESA, 

the Gram Sabha's function did not differ significantly between tribal and non-tribal districts. The Gram 

Panchayat Sarpanch and other influential members have sway over the Gram Sabha meetings, which are 

usually irregular and to which they pay little attention. It's a mystery to the broader public as to how it 

all works." According to the findings, tribal members should be better informed on the provisions of the 

PESA Act. Another problem is that there has been no foundation created in recognising the Gram Sabha's 

authority over forests or in building proper protocols and support structures for them to play any 

meaningful role. Gram Sabha's power grew thanks to the implementation of PESA in 1996. Government 

has not attempted to successfully implement PESA, which is still controlled by centralised institutions 

and regulations that are in opposition to PESA's progressive features. PESA. People's control over 

livelihood resources, for example, is still being implemented in the specified areas under the Act. As a 

result of the implementation of PESA, a few communities have attempted to regain control of local 

resources. The ruling class has responded fiercely, at times violently, to these initiatives. Therefore, 

before pressing for the approval of particular PESA legislation, contradicting areas were determined to 

be.32 

Tribal people in India are constantly battling non-tribals and government agencies for their rights. The 

Forest Rights Act (FRA) and the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, both passed after India 

gained independence, have the potential to enhance the country's tribal communities (PESA). To be sure, 

the fundamental concern of indigenous people is to make sure that their rights are safeguarded by these 

Acts, which is unfortunate33. It was a turning point in the history of scheduled areas and PESA when the 

Supreme Court of India handed down its landmark decision in the Samatha Case back in 1997. "In 1993, 

Amaya launched a lawsuit against the government of Andhra Pradesh for leasing tribal lands to 

 
30 https://panchayat.gov.in/en/pesa accessed on 23 May 2022 

31 http://www.panchayat.gov.in/pesa accessed on 23 May 2022 

32 http://planningcommission.nic.in/reports/sereport/ser/ser_pesa.pdf accessed on 23 may 2022 

33 https://thewire.in/government/supreme-court-must-safeguard-tribal-rights-over-niyamgiri-hills-in-odisha accessed on 24 

May 2022 
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commercial mining corporations in scheduled zones. Samata petitioned the Supreme Court of India for 

a Special Leave Petition after the High Court dismissed his plea. In July 1997, a three-judge panel handed 

down a momentous ruling after a four-year battle. As a result of the Court's ruling, any lands in the 

scheduled regions that have been leased to private mining corporations other than those operated by the 

government or its agencies are null and invalid, as indicated in the Court's final judgement. Because the 

objective of public corporations is to benefit society as a whole, it was ruled that land transfers to the 

government or its agencies are entrusted with public property, and so such transfers are permitted.34 

 

iii) Forest Rights Act, 2006 

The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 

is the culmination of a long battle by our country's marginal and tribal communities to establish their 

rights to the forest land on which they have traditionally depended since the dawn of time. Here are the 

main objectives of the act: 

•In order to increase the ability of communities to govern themselves, 

 •In order to alleviate poverty and promote development that benefits the poor, as well as to raise their 

quality of life, 

•Aiming to solve and preserve environmental conservation and resource management challenges in India 

via conservation governance. 

The key features of the Act include significant rights towards them, such as:  

•In addition to their individual rights in the region in which they reside, residents of a community have 

rights to the common property resources of the community. 

 •Conversion of all forest villages, historic habitations, un-surveyed settlements, and other settlements 

in forests into revenue villages is an important part of their land rights. 

•All communities have the right to preserve or manage any forest resource that has been preserved and 

maintained for long-term use by the community. 

•a person's right to resist the exercise of his or her rights to intellectual property and traditional 

knowledge that pertain to biodiversity and cultural diversity. 

 
34 PUCL. "Attempts to subvert 'Samatha' judgement". < http://www.pucl.org/ > accessed on 23 may 2022 
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•Rights of displaced communities who were previously evacuated from their settlements; and •Rights to 

participate in and undertake developmental activities for the sake of development.35  

Native American tribes living in the forests and other traditional forest residents are protected under the 

2006 Forest Rights Act (FRA), which recognises the rights of those groups to use forest resources for a 

variety of purposes, including sustenance and other socio-cultural needs. Colonial and postcolonial 

Indian forest management policies, as well as Acts, Rules and Forest Policies of Participatory Forest 

Management policies did not recognise the STs' symbiotic relationship with forests, as reflected in their 

reliance on the forest and their traditional wisdom and knowledge regarding forest conservation prior to 

this Act's enactment.  

 An individual's right to cultivate and cultivate their own land is included in the Act; in addition, the Act 

protects the rights of groups such as the PVTGs and nomadic and pastoral communities, as well as the 

rights of communities to graze and fish in forests, access to biodiversity, community rights to intellectual 

property and traditional knowledge, recognition of customary rights and responsibilities. It also gives 

them the ability to assign forest land for development purposes in order to satisfy the fundamental 

infrastructural requirements of the community. Protecting indigenous communities from relocation 

without rehabilitation or settlement is a key component of the Right to Fair Compensation and 

Transparent in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation, and Settlement Act of 2013.36 

 

2.5 ROLE OF CUSTOMARY LAW IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRIBE: 

Indigenous groups have long relied on customary law, which they believe to be an essential part of their 

identity, regardless of whether or not it is recognised as an official form of law. This legislation maintains 

the tribe's long-standing customs and norms by enforcing social and personal boundaries among its 

members. It is via these organisations, such as the village council, that village leaders oversee the internal 

affairs of the village. Conventions, social interactions, language, festivals, clothes, decoration and arts 

are all manifestations of a community's worldview or perception of reality. It everything comes to a head 

when it realises who it is. Over time, customary law and culture have changed?37 

A customary law has no commonly acknowledged definition. In other words, it's a set of rules and 

regulations that a group utilises to live out their culture and express their worldview. It's "an established 

system of immemorial rules that had evolved from the people's way of life and natural desires, the 

general context of which was common knowledge, coupled with precedents applying to special cases, 

 
35 Forest Rights Act, 2006< https://www.fra.org.in/ > accessed on 22 May 2022 

36 Forest Act 2006 < https://tribal.nic.in/FRA.aspx > accessed on 22 May 2022 

37 Customary Law-Formal Law Interface: Impact On Tribal Culture , Fernandes, Pereira and Khatso 2005: 22 
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which were retained in the memories of the chief and his counsellors, their sons and their sons' sons 

(sic), until forgotten or until they became part of the immemorial rules."38 As a result, it is responsible 

for a person's marital and other personal ties, including custody of children and other issues relating to 

family and community. 

To put it another way, customary law is a society's regular course of conduct that consists of rules and 

regulations that are based on the community as a whole and the individual's values and ethics. As a result 

of these rules, the people and families' social, cultural and religious aspects are controlled. The 

community's acceptance of customary law is vital. The laws may begin as traditions that only apply to a 

small part of the community, but as time goes on, the rest of the community comes to accept them 

because it sees the benefits of doing so. Unlike customs, they are enforced by the tribe's leaders. As a 

consequence of the continuity provided by customary law, it becomes an integral part of the tribal 

community's identity.39 

Custom plays a unique function that is explicitly mentioned in Section 9 of the Constitution. However, 

some restrictions apply to its adoption, implementation, and enforcement. Customary law may be 

incorporated into formal legislation within the terms of the Constitution's Schedule 21, which allows for 

its application and enforcement. Extensive investigation is required to adequately define and describe 

customs and customary law. 

This paper makes no attempt to fully define the bounds of customary law, but instead provides some 

basic observations on its nature that may be useful. There has been little advancement in "indigenous 

jurisprudence" (as defined by Section 21(1) of the Constitution), Sakora syas lamented, citing "the 

incapacity of custom to attain its suitable function as a primary source of the underpinning laws" as the 

reason. Courts' seeming ignorance, laziness, or disdain for tradition are some of the concerns that are 

levelled at the courts and Parliament's unwillingness to act swiftly enough to implement laws foreseen 

in Schedule 21(3). This flaw was fixed by the ULA. In other analyses of custom's role, experts said the 

failure was due to the absence of consistent judicial techniques for dealing with custom issues and 

technological challenges in showing the existence of custom. Instead of addressing concerns, the 

information on this page may be useful for future study into some of the issues raised. The Supreme 

Court has decided on a number of legal disputes. However, an examination of several of the instances 

indicates a high amount of ambiguity and uncertainty, raising questions about the administration of the 

statutory structure. The following questions, for example, are regularly asked.” 40 

 
38 Wilfred Massingham Seymour, J. C. Bekker ‘Seymour's Customary Law in Southern Africa’, 5th edition,1989.p-11 

39 study of the problem of discrimination against indigenous populations. by Cobo , Volume 5, 1986 

40 Jessep, 1998 “Tribal Court Praxis: One Year in the Life of Twenty Indian Tribal Courts” 

https://www.google.co.in/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Wilfred+Massingham+Seymour%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=4
https://www.google.co.in/search?tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22J.+C.+Bekker%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=4
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1. As stated in the Constitution's Schedule 21(2), custom is to be integrated into the underlying 

legislation. What does this mean? 

2. Are there any preconditions that must be satisfied before a custom may be adopted? Yes, even if it's 

not explicitly part of the law, tradition may be utilised in court. 

3. What is the relationship between custom and common law as opposing sources of governing law? 

4. Is it possible to find and resolve contradictions between custom and legislation or between custom 

and common law? 

5. What are the long-term consequences and precedent importance of adopting custom (or, alternatively, 

common law) in a single case? 

These are some of the issues that arise when attempting to interpret the Constitution's Schedule 21. 

According to the Constitution, the only laws that exist are those created or authorised by or under the 

Constitution, Organic Laws, Acts of Parliament, Emergency Regulations, Provincial legislation, and 

laws established or approved by or under any of these laws. 41 

This act defines how custom is to be imposed in accordance with the Customs Recognition Act42. You 

may argue in favour of custom in any court, except if it would lead to injustice or would not serve the 

public interest, or if, for some other reason, its acceptance would be unconstitutional. 

The most pressing issues are the recognition that tribes have a right to autonomy, not just decentralised 

government; a right to seek justice in accordance with their own traditional or customary rules; and a right 

to own and use natural resources in their surrounding environment in their own communities. The Indian 

Constitution (Constitution) and tribal-people-specific rules are used to address these issues, however the 

treatment of northeastern and peninsular tribes in the Indian legal system vary greatly. According to the 

colonial British Indian administration, the legal difference is founded on two criteria: (a) whether the tribe 

had the capacity to handle its own affairs, and (b) whether the tribal territory in issue had a sizeable non-

tribal population. Based on these two criteria, the Constitution has provided extensive autonomy to the 

north-eastern tribes—also isolated but regarded more socially advanced—while placing the tribes in the rest 

of the country under the authority of provincial governors. Peninsular Indian tribes have this system in the 

Fifth Schedule, whereas northeastern Indian tribes have it in the Sixth Schedule. The Constituent Assembly 

formed at the time of independence recognised the two different systems after receiving concerns that the 

diverse 'community structures' and 'attitudes' of the tribes in the two territories could not be managed in a 

single statute. Many of India's indigenous people live and work in fifth schedule territories, which were only 

 
41 Constitution, GovPNG (1975). 

42 The Customs Recognition Act, 1963 
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recently decentralised when the Indian Parliament approved the Panchayat (Extension to Scheduled Area) 

Act, 1996 (PESA). PESA mandated that states hand up part of their political, administrative, and financial 

responsibilities to locally elected authorities (whether tribal or non-tribal). There was no alteration to the 

Fifth Schedule as a result of PESA. As an alternative, it attempted to assure the engagement of indigenous 

people via limited self-government, on the theory that this system would be more suited to their "degree of 

development." The purpose of PESA is clearly not being met after a decade. On the contrary, tribes in Fifth 

Schedule lands have frequently reasserted their identity and rights forcibly due to blatant abuses of tribal 

interests and state administrations' hesitation (in some cases, simple procrastination) to transfer power. No 

serious debate has ever taken place about alternative plans to govern the tribal regions of peninsular India, 

despite the creation of two new states in 2000 through political movements of tribal origin, despite the 

National Tribal Policy revision that is soon to be introduced, and despite the Scheduled Tribes and Other 

Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act that was passed in December 2006. 

 

However, not all of the Northeast has had the same experience with "modern" formal law. Only a handful 

of the region's indigenous tribes have been officially recognised under the United States Constitution. 

Article 371A of the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution, passed in 1963, recognised the customary 

law of Nagaland. Article 371G of the 53rd amendment to the Constitution of 1986 recognised the rights of 

the Mizo people. There is awareness of social and cultural traditions such as communal ownership as well 

as the laws controlling marriage, divorce, and the distribution of wealth.  When it comes to religious or 

social practises, processes and administration of justice involving their customary law and the ownership or 

transfer of property or resources, their legislative assemblies must consent to any Union legislation. 

Mizoram's Legislative Assembly has the power to override any law passed by Parliament in regards to Mizo 

customary law and procedure, Mizo customary law and procedure, administration of civil and criminal 

justice involving decisions according to Mizo customary law, and land ownership, according to Article 

371G. The Mizo National Front and the Indian government reached an agreement on 30 June 1986, putting 

an end to two decades of conflict. It was a similar agreement on Nagaland in 196343 that led to Article 371A. 

 

All of Meghalaya and Assam's Karbi Anglong and N. C. Hills districts are covered under the Sixth Schedule 

of the Indian Constitution. Without the Sixth Schedule, District Autonomous Councils (DAC) exist in 

Assam and Tripura. In contrast, DACs outside the Sixth Schedule region have not been awarded several 

characteristics that are peculiar to the Sixth Schedule or customary law, such as jurisdiction over land, 

forests, and other natural resources. They are a part of the village council according to their traditional 

legislation. Traditional customary law is practised by the majority of tribes in the states of Assam, Manipur, 

 
43 371A. Special provision with respect to the State of Nagaland. 
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and Arunachal Pradesh (AP). Tribes in Manipur have certain safeguards in place, whereas those in the AP 

region merely have colonial-era administrative procedures to protect them.44 

 

Many modern inputs encourage class formation, strengthen patriarchy, and push tribal groups to shift 

from a constructive to a destructive dependence on natural resources in the growth of tribes toward such 

equality. Modern inputs may modernise the undesirable aspects of their culture if measures are not taken 

to counteract these consequences. Every family had access to the resources and social structures they 

needed to survive in most tribes, for example. A dominant economic class seems to have emerged as a 

result of this power structure. It is possible to prevent this mismatch if one starts with the value system 

guiding it rather than their customary law as rules and regulations, Its purpose is to bring it closer to 

today's society's standards of equality. To put it another way, neither modernisation nor romanticising 

the past are the answers. To build a future based on the ideals of the past, one must adapt them to the 

current situation. 

 

2.6 ADI TRIBES STATUS IN INDIA TILL TODAY: 

In the Nyingchi Prefecture's temperate and subtropical regions of East Siang, Upper Siang, West Siang, 

and Dibang Valley, the Adi, also called the Bangni-Bokar Lhoba, make up a huge collective group. 

"Uncontrollable" is an Assamese exonym that was once used for Abor. Some of these may be located 

near the Indian border in Southern Tibet (a little farther north than South Tibet). Adi means "hill" or 

"peak of the mountain." 

The Bomis and the Bogums are the two major Adi tribes, each of which has a number of smaller sub-

tribes. Minyongs, Karkos and Shimongs are part of one group of Adis, whereas the Galong is part of a 

second group that comprises the Galong and seven other Adis. The Adis are naturally democratic and 

have a strong sense of their own history.45 

Their 'Kebang' village government is very well-run. Arunachal Pradesh's 'Ponung' traditional dance is 

well-known across the state. They like participating in dances. In general, Adi communities are situated 

at the tops of hills. Polyandry is not practised, although polygamy is. Adi women are excellent weavers, 

producing cloth with intricate motifs. 46 

 
44 Gulliver's Troubles: State and Militants in North-East India, Barooah 2002: 69 

45 https://pasighat.wordpress.com/adi-tribe/ access > 17.05.2022, 7:10 P.M 

46 Danggen, Bani. (2003). The kebang: A unique indigenous political institution of the Adis. Delhi: Himalayan 

Publishers. ISBN 81-86393-51-X 
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If we see the origin of the Adi tribes, they are descended from the Pedong Nane. Pedong Nane was the 

great granddaughter of the founder, Sedi Melo. The Adi are a significant tribe in the Siang Frontier 

Division. Siang Frontier Division is home to the Adis. They include Padam, Minyong Shimong, Pasi 

Bori Bokar Karko Ramo Milan Tangam and Pailibo. Adis groupings. The Adi people are descended 

from the Mongols, as seen by their strong physiques. 

2.6.1 Tribes and organisational structures 

The Adi live in hill settlements, each of which has a Gaon Burra (British period development) who 

serves as the Gaon Burra of the village council, which functions even as the ancient court Kebang. 

Decisions were taken at a Musup/Dere (village communal house) by majority vote in ancient councils 

made up of all the village elders. The Shimong people 

● Karko tribe,  

● Milang tribe,  

● Minyong tribe,  

● Padam tribe, 

● Pasi tribe,  

● Ramo tribe, and  

● pailibo tribe 

 

The Padams, Milangs, Komkars, Minyongs, and Pasis are the Adi tribe's most prominent sub-tribal 

groupings. Another Adi tribes group consists of sub tribal communities such as Galong and seven more 

clans.47  They have roughly separated the Adi tribal population into two groups: the Bomis and the 

Bogums. These two divisions encompass the sub tribal groupings that comprise the Adi tribe. An ethnic 

group called Adi is the most populous ethnic group in Arunachal Pradesh's Lower Dibang Valley district. 

This main group's subtribes speak a shared dialect, claim a common origin, and conduct and celebrate 

the same rites and festivals. The Adi tribe is mostly situated in river valleys.This tribe's language is also 

known as Adi, and it has some similarities with both Chinese and Tibetan dialects. It is spoken by all 

Adi tribes, with minor variances.48 

2.6.2 Adi's Social and Cultural Status 

 
47 Hamilton, A. (1983 [1912]). In Abor jungles of north-east India. Delhi: Mittal Publications. 

48 Mibang, Tamo; & Chaudhuri, S. K. (Eds.) (2004). Folk culture and oral literature from north-east India. New Delhi: 

Mittal. ISBN 81-7099-911-1. 
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The father is regarded as the family's leader. The adult goes out to cultivate the field, while the young 

females bring firewood and water, pound the grain, and assist with home responsibilities. Cultivation, 

hunting, and fishing are all methods of producing food. They engage in Jhum cultivation. In the same 

land, paddy, maize, and millet are seeded. The Adi tribes are recognised for their friendliness and 

simplicity. The manner in which they carry out their administrative duties reflects their democratic 

nature. They have a well-organized village council known as 'Kebang.' The Adi people are divided into 

clans. This tribe determines social relationships and kinship. The nuclear family is the lowest level of 

social structure. In their culture, following marriage, the eldest sibling separates and establishes a new 

dwelling, while the youngest stays behind to care for the elderly parents. Monogamy is the most popular 

type of marriage; however, polygamy is socially forbidden. A marriage planned by parents and elders is 

regarded as ideal and ethical, yet choosing a mate through a love affair is equally popular and usual. 

Dead remains are buried in the Adi community. 49 

There are two sorts of dormitories in Adi society: Moshup for boys and Rasheng for girls. Moshup is a 

residence built by the locals for unmarried lads. Children aged 10 and above are eligible to join the 

Moshups. They think that this technique fosters in youngsters a sense of collaboration, mutual respect, 

adjustment, and fellow feeling. The Moshups include several Merum or cells. Each belongs to a different 

Merum and sleeps in it. Rasheng is a tiny structure built in the midst of the village. This residence is 

taken up by a senior female. 

Dormitories are vital to the Adi tribe, and specific norms must be followed. A  boy, for example, is 

permitted to visit a female's dormitory but is not permitted to remain overnight. Guardians will need to 

be present at times to guide the children. 

There is different clothing for man and woman, which is organically woven by the tribes' women. 

Depending on the location, males may wear helmets made of cane, bear, or deer skin. Unmarried girls 

wear a beyop, a petticoat ornament made up of five to six metal plates, instead of the yellow necklaces 

and spiral earrings worn by older women. Among the elderly, tattoos were a popular choice. 

Beads, jewellery, and land are traditionally seen as an indication of a family's wealth. They celebrate 

their primary festival, Solung, for five days or more in September. It's a harvest celebration conducted 

after sowing and transplanting to make sure future harvests would be plentiful. There is a performance 

 
49 Nyori, Tai (1993). History and Culture of the Adis, Omsons Publications, New Delhi-110 027. 
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of Ponung music and dances during the occasion. In an attempt to ward off evil spirits, the throne and 

indigenous weapons are put along the way of the dwellings on the last day of Solung.50 

Delong and Ponung are two of Adis's most popular dances, with Ponung being the slowest. The Tapu 

War Dance tells a storey via a series of these dances. Soldiers' celebratory cries and gory details are 

vividly brought to life by Tapu Combat Dance performers. In Yakjong, the dancers wield sticks with 

designs produced by removing the barks in precise patterns and then placing them in the fire for a length 

of time, which results in the marked black designs. 

The Adi tribe's fairs and festivals represent their rich culture and tradition. Solung, Etor, and Aaran are 

their three primary festivals. Huge feasts are held, and deities are honoured with offerings. At these 

events, songs and dances are performed. Dances are done in groups led by a primary vocalist, and 

popular dances include the Ponung, Delong, Yakjong, and Tapu, which is a battle dance. Ponung, on the 

other hand, is the most popular of all the dances. It is an essential aspect of the Adi tribes' way of 

existence. They have developed their own dance style. Dances are particularly important to the Adi 

tribes. They do group dances. The dancers are connected to one another in various ways, such as through 

the hands, the waist, or the shoulders. The dance's major motions are limited to the legs, arms, and core 

section of the torso. The Adis dwell on high ridges of hills. 

The Donyi-Polo religion, which includes worshipping the sun, the moon, and the ancestor deity, the 

shaman, known as Miri, who may be female, was practised by the majority of Adi in the past. Other Adi 

deities include Kine Nane, Doying Bote, Gumin Soyin, and Pedong Nane. For each god, he or she 

functions as a protector and guardian of countless natural difficulties that affect their daily life in some 

way. Everything from crops to homes to rain falls within this category.  

Recently, a large number of Adi have left Donyi-Polo and moved elsewhere. A large number of Adi 

people, especially young individuals, have embraced Christianity. Adis in Tibet, notably the Bokars, 

have adopted various aspects of Tibetan Buddhism as a consequence of Tibetan influence.However, in 

recent years, there has been a resurrection of the faith, and the people's yearning for indigenousness has 

made it popular with the young once again. Donyi Polo adherents may also be found in regions of upper 

Assam among the Mishing tribe; according to extant historical and mythology, the Mishings were the 

Adis. 

 

 

 
50 Danggen, Bani. (2003). “A book of conversation: A help book for English to Adi conversation. Itanagar” , Himalayan 

Publishers. 
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2.6.3 status of Adi women  

In an Adi community, women's social and economic responsibilities are internalised within the house. 

Generation must pass down through the male blood line since the culture is patrilineal. As a result, the 

male child's desire takes precedence. The girl child is reared in such a socio-cultural milieu, which 

moulds her to engage in activities within the family's constraints. Although monogamy is the 

fundamental norm of marriage, polygamy is also socially acceptable. Under Adi traditional law, the 

husband can easily divorce his wife if she commits adultery or other serious offences. It might be for 

infidelity, barrenness, adultery, or any other reason. The traditional village council makes a decision 

based on customary law that is binding on both parties. When all spouses agree to live under the same 

roof, the eldest lady gets the upper hand. This strategy, however, is viewed as undermining a woman's 

social standing. As a result, men's dominance over women is emphasised. No ancestry property may be 

passed to the daughter, even though she was the deceased's only child, when it comes to acquiring 

inheritance of immovable property caused by events such as death and cause discontinuation of 

ownership. In such cases, the property is passed down to the clan's closest relatives. Only male family 

members are entitled to inherit family property. The widow, on the other hand, has the right to keep the 

property as long as she stays close to the family; however, if she marries, she loses the right to keep the 

property. As a result, the lady is unable to inherit her husband's property. When it comes to widow re-

marriage, though, a woman has a lot of leeway. She can remarry and start a new chapter in her life. 

When a woman dies, the widower is usually allowed to marry his late wife's sister, if she has one, 

subject to her consent. The rule is intended to retain the blood connection while also shielding the 

children from a strange new mother and preventing the deceased's goods from being alienated to a 

stranger. If a husband dies, any of his unmarried brothers has the right to marry the widow. This is done 

to protect the lady as well as the children's welfare. The assembly must be attended by all members of 

the community. Women, on the other hand, have a lower participation rate. Although no Adi traditional 

norm restricts women's engagement, it has been curtailed for a number of reasons. Traditionally, women 

were not permitted to attend the Kebang gathering during their unclean periods or during giving birth. 

They are also recognised as a transient member since females go to other clans or villages after 

marriage. Due to underlying household duties, females frequently find it difficult to attend meetings. 

However, it does not limit those who are interested and willing to participate. 
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2.7 CONCLUSION  

A tribe is a group of primitive people living in the hills and jungles of contemporary India, each with 

their own language and culture. The social structure, customs, and instincts of the Indian tribes are 

clearly distinct from those of the general population. This is evident. Until India gained its freedom, 

tribal cultures there were mostly isolated from the rest of the country. The Indian constitution's framers 

took socioeconomic backwardness into account while granting special benefits to tribes' development 

in independent India. In order to integrate the tribes into our ideal democratic society, different laws 

and an administrative framework have been created and built throughout time. Even in the twenty-first 

century, the majority of tribe members reject the law of the land and prefer to be ruled by customary 

law. Customary rules, which have a long history, may still be found in Adi society today. Adi believes 

that custom is the fundamental basis of law. Moral, legal, and religious conventions are all examples of 

customary standards in a broad sense. Modern law is founded on the ideals of gender justice and 

equality, but customary law is not always in accordance with the law of the nation, and in fact, most 

customary laws have been brutal to women.       
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CHAPTER  3 

RIGHT OF INHERITANCE AND SUCCESSION OF THE ADI WOMEN 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

All human beings have some fundamental rights that constitute a meaningful life. Human rights are 

protected and promoted by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) adopted by the United 

Nations in 1948. Since then, a number of human rights accords have been formed to defend the interests 

of minorities and the impoverished, including women. Women's human rights are a groundbreaking 

concept. Apart from creating universal criteria to promote and safeguard women's rights during the UN 

Decade for Women (1976-85), the United Nations hosted four international conferences on women to 

achieve gender equality, including one on inheritance rights (land and property rights). However, in 

Indian culture, gender conceptions define gender roles inside the family, resulting in gender inequality. 

Furthermore, the Personal Legislation has often been used against women, while it is intended that the 

Uniform Family Code (UFC) would address the gaps in the current laws. Agriculture is the major source 

of income in India, and land is an important part of one's identity. Land rights are essential civil rights 

of a person, and they do not only imply ownership rights. For numerous women, particularly in rural 

areas, land is their only source of income. While women have the legal right to own land in India, 

relatively few do. For those women who do own property, ownership seldom translates into control over 

the land or its assets. 51 

Discrimination based on "race, gender, language or religion"52 is prohibited under the United Nations 

Charter. This short list of four non-discrimination problems was thought adequate by certain delegations 

participating in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and should be repeated in the 

Declaration. Others wanted to go a step farther in their investigation. Subcommittee on Discrimination 

Prevention and Minority Protection received the matter. According to this commission, "everyone" is 

entitled to the rights and freedoms set out in this Declaration, "without regard to any difference of any 

sort, such as racial or ethnic origin; language; religion; political or ideological viewpoint; property 

position; and national or social origin."53 Despite a few voiced concerns, nothing was taken off the 

table.54 

 
51 Vol. 2, issue 10th oct,2012, ISSN 2249-7315 

52 U.N. Charter art. 1, para 

53 UN. Doc. E/CN.4/SR.52 at 4 

54 U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/SR.35; E/CN.4/SR.52; 3 (1) U.N. GAOR C.3 (84th-180th mtg.) at 140, U.N. Doc A/C.3/SR.84-180 

(194) 
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When it comes to property inheritance rights, gender discrimination is currently one of the most basic 

concerns to address, particularly in tribal communities where age-old norms influence tribal people's 

daily lives. Women are denied inheritance due to the patriarchal structure and tribal society traditional 

norms that Arunachal Pradesh families observe. As a result, the patriarchal system and customary law 

promote structural violence in society. Arunachal Pradesh tribes, particularly the Adi, and other tribes 

seem to offer mobile property as a  gift to their daughters. However, there are no laws in tribal 

communities that safeguard women's property inheritance rights. Customary law establishes the social 

structure of a tribal community, which is gender discriminatory in nature. In this context, this research 

seeks to concentrate on the characteristics of tribal cultures regulated by customary rules and a 

patriarchal system in terms of gender inequality in obtaining (Property Inheritance Laws) PIL for women 

in Arunachal Pradesh. 

The term "property right" refers to the right of individuals to specific items. It may be inherited from 

family members and can be both moveable and immovable. Property laws encompass the legal right to 

acquire, own, sell, or transfer property from parents to children via the succession or inheritance laws. 

According to liberal ideology, property rights increase an individual's liberty. A major source of 

productivity in an agricultural society is land ownership. John Locke bases his belief on the inherent 

rights of a human being to life, liberty, and property. Humans should have equal property rights under 

the law, according to Immanuel Kant, J.S. Mill, and Jeremy Bentham A property right, from a socio-

democratic standpoint, is founded on the idea of social production and should be put for social 

ownership, which serves a social purpose. Individual property ownership is permitted only when it 

serves a societal purpose. Theoretically, equal rights for men and women appear to be a given. In 

practise, however, discrimination based on gender has proved to be an obstacle for women seeking PIL. 

Women in Arunachal Pradesh are regulated by customary rules, which limit their access to property 

inheritance rights. Women have historically been marginalised in many domains and confined to a 

private realm. There was no such legislation for women in Arunachal Pradesh under the monarchy. 

However, in the latter phases, the government and different institutions launched multiple measures to 

empower women. In this framework, the exclusion of women from property inheritance rules restricts 

Arunachal Pradesh women and prohibits women from achieving national and global integration. In this 

context, the paper attempts to examine how the patriarchal system and customary rules contain gender 

discrimination, as well as the right to PIL for women in Arunachal Pradesh. 

 

3.2 THE CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR PROTECTION OF WOMEN: 

"Those cultures and nations who do not respect women have never been great, and they will never be 

great in the future either.."- Swami Vivekananda 
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3.2.1 Equal protection under the law 

Equitable legal protection and equal treatment are also enshrined in Article 1455. Racial, ethnic, and/or 

national origin discrimination is not permitted. 

• State discrimination against any citizen purely based on any of the following factors: religion, race, 

caste (or any combination thereof), gender or place of birth is prohibited under Article 15(1) and (2)56. 

• It is permitted under Article 15(3)57 that the state may set up particular safeguards for women and 

children. 

• Under Article 15(4)58, the state has the authority to take exceptional measures to benefit socially and 

educationally marginalised groups. 

3.2.2 Equal opportunity: 

• When it comes to employment or appointment to a post under the State, Article 1659 provides equal 

opportunity for everyone. 

• Equal rights to an adequate means of sustenance for men and women [Article 39(a)], as well as equal 

pay for both men and women [Article 39(d)] are required under Article 39.60 

• Specifically, Article 39A directs the government to ensure that no person is denied access to justice 

because of their financial or other disadvantages, and to do so by enacting laws and programmes that 

promote equal opportunity and free legal assistance. 

• Pregnancy leave and equitable working conditions are mandated under Article 42 of the Constitution. 

3.2.3 Fundamental Duty: 

At the very least, all citizens are expected to refrain from acts that denigrate women's worth, as stated in 

Article 51A (e). In Panchayats and Municipalities, women are given priority in terms of seats. At least 

one-third of the seats in Panchayats and Municipalities should be reserved for women, as stated in 

Articles 243 D (3) and 243 T (3). These women would be distributed to different Constituencies by 

random. A minimum of one-third of the chairmanships of Panchayats and Municipalities must be held 

by women, as stipulated in Article 243 D(4) T(4). 

 
55 Constitution of India,1950 

56 Ibid 

57 Ibid 

58 Ibid 

59 Ibid 

60 Ibid 
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was approved by the United Nations on December 10, 1948, 

proclaiming that all humans are born free and equal in their right to dignity. In a similar vein, Article 14 

of the Indian Constitution ensures equality for all people, regardless of gender, as does Article 21 of the 

document, which establishes the right to life and freedom of the individual.  

Men and women should have equal access to all aspects of life, including decision-making authority, 

economic and social freedoms and opportunities, and the opportunity to pursue a career of their 

choosing. These are all examples of what is meant by the term "gender equality." Gender equality can 

only be achieved by giving women the tools and resources they need, and by focusing on the issues that 

matter most to them. It is essential for the prosperity of any country and the preservation of human rights 

to empower women in all aspects of their lives. 

 

3.3 INHERITANCE LAWS FOR WOMEN IN THE WORLD SCENARIO 

There are several non-governmental organisations that advocate for women's empowerment at the 

national and international levels, as well as at the local level. There are several steps being taken by the 

United Nations at the international level, including approval of CEDAW this year, in order to eradicate 

gender discrimination and ensure that women are treated fairly. The National Commission for Women 

has established itself as a trailblazing defender of women at the state level. Every aspect of society, 

including political, social, economic and cultural aspects must be equal for men and women. According 

to the Vienna Declaration of 198361, women's and girls' rights are integral, vital, and inseparable parts 

of universal human rights. The United Nations General Assembly published the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights in 1948, which represents the fundamental consensus on human rights for all people. 

Many jobs are still dominated by males, and this has a negative impact on the lives of women. Men and 

women are defined differently in public and private, and this creates an environment that is more hostile 

to women's equality. PIL has an issue with gender discrimination because of the prevalence of customary 

laws and social norms. In today's world, women's empowerment is a critical problem, especially in 

developing countries like Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, where women are the major victims of 

gender discrimination. Five nations in Sub-Saharan Africa are the focus of Cooper's investigation of the 

status of women's property inheritance. Contrary to popular belief, these countries' present statutory rules 

fail to protect women's rights in joint property ownership.62  The current statutory provisions of land 

governance contained in the constitutions of Ghana, Mozambique, and Uganda are controlled by men. 

 
61 Ramaswamy, B. (2013). Human Rights of Women Legal Perspectives. New Delhi: Anmol Publications. 

62 Cooper, E. (2010). Inheritance and the Intergenerational Transmission of Poverty in SubSaharan Africa: Policy 

Considerations. Oxford: Chronic Poverty Research Center, University of Oxford 
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According to the author, in order to reform the practise of inheritance, there must be changes at two 

levels: a) the substantive level of policy content and b) the procedural level of policy execution. 

 

3.4 GENDER INEQUALITIES AMONGST ADI TRIBES: 

The Adi society as mentioned earlier is Patriarchal or patrilineal and hence puts man in a much superior 

position. Kinship is recognised on the side of men. Since Adi society is basically an agricultural society 

therefore women play a pivotal part in it, whether she is mother, wife and daughter. From early morning 

till night, she remains busy in agriculture and looking after household chores. Adi woman has to work 

hard to meet her family needs along with her husband. The Adi practised the ‘Slash and bum’ or 

popularly known as ‘Jhum' cultivation where jungles are cleared and trees are fell and kept for two-three 

days. Again the fallen trees and dried jungles are bum and soil is prepared to sow seeds. The task is done 

mainly in the hill areas by both the men and women folk. The women actively participate in the whole 

process. Because this is compulsory for them and also a necessity. After a day’s long work, she came 

back home and prepared meals for the family members, maintaining the livestock like cows, pigs, 

mithun, etc. Apart from these Adi women have to prepare the rice beer which is called ‘Apong’ for her 

family and to entertain the outsider. In between these, if she gets spare time, an Adi Women engages 

herself with weaving cloth like traditional women’s wear ‘Gale’ men’s wear ‘Galuk’ and other items. 

Again, apart from these she goes fishing also. From the above, it is quite clear that an Adi woman, 

especially in the rural area, remains busy throughout the day, month and year. During festivals, marriages 

and any social ceremonies Adi women actively participate and perform her role to make the event a 

great success. Adi women participate in the Kebang if she is called upon. Since a result, there are very 

few females involved in the Kebang's decision-making process, as many men believe it would be beneath 

them to solicit the opinion of their female counterpart. 

Status is recognised as a social position within a social group. As a result, in general use, status is simply 

a term for any socially established position. Any civilization's assessment of women's place must take 

into account their place in relation to the other members of that community. In the past, status was mostly 

defined by attributed standards, but in the present, it is more likely to be based on actual norms. Women's 

place in Adi culture is determined more by societal expectations than by actual accomplishments in the 

area of gender equality. Women's standing in the Adi community has been lowered through a variety of 

behaviours in the Adi civilization. In the Adi community, customary law is mostly responsible for 

determining the most important aspects of a woman's existence. Throughout her life, an Adi woman has 

several difficulties because of traditional regulations. The tribal pastoral economy relies heavily on the 

contributions of women. Besides working in the fields, Adi women also gather firewood from the forest 
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and take care of the household.63 In our constitution, property ownership is a fundamental right. Without 

complaint, she takes on a variety of jobs in the house, field, and jungle. Because of this, it has been usual 

for her to pass it along to the next generation. The practise of child marriage is prevalent in Adi society, 

though now a day’s people deny that gradually it is decreasing. Because of prevalent customary practices 

and the laws associated with it, no one can stop a person if he/she wishes to marry at a very early age. 

Earlier, to maintain friendship between two friends a kind of advance booking for matrimonial relation 

this is known as womb marriage was also arranged before the birth of a child. Sometimes such marriages 

are violated by a boy or a girl when he/she grows up. In a well-known family of Adi tribe a girl was 

married to a much older man than her before birth by both of their parents. When they grew up, the boy 

didn’t accept the girl as his wife and married the girl of his choice. Meanwhile the girl didn’t tie any 

matrimonial as her emotion did not permit her to do so. Another unique system prevalent in the Adi 

society is the bride price called ‘Arebinam’64. The girl while coming to groom’s family bring her 

valuable utensils {Barku-Barte) mainly of brass and beads known as ‘Tadoks’ The beads mainly are two 

kinds 'Harballe' (blue in colour) and ‘Dongeballe’ (yellow in colour). The beads are also called 

‘Dumjen’. The beads are very costly and it is said that the status of a family can be assessed through it. 

The Adi still follows ‘Arebinam’.  In return the groom has to pay the price for the bride, especially with 

animals like Mithuns (bronfrontalis) and pig. A rich and affluent family may pay the bride price by 

sacrificing as much as 15 mithuns, each one may cost above Rs. 40000/-. But in the process of time if a 

girl breaks a marriage, she has to return the price paid by her husband during marriage, but peculiar is 

that if a man breaks a marriage girl cannot claim anything. Those girls who bring as many ‘tadoks’ or 

‘dumjen' get more importance in the family. 

 The prevalence of bride price is a tribal ethnic characteristic that often work against the dignity of 

women. Another system which brings down the status of women is the polygamy system. A man can 

marry as many times as he likes and can afford. In the earlier time some considered it as a matter of 

prestige if he can afford more than one wife. In addition to this, the polygamy system is the result of 

other factors, including the loss of a sibling, the desire to have a male kid, and the barrenness of a wife. 

‘ It is possible for a well-off man to bring more than one wife, each of whom receives a distinct amount 

of bride riches. The oldest woman, on the other hand, has sway over the household's affairs to a greater 

extent than the other spouses. All the wives live together under the same roof. For subsequent marriages 

the opinion of the first wife is always sought.’ But in rare circumstances, now-a-days, a wife agrees to 

support her husband in this affair. Often it has been seen that without any reason also, a man develops a 

relationship with other women and marries her in the name of custom. Women are totally against such 

 
63 Milorai Modi, The Millang, Itanagar, 1998, p.121. 

64 Bose, M.L., History Of Arunachal Pradesh, New Delhi, 1981,p.76 
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practices. Domestic violence also has taken a deep root in the Adi society. Due to prevalent customary 

practices and trials by the Kebang, where there are no written records of cases mentioned of cases tried 

and disposed of, it is impossible to show real statistics of such cases. In fact, as many women have come 

out to say, many of them are the victims of what is often referred to as "domestic violence" This is the 

case due to the fact that:- 

1. Lack of legal education  

2. Ignorance regarding latest laws.  

3. To maintain the dignity of family  

4. Economic dependency etc Otherwise,  

the domestic violence bill which was introduced in Lok Sabha on August 22, 2005 which was mainly 

intended to provide protection to women against domestic violence. In September 2005, the law was 

signed into law by both the president and the parliament. Protective measures were put in place to prevent 

domestic violence against women from a variety of forms. It gives the women the capacity to sue her 

husband or in-laws for cruel behaviour meted to her. 65 The above system depicts the absence of social 

and economic security of a widow in the Adi society and even the domestic violence act is not his 

position to protect the Adi women completely. 

 

3.5 ADI WOMEN'S INHERITANCE AND SUCCESSIONS RIGHTS: 

It is the Adi women of Arunachal Pradesh that get particular emphasis in this research because of the 

distinct roles and position they have within their culture. The Britishers recognized the importance of 

customary law and therefore left the people to practice their own customary ways in dealing their day 

affairs. The foreign power said that to maintain the tribal ethnic characteristics, it is necessary to maintain 

the policy of non-interference. The society of Arunachal Pradesh is purely an agrarian society with 

support from the service sector. Arunachal Pradesh is home to more than 100 sub-tribes and 25 main 

tribes. Because each tribe is concentrated in a certain region, administrative divisions were necessary. 

Most of the tribes have their indigenous faith and practices. The customs and practices are the same with 

little variation. The society is patriarchal and the birth of a son brings glory and laurels to a family. 

Woman in Arunachal Pradesh leads a hectic life. She manages the household as well as works in the 

agricultural field. She looks after the domestic cattle and her children also. Apart from these, she weaves 

clothes and garments and maintains her domestic expenses. From this point, her position becomes very 

important. That being said, it has been widely acknowledged and realistically observed that women are 

 
65 Domestic Violence Act 2005. 
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still unsure of where and how they fit in when it comes to societal concerns. No society can breathe 

without the existence of women to give a meaningful value to her virtues and value.  

 

3.5.1 ADI WOMEN:  

The Adi people of Arunachal Pradesh form a significant part of the tribe. The Adi women are regarded 

as one of the most advanced women of Arunachal Pradesh. The reasons are that the area is better 

communicated with the neighbouring state. Secondly the establishment of school and other institutions 

in the early period of 60s and 70s helped to change the attitude of women. Even in rural areas and interior 

areas much work has to be done. The Adi women also remain engaged all through the year like other 

women of Arunachal Pradesh. From her childhood, Adi girl learns to shoulder responsibilities of 

household duties. From cleaning and collecting firewood and water, looking after her younger brothers 

and sisters, she remains busy throughout the day. The young girls of Adi tribe learn different activities 

like weaving, dance, song and other things in their dormitory known as ‘Raseng’ which is absent in other 

tribes. Dr. Nyori in his book has mentioned that the girls of the Adi group enjoy more freedom than 

those of the Galo group66 . The girls of the former group have their own dormitories (Raseng) in their 

traditional villages. In their dormitories the girls learn the art of life, selecting her partner and many more 

things of life. However, this institution is disappearing nowadays. 

 Adi society is also patriarchal and father heads a family. The status of women in the inheritance rights 

in the Adi society is also discriminatory. Adi woman can only inherit movable property and cannot 

inherit immovable property. She is entitled to take some ornaments like rings, wristlets, lockets, beads, 

necklace and some brass utensils when she is married. Adi woman remains a custodian of her husband’s 

property so long she does not get married to a person other than her ex-husband’s clan or if she stays in 

the deceased house.If the husband leaves behind sons and daughter, it is the eldest son who has the 

exclusive rights to inherit his father’s property. The system of bride-price is not so popular among the 

Adi group. In the matter of local administration N. Mitkong writes ‘Adi women, have no change in the 

field of public affairs and the traditional village council due to male’s negligence and due to the alleged 

mental weakness of the females.67 In relation to acquiring inheritance of the immoveable property which 

is occasioned by events such as death and cause discontinuation of the possession, no ancestral property 

can be given to the daughter even if she happened to be the only child of the deceased. In such cases the 

property goes to the nearest kin among the clan. Only male members can inherit the family property. 

Jhum plot is chosen by the male, and the lady takes control of it thereafter. It is customary for women to 

 
66 Nyori, Dr. Tai (1991): History and culture of the Adis. Omsons Publication’s Guwahati, p. 209 

67 Mitkong, N. (2002): Customary laws of the Adis of Arunachal Pradesh. Directorate of Research. Arunachal Pradesh, p. 25 
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keep their own possessions such as beads, utensils, equipment, silver jewellery, and even cattle. 

Typically, her daughters and daughters-in-law take them over from her.68 However, the widow can 

maintain the property as long as she remains attached to the family, but if she marries, she loses the right 

of keeping the property. Thus, a wife cannot inherit her husband’s property. However, a woman enjoys 

considerable freedom in the matters of widow re-marriage. She is free to remarry and start a new life. 

On the death of a woman, the widower is traditionally allowed to marry his deceased wife’s sister, if 

any, depending on her acceptance. The rule is intended to preserve the blood relationship as well as to 

protect the children from a strange new woman, and also to prevent the property of the deceased from 

being alienated to a stranger. If a husband dies, any one of his surviving unmarried brothers has the right 

to marry the widow of the deceased. This is intended to provide protection to the woman, as well as for 

the benefit of the children of the deceased. 

 

3.5.2 OTHER CLANS OF ABOTANI: 

3.5.2.a The Apatani tribe  

They are the inhabitants of lower Subansiri districts mainly in the headquarters of Ziro Valley. The 

Apatanis are one of the fastest developing tribes in Arunachal Pradesh. Society is patriarchal and 

inheritance of ancestral property is always through male line. Women are traditionally expected to take 

care of the home and children. Apart from these she helps her husband in the field especially for sowing, 

weeding and harvesting. During the day, if she gets time, she collects firewood and weaves clothes. In 

selecting a male for a girl, the Apatani parents cannot initiate any steps. It is the boy’s parents who 

initiates and proposes the marriage known as the system of Pahing Kodu. In this regard daughters have 

neither choice nor her voice. Unlike the Adi society, the Apatanis do not have the bride price system. In 

Apatani the custom of ‘Barumi Ari’ is prevalent. It is a system of exchanging goods for goods. The 

bride-groom has to offer three Mithuns to his in-laws and collect paddy equivalent to the cost of Mithuns. 

The bride’s parents willingly offer their daughter their traditional beads, necklace and bangles. The 

groom cannot claim anything from the girl’s parents. Monogamy is generally practiced in the Apatani 

society and polygamy is seen as a vice. Neither their ancestors' nor their husbands' property may be 

passed down to an Apatani woman. Only some moveable property may be passed on to her according 

to the laws of property. There is really little value in participating in the decision-making process. The 

women are not seen in the village council. With the introduction of Panchayati Raj, women are equally 

showing interest to join politics like her male counterpart. Under the Customary practices, the women 

have been placed in a very lower position; therefore, despite having no legal bar the women’s 

 
68 Mitkong, N. (1998): Status of Padam-Minyong women in ed. Book ‘Status of Women’. Himalayan Publishers, p.136- 139. 
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participation is very limited the idea, that Their natural habitat is at home, and since they are physically 

and psychologically unable to engage in the decision-making process, they are unable to do so. 

3.5.2.b The Nyishi tribe 

They are another tribe scattered over the hilly areas of the lower Subansiri and Papumpare districts of 

Arunachal Pradesh. A Nyishi society is also patriarchal and descent is always through the male. Women 

are expected to perform her household duties and help her husband in the agricultural field. Monogamy 

is the system but polygamy is also practiced. Education among the Nyishi women is gradually gaining 

momentum. But a customary practice of Nyishi hardly gives any right to women in the ownership and 

inheritance of the family property. In other words, she is excluded from the sharing and her entitlements 

are limited to few articles of movable properties which she receive has got no value in the modem time 

and therefore, in an economically poor family women in any Arunachalee society faces a lot of problem 

if she is divorces, separated and widow left by husband’s family. Under the Customary practices, the 

Nyishi woman performs her function in her house, as well as outside. In the decision making process 

also, her role is negligible i.e. in the traditional village council. However, in the Nyishi society we do 

not find any local system of administration as in Adi, Apatani, or Galo society. the status of Nyishi 

women is that— 

 b) Female child is not accepted  

c) Girls have a lower rate of enrolment in schools.  

d) Daughters are not supposed to talk about matters related to their marriage.  

e) Practice of child marriage system is seen in more interior areas.  

f) Implication of bride price does not allow women to have/seek free hand divorce. 

 g) Women have no freedom in closing any occupation she likes. 

 h) Women have no right to inherit immovable property.  

i) Women have mixed roles to play in political matters. 69 

3.5.2.c The Tagin Tribe 

They are the inhabitants of the upper Subansiri district of Arunachal Pradesh. They are concentrated in 

the areas of Sipi, Giba, Taliha, Nocho, Siyum, Lemiking and the part of the Dumporijo at the both sides 

of the Subansiri River. Si Dyoni is the main festival of the Tagins. Polygamy and bride prices are being 

practiced in the marriage system of the Tagins. It is said that the Tagins were a hidden tribe in the North-

 
69 Tayeng, K. (Ed): Status of women in Nyishi Society, Himalayan Publisher, p. 253 
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East border of India before and during the period of fifty years. The Indian government began paying 

attention to this tribe after the incident of Achingmori Massacre in 1953 while Tagins killed and caused 

casualties to many of the officials who visited their land. N. Mitkong writes ‘In those days, the Tagin 

women suffered from practices of exploitation, women discrimination, child marriage and forced 

marriage’.70  The women in the Tagin society remain busy with household duties as well as agricultural 

duties. Clearing bushes, sowing seedlings, weeding, harvesting, storing, husking, cooking, managing 

food, preparation of food, collection of vegetables, firewood, water, weaving of clothes, carrying 

children etc. are the works performed by women in the Tagin society. Under the customary laws a Tagin 

woman from time immemorial was not entitled to participate in the process of governance, whether it is 

local or the modern system of administration. The domain was exclusively male. However nowadays 

with the introduction of Panchyati Raj, women are participating but at a slow pace. Society is patriarchal 

and male heads the family and gets the advantage of owning properties, especially the immovable. The 

practice of child marriage, forced, marriage, polygamy, adultery etc. make a Tagin women insecure in 

her society and need a massive change in customary laws to ascertain and secure her position and status. 

N. Mitkong writes, ‘The women are neglected in general and exploited especially in marital affairs in 

Tagin with such a social attitude. The Tagin women felt themselves downtrodden in the society. None 

of the males and females thought for equal rights and freedom in politics, education, employment, 

marriage and divorce in this entire land. The same attitudes are still prevailing in interior Tagin villages 

where male people are unaware of freedom and equal rights of women or where female members are 

not conscious of their rights and privileges or where female folks are not interested to avail their changes 

due to ignorance.71 

 

3.5.3 THE MATRILINEAL TRIBES OF MEGHALAYA  

While women in matrilineal tribes have a higher standing than in patrilineal society, they are not equal 

to males. Garo, Khasi and Jaintia males have considerable authority and influence in their communities, 

despite the fact that they are descended from women. It is customary among the Khasi for the youngest 

girl to inherit the family fortune. When it comes to farming and the family, girls are seen as a source of 

assistance. Ka Blei Ing (goddess of the home) and ka Likhimai (goddess of the house) are her traditional 

titles (guardian spirit of the house). All of these titles refer to a woman's responsibility in preserving and 

strengthening her family, sub-clan (kpoh), and/or clan, as well as the moral virtues associated with those 

roles (kur). After getting married, the other sisters all move out. Her spouse serves as the family's 

 
70 Vyas, N.N. Mann (1988): Tribal Women and Development. Rawat Publications, New Delhi, p. 18 

71 Brifault (1927) Ed. (1954): Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences Vol. 3, p. 134 
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spiritual leader. Men served as the family's spokesman, guardian, steward, administrator, and priest in 

ancient societies. The family is managed by women. An arrow is placed on a white linen during a baby's 

naming to symbolise the importance of men in society. In the ka khoh, women are considered as 

homemakers, betel nut and fruit cultivators, and field assistants (sling basket). 

The youngest daughter, Khadduh, takes on the role of protector and steward of the family's faith. 

Weddings, namings, and religious activities such as the burying of ancestors' bones are all covered by 

her. She takes care of family members who have suffered hardships, such as the loss of a spouse or the 

divorce of a spouse, and so on. To prepare for religious ceremonies and aid her maternal uncles, she 

hosts a gathering of relatives at her ing-seng (foundation home).72 For the time being as least, her 

maternal uncles (ki kni) and brothers manage her assets. She is not, strictly speaking, the heiress. Her 

maternal uncles and other siblings must provide their permission and advice before she may sell any of 

their family's property. It's more like a shared family trust when it comes to the family's property.73 

Jaintia women also take care of their families, teach and educate their children as well as run the home. 

In things such as the purchase and sale of moveable and immobile property, agriculture, commerce and 

business, men are solely involved in making judgments and are not expected to interfere with their 

decisions74. It's not uncommon for the youngest child to inherit property. Thus, despite the fact that the 

mother's side of the family has the authority, the woman does not wield it as much as it seems. There are 

tremendous obligations placed on the mother to guarantee the welfare of the family, although Khasi and 

Jaintia women are just stewards for their families' well-being. The mother is the one who passes on her 

genes to her children. The property is passed down to a chosen daughter, who in turn passes it on to 

another of her daughters. Clan land can only be owned by those who have personally obtained it. 

As a result, the Garo are a matrilineal tribe, yet males have traditionally had management and custodial 

control over the family's affairs. Legally, she is the heir to the estate and the rightful owner of its contents. 

Responsibility for all aspects of the family's business is delegated to the paternal authority. An 

assumption is made by the Machong that his wife would inherit everything from him. When he dies, he 

will no longer be able to take her possessions away from her. The male lineage is respected and honoured 

by women. In both marriage and divorce, the mahari's role is critical to the success of the relationship. 

 Women's roles in their culture extended beyond inheritance to include participation in communal 

decision-making, but they were not expected to serve as the family's primary decision-maker. He was 

the head of the household. As the proverb goes, her wishes were subordinate to those of her husband, 

 
72 War, Juanita. 1992 Status of Women in Traditional Khasi Culture in Soumen Sen (ed). Op. cit. pp. 11-21. 

73 Syiem, I. M. 1992 Women in Khasi society in Soumen Sen (ed). Op. cit. pp. 22-35 

74 Passah. P.M. 1992. Status of Women in Jaintia Society and Culture, in Soumen Sen, (ed). Op. cit. pp. 46-55 
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seni sason. Her husband's property is registered in her name, but he has the ability to veto her wants and 

decisions75. His wife, small children, unmarried daughters and widowed daughter had to be supported 

by him until the clan could find a replacement. Stepfathers were responsible for his children after his 

death, but his wife was responsible for them until her marriage ended. As a result of her marriage to a 

non-clan member, she would have lost the right to the ancestral house she shared with her nokkrom76. It 

is therefore a patriarchal yet matrilineal tribe for the Garo. Property is passed down from generation to 

generation via a woman, yet the man's role is critical in its correct usage. 

To deal with today's increasingly complex societies, codification of the law in the areas of marriage and 

succession or property inheritance is important. Concurrent list issues like as marriage and divorce come 

within the jurisdiction of both the federal and state governments. Article 44 of the constitution mandates 

that the state work to ensure that its inhabitants have access to a common civil code. 

Study's aim is to clarify the bill's fundamental substantive provisions and identify areas that need 

improvement. For example, the bill addresses topics like marriage solemnization and ceremonies, the 

appointment of a wedding officiant, registration and the issuing of a marriage certificate, restitution of 

rights to married couples and court-ordered separations, nullity and dissolution of marriage, as well as 

mutual coercion and mutual coercion in divorce. 

 

3.5.4 Arunachal Pradesh Marriage And Inheritance of Property Bill,2021. 

1. Moving and immovable property, inherited, acquired (self-acquired or jointly purchased), ancestral 

property, and village ancestral property are all included in the bill's definition of property. In the case of 

the death of the father, the mother is appointed as the head of the household. 

All property that is not registered in the name of a family member who lives under the same roof belongs 

to the father. He or she may give away their property with the approval of their spouse or other family 

members. The right to sell one's personal property is reserved for women alone. A woman's freedom to 

leave her spouse by deserting him is likewise protected under the law. Leave your spouse, and you get 

one-third of the jointly acquired property, plus your personal property, if you divorce. If a woman is 

forced to leave her husband because of domestic abuse or cruelty, or because her husband is willfully 

sexually unfaithful or insane, or because he deprives her of her conjugal rights save on health grounds, 

she shall get one-half of the jointly acquired property. If her husband divorces her for any reason other 

than adultery or depriving her husband of his conjugal rights, she will be entitled to one-half of the 

 
75 Marak, Caroline. 2002. Matriliny and Education among the Garos. In Walter Fernandes and Sanjay Barbora (eds), op. cit. 

pp. 159-165. Marak, Julius. L. R. 2000. Garo Custom 

76 Supra 16 
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marital property he has accrued throughout their time together. It's illegal for a woman to claim ancestral 

and acquired immovable property if her husband divorces her on the grounds of infidelity or denial of 

his conjugal rights, unless on health grounds. The woman, on the other hand, has a claim to the joint 

property that she and her husband acquired together. A further benefit of the marital property is that the 

wife's part is equivalent to her own contribution. A woman who leaves her spouse because of his 

polygamy will be entitled to at least half of the acquired property (which excludes inherited property). 

The sole exception is for a first wife who is a lawfully married person. The right of the first wife passes 

to the second wife, and so on, until she dies or is formally divorced. 

1. Of the father's estate (the head of the family) inheritance.: When there is no "will," the next clause 

will take effect – if there is. When the family patriarch dies, the wife immediately takes over as head of 

the household. When there are more than one intestate's widows, half of the deceased husband's property 

will go to all of them, but only if there is a preference given to the first wife, and the other half will go 

to the lineal descendants (intestate means dying without making a will; lineal descendant are referred to 

issue or the direct descendants of a person). This means that if there are no direct lineal offspring of the 

intestate, but he has left relatives who are related to him, two-thirds of the intestate's property will be 

divided between his widow/wives and those relatives. Childless widows' rights are protected by this 

legislation. Nothing in this legislation prevents a childless widow, at the time of her husband's death, 

from inheriting their late husband's property and sharing in it. Wives have the same rights to their 

husband's property after his death as widows have after their husband's death. It states that intestate 

property is divided equally among the intestate's living children, but that when the intestate has no living 

children but has left a surviving grandchild or grandchildren, the property belongs to the intestate's 

surviving grandchild or is divided equally among the intestate's surviving grandchildren (Section 37). 

Immovable property belonging to the head of a family or village should be divided in accordance with 

local tradition when it comes time to divide up the family's village ancestral property. Only after the 

death of the individual who owns property will inheritance rights take effect in terms of timing. 

2. An APST woman's inheritance of her personal property.: If a woman dies intestate (without a "will"), 

Section 39 lays out the order in which her personal property will be distributed: first, to her children 

(including the children of any pre-deceased son or daughter), the husband; second, to the heirs of the 

husband; third, to the mother and father; fourth, to her heir. A female APST's inheritance from her father 

or mother will go to the heirs of her father, not the others mentioned above in the order indicated therein, 

if the dead had any children (including the offspring of any pre-deceased son or daughter or others). 

3.Inheritance rights of an APST woman who marries someone who is not an APST: To the extent 

permitted by Section 44, an APST woman who is married to a non-APST man has the right to use any 

real estate that she inherits from the head of the family while she is alive, subject to the restriction that 
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the property will pass to the heirs of her forbears from whom she inherited if she were to pass away. If 

you are married to a non-APST male, you have a claim to any immovable property that you acquire over 

your lifetime. All of Arunachal Pradesh's indigenous tribes would be entitled to full disposal and 

alienation rights should she die (Section 45). 

That a non-APST woman married to a man from another tribe would be protected by this law is 

noteworthy. Her dead husband's rights and property will continue to be hers as long as she is the widow 

of her APST spouse; but, if she remarries and inherits or acquires property from her deceased husband's 

lineal descendant, she will lose those rights and property. 

Major concerns of the law include: legal status of marriage; registration processes; wife property rights; 

widow's rights; and criminalising polygamy. Polygamy is criminalised, however weddings that took 

place before the law went into effect would not be harmed, and the property rights of legally married 

women and widows are safeguarded. If you live somewhere like that, you can live with the expense. For 

the time being, however, the inheritance rights of children have not been fully addressed, assuming that 

the term "children" encompasses both sons and daughters. In the event that the father of the family dies 

without leaving a will, intestate succession of the father's property is addressed by the law. A decedent's 

property is divided equally among all of his or her lineal descendants if there are any. If the decedent 

died without leaving any children or grandchildren, the property goes to the decedent's lone surviving 

grandchild (if any) or is divided equally among all of the decedent's living grandchildren (Section 37). 

The bill's definition of "lineal descendants" does not include them. Often, this refers to close relatives, 

such as children or grandchildren. All of the intestate's assets are to be divided equally among the 

surviving children, according to Section 37. After the death of the husband, this legal duty will be passed 

to the wife (widow), who will assume responsibility as the family's primary breadwinner. However, what 

if the father decides to split the property among his children while still alive? What if not every youngster 

receives the same amount? Shouldn't she be given a piece of the pie as well? The law does not have a 

clear procedure for dealing with these kinds of situations. Inheritance of real estate owned by an APST 

woman married to a non-APST is addressed under Section 45 of the Act. Arunachal Pradesh's indigenous 

tribes would be able to take possession of the property once the woman dies. If an APST woman married 

a non-APST guy and received property from her father, what happens to the property? If she dies, the 

property will be passed on to the descendants of the family members from whom she acquired it, 

according to Section 44 of the Code of Civil Procedure. If a non-APST woman is widowed by her dead 

APST spouse and "she shall enjoy all the rights and property of her deceased husband," the legislation 

sought to extend certain property rights to non-APST women married to APST males. 

While polygamy and the rights of a woman in a polygamous marriage were not specifically included in 

the new legislation, a long-standing desire of the women of the state to make it illegal has been met. In 
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addition, because of polygamy, the rights of the wife are well safeguarded by the legislation. A daughter's 

property rights can't be concluded from Section 37, which emphasises the equal distribution of property 

among children, since there is no explicit statute establishing it. It is a wise decision to set the majority 

age for guys at 21 and for girls at 18 for the purpose of marriage. 

CRITICISM: The Arunachal Pradesh Government elected not to introduce the Draft Bill on Marriage 

and Inheritance of Property in the face of substantial opposition from the All Arunachal Pradesh 

Students' Union. However, despite the fact that the draught Bill was meant to give equal rights for 

women (including property rights), it has been criticised for being 'anti-tribal'. 

As a consequence of their APST status, women who marry outside of Arunachal Pradesh would retain 

their Scheduled Tribe identity and the property rights that come with it. This is the principal cause of 

disagreement with Bill. On the surface, the objection may seem to be simply a fear of tribal territory 

passing into the hands of non-tribal members. However, it is predicated on the notion that if a woman 

marries outside of the tribal society, she no longer belongs to it. Such a view is a symptom of society's 

patriarchal setup, which thinks that a woman's identity is inextricably linked to her marital relationships. 

The fact that a woman's sense of identity and heritage is casually overlooked in order to remove her from 

the community she grew up in just because she married a guy from a different culture is highly troubling. 

 

3.6 THE ADMINISTRATIVE BODY KEBANG: 

Primitive societies of the world had a communal way of life known as village units. The Adis were no 

exception to this. The Adis migrated and settled in East Siang District on the basis of village formations. 

They had their own traditional law. They did not have any written code. At times judgement was 

pronounced on the basis of mythology. 77 Each village was administered by a village council .78 

The origin of Kebang is shrouded in mystery. In the absence of written records one has to depend on 

the oral tradition to inter the nature of its evolution and the time of its emergence. It is believed by the 

Adis that the traditional institution has been in vigor from time immemorial. Its origin is traced back 

to Doni-tam. There was no representative institution, except the Kebang among the Adis, until 1969. 

As a village government or administrative system of a local sort, Kebang has been in existence for as 

long as anybody can remember.79 

The Adis have a myth explaining the existence of kebang in the society, which starts with Tani, the 

 
77 Milorai Modi, The Milang, Itanagar,1998, p. 41. 

78 Negi, D.S., Adi Kabang, Arunachal News, Shillong, Dec- Jan 1982/83, p.80 

79 Dubey, S.M., North East India a Sociological Study, Guwahati,1994, p.21 
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first Homosapien who is regarded as the ancestor of the Adis. One such myth or legend tells us that in 

the beginning, there was no organised system of administration, which caused great confusion 

everywhere. Seeing the situation, other creators convened a large meeting of all divine and human 

beings, and it was decided that each category of beings should have its own separate council (Kebang) 

to regulate their affairs. It was also agreed that all human disputes and claims should be submitted to 

the Kebang, and that the Kebang's findings, decisions, and directions must be accepted and followed 

by all. 80 

 

3.6.1 The Kebang 

Theoretically the Kebang is a democratic institution and all members of the village have to take part in 

it. Partially, however, the participation of woman in the Kebang is very limited. Although there is no 

restriction for the participation of women in kebang assembly, they generally do not take part in it for 

several reasons. On account of the traditional taboos that women during the unclean periods or at the 

time of child- birth cannot enter the ‘Dere’ or ‘Mushup’ (assembly hall) in which the Kebang usually 

held. In the Adi society is patriarchal and patrilineal and therefore, the role of a male is always 

predominant in almost all spheres of their life. after marriage the woman of a village always come from 

outside 81. As such the Adis are considered that the women are temporary members and they will not be 

able      to keep the secrecy of the village particularly, in matters relating to the inter-clan feuds. Fourthly, 

females with their inherent household affairs find it inconvenient to attend the sittings. The Adi Kebang's 

administration organisation was fundamentally democratic; they had no experience with accuracy or 

oligarchy of any kind; each village was a self-contained entity with no external authority. The Adis' 

Kebang political system is one of their most potent and successful. 

 

Every man attaining the age of reason is automatically admitted to the Kebang. It had a council of elders 

known as Kebang Abus, who were elected from the community.82  They were often older males with 

extensive experience and a broad and deep understanding of tribe rules, allowing them to argue a case 

in the customary way. Some were chiefs or gams who represented certain clans, while others were 

chosen for their own influence and oratory skills. Traditional rules and practices were enforced by 

Kebang, who was said to be on the straight track and kept an eye on the welfare and well-being of the 

 
80 Ligin Bomjen, Tradional Democratic System of Administration of the Adis, Arunachal News, April, 1997, pp. 7-11 
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whole village community. All topics of common interest might be considered and decided by the 

Kebang. 

3.6.2 The Kebang's Composition 

Because kebang is a democratic organisation, all villages engage in its sittings and deliberations; 

members of kebang come from practically all of the village's families and clans. Traditionally, all adult 

male Dolung Kebang members begin with one's birth in the community. As he gets older, he naturally 

becomes engaged in the business of the Kebang as a member. A guy who does not join and express 

himself in the Kebang is mocked by his peers as a mumbal or eunuch.  83 

Every adult woman in the hamlet is a member of the Kebang through custom. Although their active 

involvement in its discussions and deliberations is permitted, they do not generally attend the Kebang 

gathering as male members do. When necessary, they supply Apong (locally manufactured rice beer) 

and haleng (red tea) to Kebang members. Women are seldom present as active members of the Kebang 

during its sessions.  84 

However, the woman's aversion to active engagement might be traced in part to the social structure. 

People's social systems are patriarchal, therefore men have a prominent role in political sectors of their 

lives. Furthermore, with their inherent domestic responsibilities, women find it inconvenient to attend 

the Kebang. The reason for the ladies' non-participation in the kebang is because the major economic 

work of the family among the Adis is left to the women people, leaving little time or opportunity for 

them to participate in other aspects of life. Furthermore, since females are traditionally limited to 

Rasheng (Girls Dormitory), which is usually located distant from Dere (Boys Dormitory / community 

hall), the customary seat of the Kebang, they do not have the chance to train in the art of the Kebang. As 

a result, they believe they are unable to participate. 85 

3.6.3 Kebang participants 

The Kebang is classified into three classes according to their function, talent, maturity, and recognition: 

Dereko (village youth), Kebang Abus (council father), and gams (formally appointed). 86 

3.6.3.a Derekos / Yameng (Village Youths). 

 
83Oshong Ering, Adi  Kebang: An Institution of Popular Rural  Democracy, Arunachal News, Vol.No.7, Shillong, 1978, p.26  
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Dere kos now are Kebang Abus tomorrow. Because young people are an asset to any community, one 

of the society's primary tasks is to nurture them through all stages of growth so that they may make 

significant contributions to Kebang debates. Nonetheless, their active involvement in the procedures is 

not always encouraged since it is socially unacceptable "Bopang Yoyang-e roli goknyo-e, (the young 

and immature) should not engage in adjudication of sophisticated and important matters." However, this 

is only a convention, not a rule or a law. Young people now have an advantage at the Kebang, which is 

convened specifically for the discussion and execution of policies and programmes. Furthermore, they 

are the agents through whom the Kebang's judgments are carried out. 87 

3.6.3.b Kebang Abus 

Kebang Abus are elders who are highly educated in tribal allure, experienced, and exceptional in 

invention. Milum Abul Ami (Elder Council Fathers) are prominent among them, and their opinions are 

taken into account while making decisions in the Kebang. These individuals are elected rather than 

chosen, and they become Abus by an undetectable process of acceptance based on their performance, 

rationality, and wide perspective. The Kebang's discussion is governed by these people. These leaders 

are recognised for their age understanding of customary rules, as well as their years of experience and 

shown abilities. They keep their exalted position and make their way up the hierarchy by maintaining 

their interest and active engagement. 88 

3.6.3.c Gams 

Gams are descended from a practice of officially recognising traditional Kebang Abus. During British 

rule, the government designated the most powerful member among the Kebang Abus as the Gam. 

Following independence, the Kebang began selecting the most experienced and public-spirited Milum 

Abus as the village Gam. He is then officially appointed as Gam by the district's Deputy Commissioner 

and given a diploma and a crimson cloak as an emblem.89  They are now also paid a monthly honorarium. 

The Gam with the highest seniority is promoted to Head Gam. A Gam, or Head- Gam, enjoys his position 

as long as he has the trust of his communities. If he becomes unpopular or the Kebang loses faith in him, 

he may be replaced.  90Typically, each clan has one Gam, however it is fairly rare for clans to have more 

than one or none.  There are no hard and fast regulations governing the number of Gams in a hamlet. 

3.6.4 Kebang Structure 
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Kebang has a three-tiered framework or constitution. Each unit operates with complete autonomy. 91 For 

example, Dolung Kebang, Banggo Kebang, and Bogum Bokang kebang are all village councils in the 

area (council of the whole tribe) The indigenous status of the latter two Kebangs is still up for debate92. 

The Bogum Bokang Kebang and the Bango Kebang Kebang are also very recent inventions.93 In places 

like Kebang, the tribe has been doing it for as long as anybody can remember. In the course of subsequent 

migration, the Adis had abandoned Bogum Bokangg, leaving only the village kebang94, which was an 

age-old institution.  There is plenty of room for misunderstanding with these two kebang since they are 

only held on occasion or as needed. Bogum Bokang Kebang is a traditional Adis institution that was 

reconstructed in a methodical way with a contemporary view on the 21st and 22nd of March 1949 in 

Pangin village, East Siang District. 95  

3.6.4.a Dolung Kebang 

Kebang Dolung is the most diminutive. It holds authority over an age and is the most powerful Kebang 

in the hamlet. It governs the village in line with long-established customary rules and conventions. These 

customary bodies cover every aspect of tribal life.96  It has the highest power in the community to hear, 

debate, and settle any civil or criminal matters. The Dolung Kebang oversees all village activities in 

accordance with the customary laws, practises, and conventions that are believed to be a tale, and 

punishes those who depart from the village community's life and well-being. Everything of common 

interest must be brought before it, and nothing can be done without its consent and authorization. 97 The 

whole village machinery revolves on the Dolung Kebang.  

Dolung Kebang may be divided into two groups based on the subjects under consideration. Atek Kebang 

is the gathering place for all villages to debate and resolve political-administrative, socio-economic, and 

religious concerns affecting the villages as a whole. The date and location are set in advance. Atek 

Kebang, on the other hand, meets without notice to debate and handle any disagreements or cases that 

may develop unexpectedly between people or organisations. Their makeup, on the other hand, is the 

same. When the Bane Kebang meets, at least one member from each family must be present, although 

the participation of the corporate body is optional. The leaders cannot make decisions in the Kebang 

based on their desires. They just serve to steer the discussions. However, due to his connections with the 
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government, the official Gams enjoys a higher status. They all give collective leadership to the Kebang. 

They direct the discussions and carefully proclaim Kebang's decision. 

The society is in charge of supervising and implementing the Kebang's decisions. As a result, they 

control their society's affairs via kebang, with kebang's direct involvement. The kebang is built in the 

shape of a pyramid, beginning at the Dolung (villages) and terminating at Bogum Bokang (council of 

the entire tribe). It consists of three levels of council: the Dolung Kebang, the Banggo Kebang (the 

intervillage council), and the Bogum-Bokang Kebang (the intervillage council above the Dolung 

Kebang) (council of the entire tribe). This Kebang is the oldest and best-organized in the Dolung 

region.98 

3.6.4.b Banggo Kebang  

The next level of the kebang is known as Bonggo Kebang Number of villages. The next level of the 

Kebang is known as Banggo Kebang. Number of villages falling within a geographical location 

constitutes Banggo Kebang (Council of villages). A Banggo comprises two or more villages depending 

on their proximity. Though there are ten villages namely Pangin, Korong, Yeksi, Tarek, Lokpeng, 

Babak, Yemsing, Kebang, Rottung, and Kalleki in Pangin Circle, all of them came under one Banggo at 

present there are Banggos in the Adi area of Arunachal Pradesh. 99 Dolung Kebang's active members 

instantly become Banggo Kebang members and participate in their meetings. This is where all of the 

disagreements between the communities are resolved.For instance in 1997, there were disputes over the 

boundary between Pangin and Korang villages. After Kebang were convened by both the villagers to 

resolve the disputs but in vain ultimately the Kebang of the two villages jointly convened a Banggo 

Kebang and invited Gams, Kebang Abus and elders of various villages. The Banggo Keebang hearings 

lasted two days, but all problems were settled peacefully at the end of it. It was given to the government 

of Arunachal Pradesh for the purpose of developing a tea plantation.100 Banggo Kebang takes up inter-

village conflicts and other concerns that the Dolung Kebang is unable to resolve. "Bokang Kebang" is 

the Indonesian word for "bogum." The Bogum Bokang was revered by the Adis as the supreme authority 

in Kebang's system. The third highest body of Kebang institution is called Bogum Bokang Kebang. The 

Kebang, which the Adis regarded as the apex body of the Kebang system, is Bogum Bokang. 101 It is to 

be understood how the terminology of Bogum Bokang came into being. In mythology, the Siang river 

is called Abo Bogum ,Ayo Kabbo which means father Siang. There are people who hold the opinion 
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that the word Abo Bogum Ayo Kabbo. Adis' social, political, legal, religious, and cultural institutions 

are all subordinated under this unbreakable Bogum Bokang Kebang chain of command and control. The 

Adis Kebang system's highest body is the Adis Kebang. The Adis' Kebang system gets stepped on by 

this. It steps when the society does not need it and wake up forcefully when society calls for it and binds 

the society – culturally, religiously, and judicially as tight as it can do and punishes the wicked one 

heavily. 102There are two stages in the village's decision-making process: Banggo Kebang and Bogum 

Bokang Kebang. Anyone who stands in the way of the Bogum Bokang's wrath is crushed. He Bogum 

Bokang has the last say on the matter. Only the Bogum Bokang Kebang is as strong as any other 

institution.It is as powerful as the supreme court of a country in Adi Society. 103 The ideas of systematic 

organisation of the age old apex body called Bogum Bokang originated in 1945104 after the enactment 

of the Assam Regulation 1845.  The colonial rulers made extensive studies in play psychology and the 

traditional judicial system of Adis and found the system as the most democratic one. 

In its second session held at Pangin the following year, some proposals for socio-reforms such as 

abolition of slavery, child marriage, and superstition were taken for open discussion. It appears that this 

idea sprang up from social ethics mostly and must have come from the Britishers. This was a good move 

to improve and refine Adi’s rites and customs. 

1) If an orphan steals, his agnate must pay the fine. 

2) If he does not have an agnate, his clan is responsible for paying the fee. 

3) If he is born an orphan with no relatives, he is free and must be reformed by society. 

In addition to the three different tiers of Kebang discussed above, there are two more: Ekum Kebang 

(Family Kebang) and Pin Kebang (Clan Kebang). However, these bodies cannot be included in the 

hierarchy of the kebang discussed earlier because their proceedings memberships and venue differ from 

those three. 105 

3.6.4.c Kebang Ekum 

A family is the lowest unit of the Kebang system; in other words, the Ekum kebang is the base of the 

entire kebang system. It is an informal kebang with limited authority in the society; family feuds, socio-

economic, political, and religious matters concerning the family are discussed and resolved in it. Conflict 

over the inheritance or allocation of family property, for example, is rather normal in a family with 

 
102 Negi,D.S., Adi Kebang A terrible Institution for Excellence, Arunachal News,Shillong, December 1982, pp.1-4 

103 Katon Borang, Traditional and customary laws of Adis, Arunachal News April – May 1981, p.26 

104 Assam Regulation Act of 1845.Governement of Assam, Guwahati, 1845, p.9 

105 Proceedings of Bogum Bokang Kebang, held at Ledum 1960,p.10. 
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multiple heads. Such issues or concerns are agreed upon by all family members. Outside seating is 

normally not permitted in an Ekum kebang. In the evenings, ekum kebang is always held in the home 

around the hearth. 106 

3.6.4.d Erang or Opin Kebang (Kebang inside the clan and sub-clan) (Kebang within the clan and 

sub-clan) 

The clan loyalty of the sub –tribes Adis is strong that the members of the same clan or sub-clan always 

try to solve the problems that arise within the clan or sub-clan through Erang Kebang. In this Kebang 

only the clan members are invited to quarrelling and sharing of ancestral property. The decision of the 

Kebang always kept secret from other clans. However, when the clan fails to arrive at a decision, the 

case is brought before the Dolung Kebang of the Kebang, the Kebang is this, an all male affair. However 

those who are active, and  witty, may participate in the Kebang session. Particularly when they 

themselves are involved in any issue.  107 

Opin Kebang requires at least one representative from each family belonging to the same Opin to be 

present. All family feuds that are not resolved in the Ekum Kebang, as well as other matters concerning 

any member of the clan, are discussed and resolved in this Kebang. This is the body of the family, or 

clan, whose primary concern is to strengthen the unity and welfare of its members. 

3.6.5 The Kebang's Powers and Functions 

With broad powers, the Kebang fulfills a variety of responsibilities. It has authority over almost 

everything in the village, whether it is mainly concerned with the individual family, clan, village, or 

inter-village.108  

a. Administrative role 

Kebang traditionally manages day-to-day operations in rural Adis. The Kebang sits and makes all of the 

village's decisions, which are then implemented. For example, the kebang decides when and where to 

clear forest during the season for seasonal jhuming, where to conduct community hunting and fishing109, 

where to build or repair the Moshup or village dormitory, and how to prepare lodging for important 

visitors and dignitaries are the major administration and development concerns handled by the kebang. 

b. Justice and the Judiciary 

 
106 Elwin Varrier, India’s North East Frontier in Nineteenth Century, London,1962, pp. 261-263. 

107 Tai Nyori, op.cit., p. 134. 

108 Talukdar,A,C., Political Transition in the Grassroots of Tribal India, New Delhi,1987,p.98 

109 Economic and Political weekly (selected issue), Arunachal Pradesh, 16th March, 1986,p.5. 
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The Kebang is the people's judiciary or court. It is the framework for traditional laws and practises. The 

Kebang debates and decides on the implementation of new judicial practises. In times of necessity, the 

Kebang may charge any kind of taxes on the community by assigning particular grades. The kebang is 

the place where village families and people get together to discuss and resolve conflicts about land, 

water, assets, possessions, rights, and freedoms. All judicial cases are handled by this court. To the 

Kebang are referred civil and criminal cases including money shooting, non-payment of dues, misuse of 

funds, invasion on land, theft, harming others, rape and murder. Wrongdoers and those found guilty face 

punishment and penalties. Donyi-polo means "truthfulness and justice." 110   

c. Political Roles 

The Kebang summons the residents of the village to meet and repel any outside danger or assault. Inter-

tribal ties and cooperation are maintained in the Kebang via offensive and defensive tactics, as well as 

peace negotiations (dapo). In the past, the kebang was mostly used to convey settlement, un-containment, 

or disapproval of specific policies or situations. It serves as the tribe's spokesperson. 

3.6.6 Ordeals and Oaths 

The normal procedure is the agitated party's grievances and then the accused's argument in defence. It 

opens with a history lesson on the Adis and an appeal from the bench to uphold customary rules and 

provide fair justice for all. A Kebang Abu is the narrator of this storey. Traditional lore expert with long-

term expertise and awareness of current topics. Aabey is the name given to this introduction speech. 

All the arguments and facts are listened to by the kebang members calmly. After approaching them, the 

kebang's counsellors weigh the benefits and downsides and sometimes seek clarification on specific 

topics. Customary regulations are applied with reasonable flexibility in minding man's attitude and 

conduct. To achieve an agreeable agreement, the Kebang Abu assess their arguments and weigh the 

benefits and drawbacks. They mention one or more examples that are comparable. If you're going to get 

justice, then you're going to have to get justice yourself. There was also a mechanism for punishing a 

guilty person under Leper Panam, which included tenders' feet being inserted into holes created in 

wooden logs. As a result, he is unable to move. He was confined in a cabin near his relatives' home, 

which supplies food. Inability to pay the compensation or fine led in the individual being set as a slave. 

Such sanctions are no longer administered. When the evidence is insufficient to determine a 

disagreement, or when strong divides among the counsellors develop, oaths are taken and ordeals are 

done at the court at Donyi- Polo between Dadi Bote and Pedong Nane, and the Mithun is obtained. The 

 
110 East Siang District Gazetteer, Government of Arunachal Pradesh, 1967, p.21 
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Kebang does not order the ordeals.111  They ask the Kebang for permission to engage in ordeals in the 

name of Donyi-Polo in order to get a final judgement from Him; this ordeal is known as Amki or Peki-

Nikki if the Kebang's judgement is not acceptable to both parties There are two main kinds. They are: 

3.6.7.1 Ordeals in General 

Adis thinks that when one person accuses another of committing stealing, telling tales, or encroaching 

on and claiming land and water, the subject is taken to the kebang or village council for a ruling or 

resolution. However, if the members of the kebang find it difficult to reach a convincing decision due to 

a lack of satisfactory evidence or proof, while the complainant sticks to his charges and the accused 

brings countercharges for defamation, and if both parties involved appeal for permission to take an oath, 

the Kebang may order them to do so. The kebang may request that they take the oath publicly on a 

certain day and location. Members as parties then notify all elders of their desire to come and observe 

the oath. 112  

a. Amki eso 

In a dispute, the holiest animal, Mithun, is invoked as a witness for the truth. On the ear of Mithun, an 

insulted person marks the demon Donyi – Polo in the name of Donyi-san. Their home is in the woods. 

It is said in the kebang that it would take two to five years, depending on the age of the Mithuns, to 

complete the mission. The guilty Mithuns are anticipated to meet a sad end at an early age. 

b. Perok- Iyyi Tinki  

Both the aggrieved and the accused are compelled to sip the blood of a slaughtered bird. During a 

struggle over land or water, a little dirt is thrown in with the bloodshed. Some believe that the guilty 

person vomits before becoming unwell and eventually dying.113 

c. Rokpi - Yukpi  

The kebang asks the maternal uncle (Aki) of the accused and the accused to play their traditional roles 

in protecting and safeguarding the internals or causes of their respective candidates and the accused for 

the purpose of the complaint and the accused for the purpose of administration of oath and production 

place. 

On the specified day, the uncles representing both the complainant and the accused gather firewood, 

bamboo chuggas, luduk and raksak leaves, eggs, and water from the nearby river and build two separate 

 
111 Tado Pura, Political Transition among the Tribes of Arunachal Pradesh:A case study of the Apatanis,Ph.D Thesis, 

submitted to Rajiv Gandhi University,2001.PP.112-117. 

112 Singh Karnal ,op.cit.,p.230. 

113 Bhattacharjeee, The Tangams, Calcutta,1978,pp.26-31 
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fires. Two chunggas of water are thinly placed on the hot heat and kept boiling. Both the accused and 

the complainant are then given branches of tudule and raksak (holy leaves). Raising the leaves to the 

heavens, they beat each other with leaves while yelling Donyi Polo's name. The Akis (uncles) then 

placed eggs in the chunggas boiling water. 114 Both people immerse their hands in hot water to represent 

the three major qualities of truth, justice, and wisdom. Both sides' uncles passionately advocate for their 

respective clients, evoking the spirit of truth, justice, and wisdom. Instead of immersing his hands in 

boiling water, the accused may use the Dao to cut off one of his fingers to establish his innocence. The 

whole incident is watched by members of the Kebang, and the middle man acts as an unbiased witness. 

Whenever any side attempts to cross the line with violent threats, the middlemen intercede to avert a 

physical collision. Superstitiously, the Adis think that in the name of Donyi-Polo, boiling water will not 

cause discomfort or soreness, and that the fingers hacked off would heal fast and painlessly. As a result, 

the Kebang members set a time restriction for mending the wound. They may give three or five days, 

and if one is discovered with a wound or a high fever, he is guilty. If both participants' wounds are 

determined to be healed, no one is deemed guilty out of eggs and then raising their hands cracks the half-

boiled eggs and throws them at each other while chanting Donyi-Polo. 

3.6.8.2 Trials to resolve a land and water issue: 

a. Kedeng Doki 

For a land or water dispute, this agony takes place. Each claimant takes a piece of the disputed land and 

brings it to the table. It will be spiced up with "Nokne" and "Takeng" (unpressed rice beer).  As soon as 

they've enlisted the help of Donyi-Polo, who they believe to be omniscient, they consume the 

combination. The incorrect claimant is expected to die young and tragically.  

b. Paksang Jitki  

Another torment known as Paksang Jitki (lacher-bakanam) involves melting a piece of lead or zinc and 

pouring the molten lead over the accused's hand. It is assumed that if the accused is innocent, he will go 

free. Sickness or injury, such as being bitten by tiger or snake, or the death of a member of one's family, 

is considered proof of guilt. Generally, a three-month to a year time is set aside for observation.  115 

c. Yuki Ambin 

It's the easiest and safest way to go about it. Presented in Taan leaves, each claimant has a single handful 

of Ambin (Rice grain). Traveling with the claimants, some Kebang Abus set a stick where they believe 

 
114 Powers and functions of Tribal Councils, issued by Government of Memo no. JUD150/58, Shillong, dated. 24th January 

1959, pp.12-14 

115 Dhasmana, M.M., The Ramos of Arunachal, New Delhi, 1979, p. 194 
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the line is. It was then that Kebang Abus buried the packets of rice, and pleaded with the Tusin Rodong 

(deity of the land and water) to eat all of them in three days. In order to protect the place where rice 

grains are buried, the time period is set. If he breaks any of these rules, he will be hit with a steep 

punishment and his claim will be rejected. After the time restriction has expired, the Kebang Abus and 

the claimants will dig up the rice packages and inspect the grains within. As long as the other claimant's 

package is missing and/or damaged, it's a liar.116 

d. Pakde Dinki  

This is one of the most perilous of the trials. Each claimant must deliver one wild plantain to the disputed 

territories, a specific place, or the DERE. After asking the bad spirit to pour down on the whole family 

of the erroneous claimant, they beat the plantain until the summoning speech was completed. It is 

expected that the whole family of the erroneous claimant would go extinct, with its members dying 

tragically. As a consequence, the outcome of this tragedy will be revealed after many generations.  

3.6.9 Ordeal for Abetment, Cheating and Lying: 

Abetment, cheating, and lying are all punishable under Simyo-ipang-bekki. One must call "Banki-ban-

mang" (Evil spirits) in this experience, which requires both parties to bite the Simyo Ipang (tiger's fangs) 

and slaughter the guilty. Thought to be disfigured or murdered by carnivorous animals like tigers and 

leopards if they were found guilty. 

The agony for stealing is known as lokang-lakkeng tekki. 

Fingers were sliced in public or in a Mushup by both parties. Innocent victims' wounds don't spew out 

torrents of blood like those inflicted on the wicked. We found that the above-mentioned vows and ordeals 

are not done anywhere else. Encouragement from others is not something most people like. Ordeals that 

result in the loss of life and ordeals that result in serious injury are prohibited.  

When a person is found guilty under particular oaths, the Kebang decides to penalise that individual. 

The fine levied as a consequence of taking the oath is quite high. He may pay the Kebang an estimated 

cost of Rs. 1000.00. In addition to his mental taxation and bodily hardships, a person found guilty of 

committing an offence must pay at least Rs. 4000.00 in cash or kind. A person engaged in such a situation 

may become indebted to others and sell his land and possessions. Traditional criminal oath-taking, as a 

result, has far-reaching physical, psychological, economic, and societal consequences. 117 

Because the Adis recognise that many of the criteria and conditions of the oath are not based on scientific 

thinking, the tradition is no longer a popular practise in determining a case, and therefore it does not 
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answer rising questions of justice. Physical pain and the imposition of a fine are cruel and excessive, and 

so it is more than punishment. The sole noteworthy characteristic is the tribe's unwavering faith in the 

Donyi-Polo and their determination to live up to the ideal of sincerity, fairness, and knowledge. They 

claim to be Donyi-progeny, Polo's and as such, the spirit of honesty, justice, and knowledge runs through 

their veins. The Sun and Moon exist, and their beams and light are focused on the planet without regard 

for high or low, wealthy or poor, caste or creed.  

3.7 CONCLUSION: 

 In Adi culture, the Kebang occupies a strong status. It is in charge of making sure that the people are 

taken care of. Confidence in the Adi society is high. Through their Kebang, the Adis retain their 

cohesion, integrity, togetherness, cultural affinity, and democracy. They are very proud of the Kebang 

and, as such, devoted to it. 

As an important part of the people's cultural heritage, the Kebang has been around for a long time. 

Despite the fact that "habit dies hard" is a universal truth, the Adis are no exception. Adjustments in 

society's structure need structural changes, and this is happening now. Despite the fact that the elderly 

still place a high importance on its continuity, the educated younger generation of society seems to have 

a different view on it. If they are not happy with the Kebang's decision, they may now take their case to 

court. The Indian Penal Code provides a mechanism for prosecuting those responsible for such crimes 

when they are brought to a district administration's attention. 

A civilization in transition will constantly encounter many obstacles, upheavals, and resistance from 

diverse sources. A society is divided into three factions that believe that change is either essential or 

unnecessary. One group always opposes change, another group always favours change, and a third group 

always maintains the status quo. Arunachal Pradesh is already undergoing progressive societal 

transformation. The indigenous people's lives are reflecting the shift or transformation. This 

transformation may not be the result of a single cause, but of a combination of elements such as 

education, economic system changes, cultural influences, and new laws and actions. As a result, it is 

vital to show the critics' point of view on the condition of women in Arunachal Pradesh. First and 

foremost, the the position held by women in Arunachal Pradesh under the influence of customary law is 

representative of a community that existed before under unique socioeconomic constraints. It was in this 

context that the Assam Frontier tract ordinance of 1880 was enacted. It was designed to administrate the 

areas under tribal occupancy with simpler regulations that were consistent with local customs and values. 

However, as time passes, changes in governance in the local tribal region are unavoidable. However, the 

persistence of traditional practises like as polygamy, polyandry, bride price, and uneven property 

distribution testifies of women's deplorable condition. Critics of the still popular customary practises 

argue that certain customs, such as polygamy, may have originated in historical accidents caused by a 
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people's or tribe's environmental and material conditions. It is stated that women in Arunachal Pradesh 

take priority over agriculture, thus they are given a particular seat of honour, enhancing their reputation 

and position. The irony is that the property on which she toils will never be her own, whether in her 

parents' or husband's house. She is forbidden from owning real estate. So how can we speak about social 

power and prestige? In Arunachal Pradesh, it is not uncommon for a widow's brother and other blood 

relatives to receive her estate. As a result, the women of Arunachal Pradesh are highlighting the need of 

amending the Property Act of 2000 to provide her permanent ownership of the land in order to guarantee 

security and safety. As a result of assessing the difficulties, it is necessary to reform the present laws of 

Arunachal Pradesh's society. However, the status and position of women in any culture are not secured 

only by existing legal or customary rights. It is critical to modify the mental attitude, social structure, 

economic structure, and psychology underlying the implementation of such rights. Law is never static; 

it is always evolving. Modification and codification of Arunachal Pradesh customary law are critical to 

ensuring improved status and position in changing socioeconomic situations. The continuation of this 

practice does not hold any meaning in present society. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ENFORCEABILITY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF ADI WOMEN: 

THE CURRENT DIFFICULTIES   AND WAYFORWARD. 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

From the hunter-gatherer period to the modern technical system, the concept of property rights theory 

has undergone numerous changes. The notion of property rights, both common and private, has been 

influenced by the growth of human roles. Although the notion of property rights is not set in stone, its 

ramifications may be observed across several aspects of society and the economy. Western attitudes 

about capitalism's rise left a striking image for everyone, not just indigenous people. As a result, it has 

become a contentious issue regarding the changing concept of property rights between the Western (who 

sees property as a source of financial security) and indigenous peoples whose attitudes are limited to 

land alienation. 

In a democratic country like India, laws are regarded as one of the most important pillars in granting 

equal rights. Gender justice in property rights is critical to empowering women. Democracies embraced 

justice, liberty, and equality as ingredients for every human being to achieve their goals. Following 

independence, India was declared a sovereign, socialist, secular, democratic republic that defined an 

individual's power and responsibilities. Despite the fact that the Indian Constitution aims to promote 

equality and harmony among its inhabitants, many women still face discrimination. These people must 

use old conventions and practises, as well as an understanding of justice from a bygone era in order to 

secure their own rights. A woman's status is further degraded in Indian culture because of the deeply 

ingrained patriarchal framework and the commonly accepted idea of male dominance. 

In a patriarchal structure in which men and women do not inherit property equally. Women's rights are 

often trampled upon in tribal settings because of the presumption of gender prejudice in the customary 

law or religious contexts that rule these societies. The patriarchal/patrilocality system carries extensive 

gender biases, particularly in inheritance, marriage, divorce, and other areas. The contribution of 

feminist thinkers to addressing such issues is regarded as incomparable. It doesn't matter whatever route 

feminists adopt to reach their final objective of a gender-equal society; the end aim remains the same: to 

achieve gender equality. Several initiatives, such as international laws, conventions, and conferences, 

have also been undertaken on a local to global scale. These ensure women's development and 

empowerment in terms of property inheritance rights. However, the numerous grey areas are also 

noticeable. Women's rights, particularly property rights, are mediated by male dominance, which is why 

they must be adaptable within the Society's given structure. 
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4.2 PROPERTY RIGHTS IN INDIAN CONSTITUTION: 

The British invasion of India resulted in changes to the land ownership structure in India. The new 

system instituted by the British destroyed the ancient system of rights, that of the local community. Tax 

collection and land reform, such as the notion of permanent settlement (1793), in which zamindars had 

to pay a certain amount of tax to the government118, were two of their primary responsibilities.  With the 

support of the zamindari and ryotwari systems, they built landlordism and individual peasant ownership 

based on the private property land holding system.119  Furthermore, Private land ownership in India was 

made possible as a consequence of an agricultural revolution started by the British. The fundamental 

flaw of the zamindari and ryotwari systems resulted in an elite land ownership pattern. The ryotwari 

system also had a substantial quantity of land ownership. This kind of circumstance gave rise to the idea 

of a significant political problem, and the Indian National Congress was the first to urge land reforms, 

including the eradication of the zamindari system and certain middlemen such as landlords.120  So as a 

solution, the British government created the right to property in section 299 of the Government of India 

Act, 1935 (compulsory land acquisition). Section 299 (I) states that "no person shall be deprived of his 

property in British India unless by permission of law". 121The Government of India Act, 1935, introduced 

the concept of private property rights in India, and its provisions dominated the country's constitution 

after independence. 

The right to one's own property was enshrined as a fundamental right in Part III of the Indian 

Constitution. Property rights are guaranteed by Articles 19 (1) (f) and 31; Article 31 states that no 

individual shall be deprived of his or her property rights and that the law must respect such rights. In 

1978, the 44th Amendment Act eliminated it by inserting Article 300A, which states that "no person 

shall be deprived of his property except by authority of law." Following this amendment, the right to 

property was no longer a fundamental right, but a legal and constitutional one. On the basis of any breach 

of property rights, people are not entitled to file a writ to the Supreme Court, but they may do so via the 

District Session Court, or under Article 226 of the Constitution.122 

 
118 Narively, Z. V. (1988). Conflict: Right to Property and Directive Principles of the Indian Constitution. New Delhi: Sterling 
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As a consequence of the inclusion of property rights as a fundamental right in the Constitution, the 

government and its citizens were involved in a series of litigation. The state and federal governments 

implemented several land reforms, such as the elimination of the zamindari system, the conferral of 

property rights to tillers, the transfer of property land to landless peasants, and so on. For the purpose of 

eradicating the zamindari system, the 1950 Constitution included provisions for land reform in the states 

of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, and Madhya Pradesh under subsection (1) (f). Such Land Reforms Acts were 

deemed illegal by the Allahabad, Nagpur, and Bihar High Courts, respectively. 123 As a consequence, on 

June 18, 1951, the first Amendment Act was passed, and two new articles - 31A and 31B - were included, 

primarily dealing with the removal of the zamindari system and land reforms. In the case of Kameshwar 

Singh v. Bihar124, the Patna High Court ruled that the first Bihar Land Reforms Act violated Article 14 

of the Constitution. 

The definition of 'compensation' under Article 31 (2) was explained in State of West Bengal v. Bela 

Banerjee125 , where the term 'compensation' signified 'just equal.' The legislature must guarantee that the 

property owner receives adequate recompense. On this occasion, the West Bengal Legislature approved 

the West Bengal Land Development and Planning Act in 1948 in order to accommodate the East Bengal 

refugees. This Act purchased the properties of Bela Banerjee and others, and the matter was heard in a 

local court on the basis of land acquisition. In the historic R.C Copper's case, also known as Bank 

Nationalisation case126  , the Apex Court "removed the subject of compensation beyond the jurisdiction 

of the courts, the sufficiency of compensation was not a reasonable concern"127.  The Bank 

Nationalisation resulted in the 25th amendment (1971), which substituted the term 'compensation' for 

the phrase 'amount.' This seems to be the next step towards repealing Article 31 (2). The case of 

Keshavananda Bharati128  found that parliament's amending authority was restricted and that it could not 

modify the Constitution because "the notion of fundamental structure" was unamendable. The 44th 

Amendment Act of 1978 removed the basic aspect of the "right to property" and replaced it with a legal 

and constitutional right, contained in Part XII under a distinct Chapter IV "Right to Property" of the 

Indian Constitution. 

 

4.3 SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR NORTHEAST INDIA: 
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Tribal societies have their own unwritten customary rules that are obeyed. Due to the Indian 

Constitution's protections, these areas were included in the Fifth and Sixth Schedules when India gained 

independence. Even during the colonial era, these territories were divided into excluded and partly 

excluded zones. 

4.3.1 FIFTH SCHEDULE 

Article 244 (1) creates a Tribal Advisory Council at the state level to govern the designated "schedule 

areas" under the auspices of the Fifth Schedule. states may expand their executive powers into the 

scheduled areas, and each state's governor could create laws for peace and good governance in any region 

inside a state, according to the Fifth Schedule of the Constitution.129 Additionally, the Governor and 

Tribal Advisory Councils must work together on this issue to ensure the region's peace and stability. The 

President expects an annual report from the Governor on certain subjects. Despite the fact that tribal 

advisory councils are a legal organisation, they are typically influenced by the state government and are 

unable to operate independently.130 

The 73rd and 74th Amendments to the Constitution were passed in 1993 and introduced a three-tier 

system of local self-government to oversee villages. As 'Schedule Areas' are exempt from these laws, in 

1996 the Panchayat Extension to Schedule Areas (PESA) Act was passed to enhance local self-

government in conformity with the requirements of Part IX of the Constitution. Increased "tribal 

governance" at the local level is recognised and tribal people have a voice in land use decisions in the 

future under this Act131 

Tribal land cannot be transferred to non-tribals under the 1959 and 1970 Land Transfer Regulations. 

There are exceptions to this rule for non-tribals. Andhra Pradesh, the Supreme Court declared in 1997 

that tribal assets leased to corporate enterprises were illegal in Scheduled Areas in Samantha v. State of 

Andhra Pradesh. The Fifth Schedule of the PESA Act included the states of Andhra Pradesh, 

Chhattisgarh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, and 

Rajasthan. Using the Fifth Schedule, a union may provide a state with administrative advice and 

guidance. 

4.3.2 SIXTH SCHEDULE 

The tribal state is granted autonomy under the Sixth Schedule. It divides the North-eastern states into an 

'autonomous' area. This region has its own administrative structure, in which laws are enacted and 
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judicial power is exercised. North-eastern states like Assam, Meghalaya and Tripura are included in the 

Sixth Schedule. PESA does not apply to these states since they have their own government councils. 

Listed in Article 244 are Autonomous Regions, Autonomous Districts, and Autonomous Councils (2). 

Autonomous District Councils have substantial legislative, judicial, and administrative authority.They 

have the authority to make laws that must be approved by the Governor; otherwise, they are null and 

invalid. There are several state-level legislations that prohibit outsiders or non-tribals from owning 

property in tribe communities.132  The Sixth Schedule was created expressly to safeguard lesser tribes 

from the prospect of marginalisation, control, and homogenisation at the hands of the larger tribal group. 

133 

 

4.4 THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA AND WOMEN: 

"Women make about half of the Indian population, and they have historically been marginalised and 

discriminated against. Self-sacrifice and self-denial are their noble and fortitude, yet they have been 

subjected to all inequalities, indignities, inequity and prejudice," they write. 

Justice K.Rama Swamy in Madhu Kishwar v. State of Bihar134  

Concerning women, the Constitution has several negative and positive provisions that go a long way 

toward ensuring gender fairness. There was little doubt in their minds that traditionally, the more 

virtuous gender had been treated unfairly when crafting these regulations. The oppression of women in 

India has a long history, which has led to the inclusion of general as well as particular measures in our 

constitution to improve the position of women. Women's rights are equal to men's rights, and in certain 

circumstances, women have been permitted to benefit from specific measures "in the interest of women 

and children" via state law and affirmative action. 

Women's rights to inherit property differ from one religion to the next, based on the personal rules they 

follow. In the early days, religion had a significant part in the devolution of property to women. When 

contemporary governments and legislatures first emerged, the whole rule of succession was uncodified; 

however, this has changed dramatically since then. However, there is a lack of uniformity in succession 

laws for women of different religions. In terms of succession, women in India were considered second-

class citizens. The Hindu Women's Rights to Property Act of 1937, the Cochin Christian Succession Act 

of 1902, the Hindu Disposition of Property Act of 1916, the Indian Succession Act of 1925, and the 
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Hindu Inheritance (Removal of Disabilities) Act of 1928 all aimed to end this inequitable condition for 

Hindu women. The Indian Succession Act, 1925, contains the legislation governing testamentary 

succession among Hindus, Christians, and Parsis, among others. It makes no difference between men's 

and women's rights under a will. 

 

4.4.1 PERSONAL LAWS 

In the context of personal law, membership to a religious or ethnic group or community confers upon a 

person a set of rights and privileges.135  Indian women's situation was significantly impacted by this 

"spectrum of religion-based family norms spanning marriage; separation; inheritance; support; 

maintenance; and adoption" that was wholly devised and managed by males.136 The personal evolves 

from the religious in characteristics and beliefs and is seen as pre-ordained, static, and infallible. The 

dress of the societies is defined by their impossible nature.137  This term might be interpreted to mean 

that personal laws get their validity from an individual's religious background, and that it is not feasible 

to question the realm of such rules because of their link to a specific group. Individuals may assert their 

rights based on their membership in such a community. Both pre-independence and independent India 

proved to be patriarchal in terms of women's property ownership and inheritance. 138 

During the colonial era, personal law originated via the Regulation Act of 1776, which proclaimed that 

in areas pertaining to marriage, inheritance, adoption, and so on, communities were controlled by their 

separate laws.139  Personal laws have no constitutional authority; in reality, they are based on religious 

texts, and The Constitution must be adhered to in any legislation derived from personal laws. If they 
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violate fundamental rights, they are considered null and invalid under Article 13 of the UN Charter140.  

Still, personal laws are able to maintain its supremacy, anchoring female suppression 

Indian culture is multi-cultural and multi-ethnic, with each community regulated by its own set of 

traditions and religious beliefs. Groups like Hindus, Muslims and Christians have their own set of 

norms., and in all religious arguments, women's rights may be more susceptible than men's. Despite the 

fact that the constitution guarantees gender equality in all sectors, the concept of cultural heterogeneity 

contradicts the concept of gender equality.141  In India, personal law is founded on many faiths, which 

support the notion of lineal succession and inheritance from the male. These norms reinforce the 

hegemonic framework that places males in control of a woman's body and financial resources, where 

women have historically been considered as men's subjects. These regulations.142 

4.4.1.a HINDUISM 

As previously stated, ancient Hindu law was gender prejudice in terms of property rights. Women could 

not generally claim property succession rights, and even if they did, they would only receive a tiny 

fraction of the land. In 1956, the Hindu Succession Act (HSA) guaranteed equal rights for both daughters 

and sons in the distribution of property. But it does not guarantee entire rights in joint family property, 

because men have coparcenary rights by birth and females do not.143This is due to the fact that Women 

were not regarded as coparceners.  The joint family arrangement claimed shared ownership, and similar 

traditions continue to rule rural regions. The notion of joint family is prejudiced, further limiting 

women's inheritance rights in India. Women were denied the right to an autonomous part of property 

rights under traditional Hindu law. Section 6 of the HSA 1956 provides that the fathers' one-third stake 

in the family property would be split among the children. 144 The denial of Hindu women's property 

ownership and inheritance rights is based on provisions in Hindu law. "It has been suggested that Hindu 

law is built on the supremacy of religious concepts, as well as primarily on incorrect assumptions of 
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cultural and social realities that are not often given sufficient acknowledgment within official legal 

structures and procedures". 145 

In 1956, the Hindu Women's Act was passed, transforming the position of Hindu women in the newly 

independent state. The term "Hindu" refers to those who identify as Hindus, Buddhists, Jains, or Sikhs, 

regardless of their religious affiliation. There are laws governing all four of these groups based on the 

Hindu-Buddhist-Jain-Sikh Act of 1956. Due to the equal intestate property provisions in Section 6 of 

the 1956 HSA, boys are not only entitled to inherit their father's part of the estate but also have a claim 

to an independent share of the joint family estate upon their birth. This Act may be used by sons to divide 

Hindu family property. For example, if the family property is the living home, males were permitted to 

claim it, but girls were only permitted to remain there, not to own or hold rights. Section 14 of the HSA 

1956 grants females’ absolute property. Prior to this Act, a woman's property ownership was restricted 

in terms of disposal, and her right was depending on her status as a virgin, married, or widow.146  For 

example, in Ajit Kumar Maulik v. Mukunda Lal Maulik147  and Dharam Shing v. Aso148,  the law 

declared that daughters are not entitled to their father's property upon marriage. Despite progressive legal 

initiatives in Maharashtra, women in Bheema did not have inheritance rights because people did not use 

the provision of the Hindu Succession Act (Amendment 2005)149. This argument highlights the 

ambiguities in the Act's application in Indian states. In 2005, the Hindu Succession Amendment Act 

1956 was amended to achieve equality by including daughters as coparceners in married families. It 

explicitly eliminates the underlying prejudice of the Mitakshara system of exclusive membership in joint 

family by establishing women as equal coparceners. However, the statute provides women with fewer 

rights than males in terms of inheritance rights.  Nonetheless, there is no doubt that it brings revisions to 

sections 6, 23, and 30 of the HSA, 1956, which discriminate against women. Section 6 has been amended 

to allow females to become equal coparceners by birth with sons in a mixed Hindu household regulated 

by Mitakshara law. Previously, it solely dealt with male heirs, but a recent modification made the girls 

equally liable to dispose of or use such property rights. After 2005, an amendment was enacted under 

Article 23 to allow girls to claim an equal portion in the division of the living home, which was 

previously controlled entirely by male heirs. Similarly, some measures were created under Article 24 of 

the HSA, 1956 that lost the property rights of a remarried woman. In this case, Section 6 prohibited such 
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discrimination and, as part of the 2005 modification, remarried widows were granted legal inheritance 

rights (HSA 1956). although Hindu women would definitely gain from this historical reform act and be 

allowed to inherit agricultural property, girls of other religions will suffer the same gender-

discriminatory laws. 150 Women in other religious groups are nonetheless subject to their own personal 

law, which seems to perpetuate gender inequities in inheritance rights. 

In the case of Anom Apang v. Geeta Singh , the appellant husband is an Adi Tribe member from 

Arunachal Pradesh, whereas the respondent wife is a Hindu. They married in Pasighat in 1991. 

(Arunachal Pradesh). They had three children from their marriage. She filed a divorce petition under 

section 12 read with 13(1)(ia) of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 ('the Act') because she alleged that the 

appellant spouse was unpleasant to her. The spouse of the appellant-husband said that the pair had been 

married in accordance with Adi traditional law. In addition, it was stated that since the appellant-husband 

is a Scheduled Tribe member, the Act's requirements do not apply to him. 

The question that we must answer to determine if we are dealing with a Hindu or a Hindu marriage. 

Court determines that the Act only applies to persons in the context of a Hindu marriage, despite the fact 

that it extends to everyone. In other words, under the Act, only Hindu marriages may be performed and 

only Hindu marriages can be dissolved. The need for a Hindu marriage to be solemnised is that both 

parties be Hindus at the time of marriage. The issue before us is whether both parties must be Hindus at 

the time of filing a petition for dissolution of marriage or even at the time of dissolution. 

  

4.4.1.b ISLAM 

The Quran is regarded as divine revelation and is a major source of Islamic jurisprudence. Equal 

treatment for men and women is a basic concept of the movement. Despite this, it has been criticised for 

ensuring uneven inheritance share of property: since women only get half of what their male counterpart 

receives. 151 Though Muslim women are supposed to be paid half as much as their brothers, in fact, they 

are usually denied this right as well. In practice, women continue to endure gender inequity. It may be 

argued that Quranic rules are construed to fit the needs of male members, and hence women are given a 

lower status.152  Women's limits in inheritance rights are compensated by maintenance: this demonstrates 
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the concept of reliance. The Muslim social structure, which is fundamentally based on male supremacy, 

is seen as limiting women's access to property rights.153  Though Islamic rules provide property rights to 

women in other cultures, they may not enjoy them to the same extent as their male counterparts. 

Women's rights are often negotiated in conjunction with other elements such as customary law, religion, 

gender ideology, or patrilineal systems of succession. 

During the independence era, Muslim law seems to be superior than Hindu and Christian law in ensuring 

property rights for women. The Islamic tradition, for the most part, remained patriarchal in form, 

prohibiting the advancement of women's study, especially in the area of religious thinking.154  Later, 

Islamic law made several modifications in the pre-Islamic world's succession: women were given the 

ability to inherit property with absolute authority, and the Quran also specifies precise portions of 

property rights in inheritance. Islamic law is more tolerant of women's inheritance rights and treats them 

on an equal playing field with men's. While women in Islam are aware of their rights, they are not 

educated about them. 

Some particular elements of Muslim Personal law in India, such as the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages 

Act of 1939 and the Muslims Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act of 1986 are regulated by 

uncodified Quranic principles, yet both laws guarantee Muslim women entire property rights. 

Prior to the introduction of Shariat law in 1937, there were wide rules of Muslim inheritance in India 

that were ruled by customary law, which was very unfair and restored personal law by favouring norms 

and practises.155  Prior to this Act, Muslims were influenced by older Persian traditions that considered 

women as inferior, as if they were second-class citizens, with the imposition of purdha and other social 

evil practises.156  In reality, one of the key justifications ascribed to Shariat law is that it would grant 

equal property rights to women, which were often denied to them by conventions, traditions, and 

religious grounds.157  Shariat law recognises the right of a female heir, such as a widow or daughter, and 

draws no discrimination between moveable and immovable property. In reality, unlike the ancient Hindu 

Law, these rights have always been recognised for absolute inheritance. When a man gives his wife 

money or property at the moment of their marriage, the Quran states that she has full sovereignty over 
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it. It is intended to safeguard the woman from the arbitrary use of the husband's authority to divorce, and 

it also provided future security at the time of marriage. 158 

Supreme Court's ruling in Shah Bano marked a turning point in Muslim women's rights under the 

Divorce Act. This lawsuit challenged Muslim women's discriminating rights, providing some respite 

from male patriarchal society.159  In the matter of Mohammad Ahmad Khan v. Shah Bano160 , Bano was 

divorced by her husband and filed a maintenance petition in court. The suit was decided without any 

reference to Muslim personal law, since it is a component of criminal law that applies to all citizens. 

However, the husband refused to pay and claimed that under Muslim personal law, there is no such 

responsibility to maintain if the wife divorces.161  The husband's case was rejected by the court, and he 

was ordered to support his divorced wife only during iddat. The court further said that divorced women 

who are unable to support themselves might seek relief under Central Government Act 125 Code of 

Criminal Procedure, 1973162.  Shah Bano also said that her divorced husband was obligated to support 

his divorced wife till she remarried. Even the Quran demonstrates that Muslim men have a need to be 

fair to their divorced spouses. 

Only in Danial Latifi v. Union of India163,  did Muslim divorced women get any relief in terms of support. 

By establishing support arrangements for divorced women, this case might be seen as a kind of gender 

equality. On the other side, the Court recognised Indian society as being dominated by men, both 

economically and politically. It also puts women in a position of dependence. 164 Though this lawsuit 

attacked patriarchy at its core, Indian courts are perceived as paralysed by cultural sensitivity. Women 

are discriminated against in Muslim civilizations. 

4.4.1.C CHRISTIANITY: 

 The legislation controlling the Christian system in India was affected by the colonial past, particularly 

British imperialism. In terms of inheritance, Christians were controlled by the Indian Succession Act of 

1865 as well as customary norms. Furthermore, until the eighteenth century, converted Christians 
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maintained their former norms and practises in terms of inheritance and marriage rituals. 165 The British 

and the Portuguese only codified statutory law in the later half of the nineteenth century. The Indian 

Succession Act of 1925 suggests a liberal attitude toward gender equality since it establishes equal rights 

for daughters and sons in family property. Even widows have a right to one-third of their husband's 

estate. A vast number of Indian Christians were still subject to customary norms that barred daughters 

from inheriting rights to family property. In spite of the Indian Succession Act of 1925, Christians 

remained subject to discriminatory personal laws in some places as a result of legislative and judicial 

decisions. Similarly, Christians in Cochin and Travancore have their own succession laws, known as the 

Cochin and Travancore succession statute. On the basis of property inheritance rights, this is 

discriminatory. When it comes to the succession of an intestate's immovable property, a widow or mother 

has just a life-time interest. The notion of coparcenary or rights by birth in ancestral property for 

daughters, however, was not recognised in the Indian Succession Act of 1925. It allows for some kind 

of gender discrimination in property inheritance rights within the Christian community. A portion of a 

son's estate, up to a maximum of Rs. 5000, was allotted to a daughter under the Travancore Succession 

Act of 1910. Under the Cochin Succession Act of 1922166, the part of daughters was one-third of the 

son's or Rs. 5000, whichever was less.  If there seemed to be an excess of property, it was inherited by 

sons, and if there were no sons, it was devolved to the closest male relatives. 

The Supreme Court's ruling in the Mary Roy case finally resolved the issue. In Mary Roy v. State of 

Kerala167, the court ruled that two pre-independence legislation, the Travancore and Cochin Christian 

Succession Acts, discriminated against daughters. Mary Roy's brother barred her from sharing the 

paternal property, so she petitioned the court. The petition was submitted in accordance with Article 32 

of the Indian Constitution. If anyone's basic right was violated, he or she might seek justice in court. 

Following independence, the court abolished all pre-independence discriminatory legal regulations. This 

decision was challenged as unlawful and a violation of the Indian Constitution's Articles 14 and 15 on 

the grounds that women were discriminated against in the succession of property rights.168  In this 

judgement, the Supreme Court repealed all discriminatory regulations governing Christian women by 

replacing them with the Indian Succession Act of 1925. 
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4.4.1.d CUSTOMARY LAW:  

Individual and collective behaviour patterns that are handed down from one generation to the next may 

be referred to as tribal customary law. The authority of customary rules is derived from the adherence 

to them by all members of the community.169 Personal laws have no legal standing, in contrast to 

regionally unique customary rules. The Supreme Court ruled in State of Bombay v. Narasu Appa Mali170 

that it could not interfere with the personal or customary rules of any group. 

Traditional justice theories, as well as norms and practises, favoured male-centric and patrilineal 

inheritance interests. This is a type of violence since women are at a significant disadvantage in terms 

of property ownership. The concept of equal validity of legal sources leads to some kind of gender 

discrimination, since it is incapable of incorporating women's rights, particularly inheritance rights. 

The Indian Constitution has paradoxical provisions regarding tribal life, in that Article 14 enshrines 

equal rights while yet allowing the observance of norms and practises. Among tribal tribes, customary 

rules are supreme. This is because of the classification of tribal people as "backward" in social, 

economic, and political terms by the Indian Constitution. Women do not benefit from these rules; in 

reality, tribal women are still regulated by their tribe's antiquated system of customary laws, despite the 

Constitutional provision, and are unable to attain gender parity. 171 

The clause of the Constitution has no effect on large numbers of women. Similarly, tribal cultures fail 

to address gender disparities in a variety of areas, including women's access to resources, due to male 

prejudice, historical and cultural background, and discriminatory customary rules.172  Certain infirmities 

affect tribal women. For example, in agricultural operations, women are not permitted to cultivate land 

on religious grounds since they are deemed filthy. However, tribal people value their identity, culture, 

and conventions above everything else. 

The Chhota Nagpur Tenancy Statute, 1908, enacted by Britishers, is a significant act for Jharkhand's 

indigenous inhabitants. Tribal land cannot be transferred to non-tribal organisations under this law It 

was argued that this law, which prohibited women from inheriting tribal territory and only allowed 

property to be passed down via male lineage, violated Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution. Significant 
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doubts about the stability of the state arose from this decision. If tribal women marry non-tribal men and 

inherit tribal land, it would weaken the community's identity and raise the problem of land alienation in 

tribal culture. In this case173, the Supreme Court held, it is critical to sustain communal identity to keep 

tribal territory.174  Under Article 21, the court granted tribal women land for employment and subsistence 

purposes, but denied them title based on inheritance/succession. 175 

Women must negotiate their rights within the framework of state and communal legislation. Statutory 

laws safeguard women's rights in certain ways more than community-based laws, which essentially 

reflect patriarchal views that favour men's superiority. Furthermore, when it comes to the contradiction 

between formal and personal regulations, formal is always consistent in character. Haklenewali are 

women who claim a legal right to inherit their family's property (the woman who takes her rights). This 

woman is described as being driven by "extreme greed, selfishness, a lack of empathy and compassion 

for the biological family, and a desire to cause family disagreements," according to reports. There is a 

popular perception that women infringe on the property rights of their biological families, grab their 

assets, and otherwise destabilise them.176 Because of patriarchal circumstances and customary customs, 

women are prevented from inheriting property rights. Most tribal populations experienced significant 

challenges due to a) non tribal migration to tribal concentration regions and b) development activities 

such as dam building, which resulted in land alienation.177  As a source of food and money, land is vital 

to tribal people. It also has the potential to elevate tribal women's socioeconomic status. 

 

4.5 UNIFORM CIVIL CODE: ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

 

Part IV, Article 44 of the Indian Constitution mandates the establishment of a uniform civil code for the 

whole country. The Supreme Court may enforce this as a Directive Principle of State Policy rather than 

a Fundamental Right. The outcome of the implementation was debated by framers during the discussion 
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on this right in the Constituent Assembly. They said that in the future, it would eventually abolish the 

personal laws of local communities. In particular, the Muslim community is highly opposed to the 

introduction of this Article. Because they believe that the right to personal laws is so intrinsically related 

to their way of life and their religion and culture, they say that enforcing it may lead to the demise of 

their traditions and customs.In this perspective, Sri K.M Munshi maintained that personal laws were not 

sacred since they included secular activities like inheritance and succession. Furthermore, he claims that 

if personal law is regarded as component of religion, women's equality is hard to attain. This code may 

offer consistency to India, which is known for its diversity in terms of communal rules. 

According to Article 44, there is no relationship between religion and personal legislation. Religious 

freedom is guaranteed by Article 25 notwithstanding Article 44's aim to separate religion from social 

and personal policy.178As a consequence, Articles 25, 26, and 27 of the Indian Constitution prohibit the 

discussion of marriage, succession, and other secular problems in religious matters. There's no 

connection between it with religion, as the Indian Supreme Court found in Sarla Mudgal v. Union of 

India179. 

 

A civilised society does not need an interplay between religion and personal law180, according to Article 

44 of John Vallamattom v. Union of India181. Section 118 of the Indian Succession Act of 1925, 

according to Kerala priest John Vallamatton, was unjustly restricting Christians' ability to leave money 

in their wills for religious or charitable causes, and he brought a writ of mandamus against the law for 

this reason.182 India is a pluralist society in which individuals believe in their unique culture, traditions, 

or religious beliefs, which bonds them together as one community. The Constitution tries to integrate or 

unite all segments of the population. As a result, the Constitution was given a secular character in order 

to create unity within variety. Gender equality, as well as the integrity and unity of all people, can only 

be achieved by an united law. While it is important to emphasise that only rights are enshrined in the 

Constitution, rituals are not, as they might undermine the foundation of the Constitution's secularism 

framework.183 

 

 
178 Jani, N. (2013). Uniform Civil Code, a Vociferous Judicial Claim and Reluctant Political Will. Voice of Research, Vol. 

1, No. 4, ISSN NO. 2277-7733. Retrieved from www.voiceofresearch.org/doc/mar-2013/Mar-2013_12.pdf. Accessed on 10 

june,2022.p-58 

179 AIR 1995 SC 1531 

180 AIR 2003 SC 2903 

181 Bakshi, P.M. (2012). The Constitution of India, New Delhi: Universal Law publishing.p-105 

182 Supra-25,p-57. 

183 Rout, C. (2013). Uniform Civil code and Gender Justice: an analysis under Customary Law. IMPACT: International 

Journal of Research in Humanities, arts and Literature (IMPSCT: IJRHAL), Vol. 1, p-33 
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Article 44 of the Indian Constitution mandates states to implement a UCC, however personal laws under 

the guise of 'preserving religion' consistently harm women's rights in general in society: it offers 

restricted sharing of property via inheritance or succession. It is well acknowledged that women are 

always viewed as inferior, and their rights are wedged between the debate about UCC and the debate 

over personal laws.184  Personal laws have grown to be considered as a kind of communal identity, 

therefore they cannot be regulated by the state due to their religious features; it also supports the 

preservation of minority' identities. Religious leaders also claim to have the ability to govern personal 

laws, which has made it a very sensitive topic in the Indian setting. It has been suggested that change or 

reform of personal laws should emerge from inside the community rather than being forced by the state, 

which can better explain grounds for reform. 185 

 

The quest for unified family or personal law should be free of religious dogma. 186 Only then can it 

guarantee equal rights for women. When the state is unable to resolve the question of personal laws, 

even the Court concludes that it does not constitute law under the Constitution. Several instances, such 

as Madhu Kiswar, Shah Bano, Shayara Bano, and others, have contested the establishment of personal 

laws, but these examples show that if UCC is enforced, it inherently drags down the religious and cultural 

identities of the community. It also contributes to the buildup of an antagonistic situation between 

minority and majority groups. Personal laws have become an island inside the Constitution, unaffected 

by its spirit; in fact, including family law in the Constitution is akin to putting a "bull in a China shop". 

187 

 

It has often been stated that although women in India technically have a lot of legal rights under the 

provisions of the Constitution, in fact they are in a disadvantageous situation, as seen by their lack of 

control over property ownership and inheritance.188  The lengthy heritage of discrimination against 

women's property rights claims is not only philosophically formed, but also materially influenced.189  As 
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a result, regulations governing marriage, inheritance, and succession are influenced by a male bias, 

leading to women's reliance. 

 

4.6 DECISION MAKING OF ADI WOMEN:  

Men have traditionally made decisions at various levels, in various ways, and in diverse places across 

the globe. With the rise of feminist awareness and movements throughout the globe, women's 

representation at decision-making levels is seen as critical to women's empowerment. The goal of the 

feminist movement is to provide women "positions of power," but different feminist organisations have 

different views about how to achieve this goal. 

Efforts by the United Nations to reduce global gender disparity have been successful. To achieve gender 

equality and the empowerment of women, the United Nations Millennium Development Goals Report 

2005 recommends ensuring equal opportunities for women and men to participate in decision-making, 

whether at home or at the highest levels of government.190 From one-third to fifty percent of seats in 

panchayats throughout the country were given to women in August 2009, a historic move by the Indian 

government. After the Government's decision is successfully implemented, 1.5 million rural 

impoverished Indian women will be engaging in India's democracy at the grassroots level, but the idea 

of greater women involvement in decision making remains a utopian dream. 

Responding to how women are treated in public decision-making in Arunachal Pradesh's traditional and 

contemporary cultures would help us understand the status of Adi women there. Arunachal Pradesh's 

administrative and constitutional development began almost a century ago, when the British expanded 

their rule to specific portions of the state. However, it gained traction only after independence. Arunachal 

Pradesh was divided into three administrative units: the Balipara Frontier Tract, the Sadiya Frontier 

Tract, and the Tirap Frontier Tract. Before independence, they were loosely managed by the British as 

"Excluded Areas" under the Government of India Act, 1935. Arunachal Pradesh was devoid of modern 

modes of transportation and communication at the time, with a sparse population divided into various 

separate tribes or village groups. The British believed this area to be too backward and unrewarding for 

civil government. As a result, the people's socio-political lives were undisturbed by modernising 

influences and remained primitive until the early years of independence. 191 Following independence, 

the administration of these Excluded Areas was transferred to the Assam Government, although there 
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was little change in the quality of administration, with the exception of bifurcating the Sadiya Frontier 

Tract into two Districts of the Abor Hills and the Mishmi Hills in 1948. 

The political life of the inhabitants in such a civilization was centred on the village or tribe. Every facet 

of village life was corporate in nature, requiring collaborative decisions and acts. Every village had its 

own unique socio-political structure that administered communal life according to customary rules. Each 

controlled village development in its own political structure and operated as a mini-state.192  As a result, 

each tribe had its own village council or village structure. These centuries-old popular kinds of village 

councils emerged as a local governmental mechanism and for meeting exclusively local requirements. 

193 These institutions still exist and operate in the communities of practically all Arunachal Pradesh's 

tribes. This age-old Socio-Political Institutions played an essential part in the area's Politico-

Administrative system and had a respectable social standing. During the British period, these ancient 

self-governing institutions were encouraged to exist and grow because the colonial authorities believed 

it was in their best interests. 

Women have historically had no involvement and were excluded from village council decision-making 

among the majority of Arunachal Pradesh's tribes. The village councils were institutions controlled by 

men. As a result, women did not engage actively, and in certain tribes, women were barred from 

participating in village council meetings. The Adi’s also had their own ancient political body, the Kebang 

village council. The Kebang is a well-organized and strong self-governing entity that wields effective 

control and authority over the populace. It serves as a local government, reflecting the will and authority 

of the society's members. The Kebang, sanctioned by centuries of history and the people's belief system, 

is basically a democratic institution in its nature, makeup, and activities. Indeed, the Adi’s socio-political 

existence would be impossible without their Kebang, which is constantly recounted in their mythology. 

The Kebang meetings are open to all adults in the community, and they are attended by all of them. 

Elders of the council, known as the Kebang-Abu, initiate and moderate disputes in the Kebang. These 

men and women are wise, mature, and well-versed in the Adi's culture. They are talented orators with 

expertise in customary law.During British administration, several village elders who had been appointed 

as Gams also served on the village council as Kebang-Abu. 194 

In theory, the Kebang was a democratic institution in which all inhabitants of the community were 

required to participate. The majority of the authors have praised Kebang's democratic character. 

However, all male citizens of the village were historically considered as members of the village Kebang, 

and women's involvement in the Kebang was almost non-existent. Although there were no restrictions 
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on Adi women participating in Kebang, they were not encouraged to do so. Traditionally, males were in 

charge of making decisions. There are various reasons for women's non-participation in Kebang, 

including the customary taboo enforced on women during menstruation or childbirth that they could not 

attend the Dere or Mashup (Community Hall) where the Kebang was normally conducted. Because Adi 

culture was patriarchal and patrilineal, the male role was always dominating in practically all aspects of 

their lives.The Adi believed women to be transitory members since they married people from other clans 

and moved to another village after marriage. As a result, they were unable to keep the village's 

concealment, especially when it came to inter-clan feuds. Furthermore, with their inherent domestic 

responsibilities, women found it difficult to attend Kebang sittings. As a result, the Kebang was an all-

male event. 

It is said that every able-bodied male was allowed to participate in the Kebang and voice his views. 

There was no distinction between members of one clan and those of another. Even slaves were permitted 

to participate in the kebang. Women, on the other hand, were not authorised. The argument offered was 

that woman being outgoing and talking in a group of guys reflected their loose character. 195 This was 

truly disrespectful to women and represented society's patriarchal mindset and attitude toward women. 

women did not generally attend Kebang sessions unless they were delivering evidence or filing 

complaints. However, women's involvement was not prohibited.196  As a result, Adi women had a 

secondary place in terms of their involvement in Kebang's traditional culture. women had no role or 

relevance in communal decision-making. 

Previous data shows that there has been a long history of underrepresentation of women in elected posts. 

As a result, women in Arunachal Pradesh politics do not hold positions of power or influence that are 

commensurate with their sex. Thus, the formal definition of women's engagement does not reflect their 

actual use of power.197 

 

4.6.1 POLITICAL REPRESENTATION OF ARUNACHALEE WOMEN  

Women's political representation and engagement, together with an evaluation of gender inequality in 

all countries across the world, are two of the most important markers of progress. When it comes to 

making decisions about how society's resources are used, women are still mostly absent from both formal 

political structures and processes. Political representation for women includes a wide range of activities, 

including voting, voter education, running in state and local elections, merging political parties with 
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gender-sensitive agendas and endorsements, campaigning against 'anti-women' policies, and advocating 

for inclusion of a women's rights agenda in candidate and political party manifestos... Additionally, it 

could entail serving as middlemen between candidates and the general public. The participation and 

contribution of tribal women in diverse social, political, and cultural activities must be acknowledged 

since they make up a considerable share of tribal society's human resources. It is unfortunate that tribal 

women's contributions have been repugnantly downplayed and the government's development measures 

have only served to perpetuate their marginalisation in the development process. However, in practise, 

indigenous women continue to fight for equal status and involvement in the contemporary state's 

development process, despite constitutional and legal protections for their rights. 

4.6.1.a REPRESENTATION IN STATE LEGISLATURE; 

Tribal communities have historically been described as egalitarian. Equity for everyone, regardless of 

gender, is the notion of an equitable society. When discussing women's rights in India, the initial 

impression of the Northeast is that it is an equitable culture. The matrilineal civilization of Meghalaya 

is used as an example of women's standing in the Northeast. However, patriarchy is deeply embedded 

in north-eastern tribal culture, which has not been addressed. 

Although anthropologist Verrier Elwin thought these communal structures were democratic, women's 

presence in these entities was minimal. Women's political engagement in Arunachal is worrying. The 

masculine hegemony has always existed. Women now hold a maximum of 6.6 percent of parliamentary 

seats. So yet, no women have been elected to the Lok Sabha. In a state with the greatest female sex ratio 

(1,084 women for 1,000 males), female legislative assembly representation remained as low as 6.6 

percent. Only four of the state's 60 legislators are female. There are more than half the people in our 

country who are women, yet only around one in twenty of the seats in Congress are held by women. Not 

to mention that Arunachal Pradesh, the Northeast's biggest state, has yet to elect its first female chief 

minister. Dasanglu Pul, the widow of former Chief Minister Kalilkho Pul, is one of the four female MPs. 

Mentioning her name was vital because one must realise how important familialism is in Arunachal 

politics. Women from the disadvantaged class have no right to contest in elections. Another female 

MLA, Jummum Ete Deori, is the daughter-in-law of Omem Moyong Deori, a former Rajya Sabha 

member from the state. Gum Tayeng, the third current female MLA, is also the widow of the late Joimin 

Tayeng, who was also a member of the legislative assembly before he died in 2013. Chakat Aboh is the 

Khonsa West lawmaker. She is the widow of the late Tirong Aboh, who was slain in 2019 by unknown 

terrorists. All four female legislators have political support and are part of the political family. 

Arunachal Pradesh Students' Union, the largest and most influential student organisation, has a 

disproportionately low percentage of female members (AAPSU). The venerable student organisation 

still lacks a female president or general secretary. Despite the fact that there is no website where you can 
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learn more about the AAPSU's representatives, a member told me that there are only three female 

executives. The irony is that all three positions are held by women. In district student unions, the similar 

tendency may be seen. 

Women's underrepresentation in politics may be attributed to a range of factors, including political and 

socio-cultural ones. Some are peculiar to a nation, while others are universal and gender-specific. The 

state, which has more female voters than male voters (4,01,601 women voters and 3,92,561 males, 

according to the 2019 election voter list), is still waiting for its first female chief minister to strive toward 

an equal tribal community. Women in Arunachal Pradesh have been more present in the social arena 

than women in other areas, but when it comes to politics, male counterparts have a distinct superiority.198  

 

4.6.2 REPRESENTATION IN PANCHAYAT RAJ INSTITUTION:  

It's hard to believe that the Panchayat Raj System has been around for as long as it has. It has direct 

repercussions for contemporary development discussions in India, promising more inclusive growth and 

portraying everyone as an active participant. It is crucial not just for the entire political canvas of the 

Indian state. Residents of a state are considered politically involved if they engage in both the voting 

and policymaking processes.199 In other words, being involved in politics is a way for individuals to 

voice their aspirations and desires. When it comes to "political engagement," it refers to the ways in 

which citizens of a certain community participate in the selection of their leaders and the formulation of 

public policy. Voting, information collecting, meetings, demonstrations, and other forms of direct action 

are only a few examples. People's participation in the development process is guaranteed by the 

Panchayat Raj, which was created in 1959. The Panchayat Raj ties rural people to grassroots democracy 

and devolved power to the village level. Despite more than 60 years of planning and development in 

India and over 27 years of state planning and development in Arunachal Pradesh, other marginalised 

communities have not experienced the advantages of progress. To a large extent, this is due to their lack 

of participation and involvement in decentralised governance, planning, and development. By allocating 

seats for particular groups as members and chairpersons at the three Panchayat levels, the Constitution 

(73rd Amendment) Act was able to remedy the defects in the system.200 

To sum up: Reservation at Panchayat level has been shown to be an effective strategy for indigenous 

women to participate in grass-root politics. This political involvement has also opened greater venues 
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for tribal women to participate outside their own religious grouping, which is a good move given 

Arunachal Pradesh's various religious and cultural realities. 

However, although the overall effect has been nothing short of amazing, the quality of involvement has 

fallen short. Data shows that elected tribal women lawmakers have been seen as "puppets" of their male 

counterparts in local governments. The vast majority of Gram Panchayat members are deafeningly silent 

during sessions and hardly contribute to the conversation. For example, they seldom offer their own 

opinions when it comes to deciding who would benefit from a certain project, awarding contracts, or 

locating it. There are many reasons for these limits, but according to some, they may be traced back to 

a lack of information and experience, as well as a patriarchal mindset and poor educational attainment. 

Legal circumstances in which one asserts one's rights are further hindered by the fact that many people 

lack the ability to read and write. The fact that spouses and other family members may not want their 

female officials to meet with government officials and others in decision-making circumstances should 

be taken into consideration. Tribal women's participation and performance in grassroots organisations 

are affected by a variety of circumstances, both internal and external. Internal problems include a lack 

of information, experience, expertise, and leadership, as well as a low educational attainment and 

exposure. Women delegates from indigenous communities are sometimes uninformed of their duties and 

obligations. In reality, they're clueless about their place in municipal governance. Involvement in the 

functioning of Panchayats has been hindered by a lack of or a low level of education. The elected 

members of the Gram Panchayat are unable to grasp the foundations of its functions. It is because of this 

that they have been accused of being deficient in leadership ability. Tribal women generally rely on their 

husbands to make important decisions due to a lack of education and experience.201 

Panchayat Raj Elections 2013: Tribal Women's Representatives 

 overall women 

No. of zilla parishad members 2 2 

No. of Anchal samiti members 17 5 

No. of Gram panchayat members  66 30 

Source: Consolidated Results of Panchayati Raj Election, 2013 
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 Several aboriginal women have been elected to municipal administrations as a result of seat 

reservations. Reservation has opened up in the state structure for the needs of aboriginal women. As a 

result of reservations, aboriginal women's identities and participation in public life have been accepted. 

Improvements have been made since the last time. In addition, it has been noticed that a growth in tribal 

women's influence at the grassroots level has led to major societal transformation. There are some tribal 

women delegates who are trying to learn more about Panchayat rules and regulations in order to build 

confidence in their positions., but true political authority appears to have remained primarily a male 

domain, with only a few crumbs handed to women at the local level and none at the state or national 

levels. In decision-making bodies, women are disproportionately underrepresented. Furthermore, 

anybody elected to such organisations will have to put in a lot of effort in order to be considered for 

major positions. This is the reality of Arunachal Pradesh's political activities. As a result, their fight for 

increased political representation for women remains vital. 

 

4.7 LITERACY RATE IN ARUNACHAL PRADESH: 

 Previously, the only venue for indigenous children in Arunachal Pradesh to study was at home. It was 

the place where tales and information concerning a tribe's origin, migration, and settlements were passed 

down orally from generation to generation. It was back home, where their parents taught their children 

the ancient traditions of tribe life and crafts. However, they lacked scripts and were hence illiterate. 202 

The history of educational institutions in this region dates only from the mid-nineteenth century. The 

Lower Primary School in Sadiya, which was established by a Baptist Mission, was the catalyst for this. 

This had an influence on the people living in the nearby hills as well as the inhabitants of Arunachal 

Pradesh. The Mission produced a few publications in Roman script. When they were provided free hostel 

lodging and a reduced rate of pay.203  However, the school had long since closed. The British government 

was mainly concerned with maintaining law and order along the border. They chose to leave the tribes 

to themselves for the sake of the people's growth and prosperity. As a result, the indigenous people's 

demand for education was overlooked. However, before 1947, the government erected four Lower 

Primary Schools in Siang, one of which was closed owing to a shortage of instructors. 204 

The British control ended in 1947, ushering in a new period of major changes and advancements in many 

elements of tribal life. The Directive Principle of State Policy included in India's constitution represents 

a major shift in the approach to tribal issues. As a consequence, tribal people are never isolated and 
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ignored.205  The new government had numerous challenges in adopting contemporary education in this 

area since many individuals were hesitant to embrace modern education ideals. They also were hesitant 

to send their children to school. They were particularly hostile to female education. The majority of the 

settlements were impoverished and illiterate, with a very low level of life. Initially, people were to be 

made aware of the value and significance of education, and persuasions and efforts were to be conducted 

to draw them to educational institutions. 

4.7.1 LITERACY RATE IN NORTHEASTERN STATES 

STATES LITERACY 

RATE 

MALE FEMALE CHANGE 

MIZORAM 91.33 93.35 89.27 2.53 

TRIPURA 87.22 91.53 82.73 14.03 

SIKKIM 81.42 86.55 75.61 12.61 

NAGALAND 79.55 82.75 76.11 12.96 

MANIPURI 76.94 83.58 70.26 10.33 

MEGHALAYA 74.43 75.95 72.89 11.87 

ARUNACHAL 

PRADESH 

65.38 72.55 57.70 11.04 

 

Arunachal Pradesh has a literacy rate of 65.38 percent, according to the 2011 census. Men outnumber 

women in terms of literacy, with a 72.55 percent to a 57.70 percent disparity. Arunachal Pradesh had a 

literacy rate of 54.34 percent in 2001, with male and female literacy rates of 63.83 percent and 43.53 

percent, respectively. Arunachal Pradesh has remained at the bottom of the north-eastern states after a 

decade of education reform. 

 

4.8 EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN THROUGH PROPERTY INHERITANCE RIGHTS: 

Empowerment may be described as the process of raising women's consciousness and increasing their 

participation in socioeconomic, political, and cultural activities. Such initiatives would result in 
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representation in decision-making. If women have ownership of land rights, they will have a tremendous 

impact and capacity to govern their surroundings and contribute to the development of society. 

Furthermore, from the standpoint of economic empowerment, property ownership allowed financial aid 

via sale, mortgage, or leasing. Women with property rights generate money through leasing or borrowing 

from the government or other financial organisations. Property ownership not only protects economic 

elements for women, but it also enhances education, family health, and wellbeing. Women who own 

property are more likely to have better food, health, and education. Women can afford health and 

education because they work in agriculture and earn revenue, which increases family spending. It also 

aids in the process of increasing investment for family welfare and meeting requirements.206  

It helps on two levels in terms of social benefits: the home and the society. At the home level, it aids in 

times of sickness, loss of family members, divorce, and plays an important part in overcoming adversity. 

Its significance in old age cannot be overstated. Women who own property are more likely to participate 

in community-level activities and organisations. From a social standpoint, property ownership is ideal 

and adds to the general well-being of women, their families, and communities. Many women also feel 

that property rights are a source of pride and dignity for them in some manner. Property owners are 

treated with some respect, and there is an inherent feeling of prestige. The family also recognises the 

duty of property owners. Their pride, on the other hand, stems from their contribution to the well-being 

of their family and community. In terms of political empowerment, women may participate in the 

development of political forums and then get more active in the land rights movement by participating 

in the political process at various levels. Political empowerment stems from participation in decision-

making systems. Women who cannot own or manage property generally play restricted roles because 

they lack representation in home and communal decision-making processes. Political spheres give a 

platform for women to become leaders: it increases ordinary women's engagement in politics and 

governance, and they become aware of their rights. 207 

 

4.9 CONCLUSION 

There have been extremely few instances recorded in regard to property rights, indicating that women 

do not seek the Court, Commission, or NGOs or are unaware of their rights. Another explanation is the 

patriarchal or joint family structure, in which property is retained by the family leader. Most women do 

not want to officially claim property in the family, which increases the possibility of a negative 
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relationship among family members. When a woman wants property in the family, it creates antagonistic 

ties among family members. Customs, traditional practises, and usages practised by certain groups from 

generation to generation are the primary sources of customary law. This legislation is founded on 

unwritten rules. Women are always classified as submissive under this system, and they are viewed as 

the property of males in society, particularly when it comes to inheritance rights. When it comes to 

women and property control, it has been noticed that women seldom assume control of property. Women 

who do not possess property, on the other hand, are ultimately dependent on the male members of the 

family. It has been noticed that male entitlement seems to be greater than female entitlement. The father, 

father-in-law, brothers, and sons own the majority of the land. Although daughters do not inherit 

property, some do get it as a gift from their parents. According to the research, the major barrier to 

women's access to justice regarding property rights is societal norms, which restrict both women's 

awareness of their rights and their alternatives for seeking redress when rights are denied. Norms and 

culture are ingrained in families and communities in such a manner that they perpetuate gender 

inequality and restrict the degree to which women's rights are realised in reality. Social norms or 

traditional practises have a detrimental influence on the administration of women's justice. However, 

such considerations create a stumbling block in the quest for women's property rights. 

Women who do not have property rights are likely to be in a vulnerable position in the household. They 

are also subjected to torture by their spouses or family members. Tribal women in Arunachal Pradesh, 

on the other hand, seldom confront such difficulties. If the title to property was in the name of male 

members, they would have to obey their choices. The research suggests that women have less power and 

control over their possessions. If women possess property, it will bring about certain improvements in 

their life, such as an increase in their family's and society's living standards, respect, economic rewards, 

social growth, and so on. In terms of decision-making, the father is the family's leader: he makes key 

choices. According to the Research, women cannot make total decisions on domestic affairs, but they 

may share responsibility with men. Generally, their opinions have not been taken into account. Land is 

regarded as a critical asset for the economic existence and survival of every town. 

Education, on the other hand, is the key to raising awareness among any marginalised groups in a 

community.Practically all the women have a favourable sentiment about the inheritance of property 

rights for women. In fact, even those who have not finished their formal education strongly support 

women's rights. As a result, they are challenging current policies that are detrimental to women's 

wellbeing. Furthermore, the research demonstrates that property inheritance rights are vital for women 

because they protect against financial insecurity, serve as insurance in obtaining long-term care, or serve 

as a sign of respect and strength in the family as well as in society. Women in rural communities are 

unaware of their rights. To raise such awareness, educational institutions, different government skills 

and programmes, counselling or leadership programmes must be implemented. Property ownership 
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empowers women since it allows for financial help by selling, mortgaging, or leasing, which leads to 

revenue generating. It provides economic security, which in turn enhances education, family health, and 

well-being. It also promotes political empowerment by increasing participation in political processes 

and representation in decision-making. Women's rights are threatened by a lack of opinion; 

consequently, by participating in the political process, they may bring about gender equality. 

Furthermore, women who own property have more negotiating power in intra-household activities and 

if women have a position of authority over property, which would undoubtedly provide tribal women 

with life security, negotiating leverage, economic and food security. If women do not have another 

source of income, land might be an option for them. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

The primary goal of this research is to investigate property inheritance and Succession rights of Adi 

women in Arunachal Pradesh's tribal community, which is controlled by patriarchal driven customary 

laws. The research looked at women's experiences to see how patriarchal customary rules perpetuated 

gender inequality in PIL, an area where women have long been denied a fair shake. These laws are 

primarily in favour of the male gender and are always designed to enhance the society's current 

patriarchal system. 

 The research focuses on land in particular since it is regarded real property and plays an important role 

in agriculture, housing, and providing one with an identity in the given place. At the same time, gender 

equality and property ownership have become key issues for women, since their access is interpreted by 

males, particularly in tribal settings. As a result, several projects have been launched at different levels, 

whether local, national, or global. The Indian Constitution is an important source of gender justice. 

However, customary rules and the patriarchal framework of society impede justice and limit women's 

access to PIL. The difference between the two is a component that has yet to be investigated. To bridge 

the gap, the suggested issue was researched and explored, with a specific emphasis on the Adi women 

of Arunachal Pradesh. 

Every civilization needs a unique system of social regulation and management. The customary norms 

that apply to smaller and more specialised territorial communities govern States, in contrast to the 

statutory laws that govern and manage states as a whole. Tribes are defined by their customary norms, 

which constitute a vital part of their identity. The schedule tribes are safeguarded by the Indian 

Constitution so that they may develop in accordance with their own knowledge. As well as being an 

accessory to ordinary law in jurisprudence, an old custom is a fundamental part of it. Tribal customary 

laws recognised as binding by communities interact with the formal state's wider corpus of law, 

according to this theory. Traditionally, customary law has a gender component since it defines the roles 

of men and women in society, which ultimately determines their position and place in society. According 

to tribal law, women's status is emphasised in matters of marriage, inheritance, property rights, and 

decision-making. When a community undergoes a big transformation, the role, position, and status of 

women and men is a major issue. This means that an examination of the effects of change in a culture 

that is deeply rooted in tradition is vital. Tribal groups have already begun to feel the effects of social 

change, with more and more social change advocates becoming active and effective. Society as a whole 

has been transformed by advances in education, the media (print and electronic), and scientific and 
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technical advancements. Innovative concepts are flooding the market, producing seismic alterations in 

the human psyche. Customary legislation on marriage, divorce, inheritance and decision making must 

be modified since women are no longer ready to be viewed as man's property. This includes practises 

like polygamy, child marriage and the bride price. In order to be more relational and universally 

accepted, customary norms must be revised. Social, economic, and political progress cannot be achieved 

without respect and decency for the better-off citizens. When it comes to measuring progress and 

examining human rights abuses, the status of women in our society has always been a focal point. There 

are 102 distinct subtribes in Arunachal Pradesh, making it a mostly tribal state. Though they are all from 

the same family, each tribe has its own unique socio-cultural background. Arunachal Pradesh's particular 

cultural backdrop has long enticed scholars to study the lives of its indigenous peoples in more detail. 

Most nations have long thought that women have not been given the full position they deserve, and that 

many rights have been withheld to them. Women have lighted human light throughout history. There 

have been excellent female personalities in every field, and women have shared major positions and 

awards throughout history. Despite the fact that women make up half of our society, only a small and 

lucky fraction are fully emancipated. Few women get education, intellectual knowledge, or chances to 

reach their full potential. As a result, most women in the state, especially those living in isolated rural 

regions, live in a world constrained by their local surroundings, and the drumbeat of freedom are distant. 

Their lives are restricted to the grind of housework. The social milieu is also tainted by huge inequities 

in economic and other possibilities, as well as undesirable practises and vices like as child marriages, 

bride-price, polygamy, and superstitions, which serve as shackles to advancement and development. 

There is no rational inquiry and just submissive acquiescence. As a result, the Status of Women is not 

very bright, and it offers a severe danger to the development of society, which must be stopped with 

diligent actions. 

Customary law, as indicated in the text, plays an important part in the lives of the indigenous people of 

Arunachal Pradesh. One of the fundamental disadvantages of customary law is that it is both unwritten 

and uncodified. As a result, if the victim is dissatisfied with the justice provided by the village council, 

it becomes more difficult for her to appeal in civil court without adequate legal documentation. Women's 

organisations in Arunachal Pradesh are now demanding alimony of up to 50% in cases of divorce 

initiated by a husband or wives seeking divorce from the husband in certain circumstances such as 

adultery, domestic violence, child marriage, bad habits such as gambling, alcoholic nature, taking of 

second wife without consent of wife, and so on. However, the loophole that arises in these circumstances 

is that most marriages are done according to traditions, hence case settlements are also done in traditional 

methods where a woman does not get any alimony. To give a woman her due, action must be taken from 

the start. First and foremost, under the Special Marriage Act of 1954, the registration of marriage may 

be made mandatory under any conditions for the greater protection of a woman. Now, what does the 
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Special Marriage Act of 1954 say Section 15 of the Special Marriage Act of 1954 allows for the 

registration of non-traditional marriages. It entitles any marriage, whether before or after the 

commencement of this Act, other than marriage solemnised under the Special Marriage Act, 1872 (III 

of 1872) or under this Act, to be registered under this chapter by a Marriage officer in the territories to 

which this Act extends if the conditions specified therein are met. Section 16 outlines the registration 

process. Section 17 provides for appeals from orders under section 16 to the district court within the 

local limits of whose jurisdiction the Marriage officer has office. Section 18 further provides for the 

effect of marriage registration and provides that the marriage shall be deemed to be a marriage, judicial 

separation, as well as divorce and alimony, as of the date of such entry (in Marriage certificate book). 

Furthermore, it was shown that women's engagement in decision-making processes is increasingly 

rising, but there is still a long way to go. Although the literacy rate is rising, the dropout rate among 

women remains high. Dropout rates from school are a poor indicator of educational success. The prestige 

granted by customs and traditions undoubtedly reflects women's place in Adi culture, but it is also crucial 

to consider other factors such as gender ratio, education, women's contribution to socioeconomic growth, 

and their involvement in decision-making. Because, apart from old customary law, they are equally 

essential indications of women. 

Women's standing and function in Adi society have surely broadened and altered as the community 

transitions. The traditional position she fulfilled as a mother, wife, and daughter will now have to be 

seen through the lens of shifting socioeconomic situations. Still, Adi women and people in general in 

the Adi-dominated region follow traditional rules. The laws are so crucial and intertwined with their 

lives that they cannot depart from them. There are certain gaps in customary law, thus these must be 

filled. The behaviour widespread in Adi culture often contradicts women's rank and position. When seen 

through the lens of the current legal system, the practises of polygamy, bride price, polyandry, lower the 

status of women. The aforementioned behaviours are unpleasant and punishable under the Indian Penal 

Code; however, the Assam Frontier and Administration Regulation and Justice Act recognises 

customary rules. This statute empowers the Kebang to try and resolve criminal, civil, and other issues in 

accordance with their customary rules. And here is where it falls short. Kebang is, without a doubt, a 

democratic institution, but it is today inspired and fuelled by local politics. According to the research 

findings, individuals nominated as members of Kebang have no familiarity with customary laws and 

hence administer biased and confused justice. 

The purpose of the research was to emphasise the customary law that controls the Adi community, as 

well as women's rights of inheritance and succession. According to the findings of the research, 

standardisation and reform of customary laws are required. A civilization does not need to alter its age-

old rich cultural legacy, but it must constantly be prepared to find a balance between tradition and 
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modernity. Critics who support the cause of customary laws may argue that the laws are very much a 

part of tribe ethnic characteristics and represent the ways of control, customs, punishment, and various 

remedies thereof. Again, they said that it is less costly and avoids the time-consuming practise of modern 

legislation. For this era, it is vital to identify age old customs, rules, and punishments and inform the 

public about them. Following identification, the logical values, moral foundation, and so on relevant to 

customary law may be investigated by the local government and Gaon Panchayat. As a result, the 

legislation will be documented and acknowledged by the people following any required changes. 

In conclusion, the position of women in any culture cannot be determined only by the laws in that society. 

Because laws are not absolute, they do not guarantee women's proper place and status. Other members 

of society's attitudes and resolve in enacting and applying laws are equally responsible for increasing 

women's standing in society. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION ANSWERED 

1. How do Adi women fare in patriarchal Adi society? 

Women's place and role in male-dominated Adi culture have undoubtedly widened and          changed 

as the community evolves. Her conventional role as a mother, wife, and daughter will now have to be 

seen through the prism of changed financial circumstances. Nonetheless, Adi women and people in the 

Adi-dominated area adhere to traditional customs. They cannot break the rules since they are so 

important and connected with their existence. There are certain gaps in customary law that must be 

addressed. Adi culture's prevalent behaviour often contradicts women's status and position. Polygamy, 

bride price, and polyandry all diminish women's status when seen through the prism of the existing legal 

system. The aforementioned actions are unsavoury and punishable by the Indian Penal Code; 

nevertheless, the Assam Frontier and Administration Regulation and Justice Act recognises customary 

norms. This legislation gives the Kebang the authority to trial and settle criminal, civil, and other disputes 

according to their customary procedures. This is where it falls short. Kebang is, without a question, a 

democratic organisation, but it is also male-centric, inspired and driven by local politics today. 

Individuals selected as members of Kebang, according to the study results, have little acquaintance with 

customary laws and hence administer biased and confusing justice. 

2. What societal changes can be implemented for the upliftment of Adi women regarding succession 

and inheritance rights?  

The Adi women are completely opposed to the numerous customary practises and are working hard to 

introduce required reforms and adjustments to the current customary rules. They seek to amend the 

Arunachal Pradesh Land Act, which would affect inheritance rights. Adi women reject polygamy, child 
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marriage, bride price, polyandry, and other unpleasant behaviours because they lower their status. The 

present customary laws include several flaws. There is a need to change and alter current customary 

rules so that they can compete with conventional law and gain the trust of indigenous tribal people. 

3. What is the position of Adi women in Decision-Making? 

The role of women in decision-making is negligible. In a patriarchal culture, the father, spouse, and 

oldest son make decisions in the home. The Kebang is seen as a democratic institution in Adi culture, 

yet it was controlled by men for many years. Women are now permitted to join, although no one has 

been located who has participated in the Kebang's decision-making process. Women are represented in 

the Kebang and Bango system, although it is typically all the male members that debate and decide 

matters among themselves. She is either a quiet observer or a rubber stamp. Adi society has a lower level 

of political awareness and engagement. Women are increasingly exhibiting some interest in Panchayat 

elections. Their political actions are mostly restricted to voting in elections or women remains the proxies 

of male members. Apart from four women who come from a political background, there isn't a single 

woman in the state legislature. Because their understanding of pressing concerns is limited, they chose 

for quota in government positions rather than reservation in the Assembly and Lok Sabha. They said 

that "economic freedom would lead to social independence." The literacy rate among Adi women is 

constantly growing, but school and college dropout is also increasing. The consequences of the dropout 

rate are evident in their daily lives, such as early marriage, economic reliance, ignorance of current 

events, and poor self-motivation, among other things. These are the causes that have prevented Adi 

women from making choices for their advancement. 

4. How can law of the land be imposed in a rigid traditional system? 

Customary rules are an essential component of tribal identity. The Indian Constitution protects the 

schedule tribes so that they may grow according to their own wisdom. An ancient custom is not only an 

adjunct of ordinary law in jurisprudence, but it is also a constitutive component of it. According to this 

line of thought, unwritten tribal customary rules acknowledged as binding by their communities interact 

with the greater corpus of law produced and enforced by the formal state. Customary laws have a gender 

component in that they define men's and women's roles, which ultimately determine their status and 

place in society. Customary rules are obstacles to obtaining PIL because they establish patriarchal 

societal norms and often lead to inadequacies for independent ownership of property rights. Except in a 

few matrilineal and bilateral inheritance systems, there is no tradition of giving inheritance of property 

rights, particularly to women. As a result, customary rules may be seen as a hindrance to tribal women 

obtaining inheritance rights in general. As a result, customary law breaches Adi Women's Articles 14, 

15, 16, 21, and 300A. If customary law does not benefit at least half of the population, it is obsolete and 

must be reformatted or abolished. Implementing a uniform civil code will greatly empower or elevate 
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women. Although women in India nominally enjoy many legal rights under the rules of the Constitution, 

but in reality, they are in a disadvantaged position, as seen by their lack of control over property 

ownership and inheritance. 

5. What legal protection is available to Adi women? Are their rights to inheritance equal with women 

belonging to other religion? 

Adi women have no legal protection, women in other religions have more property rights, such as in 

Hinduism, where the Hindu Succession Act (HSA) of 1956 guaranteed equal inheritance rights for both 

daughters and sons. It does not, however, guarantee entire rights in joint family property, when men are 

born with coparcenary rights but females are not. The Hindu Succession Amendment Act 1956 was 

revised in 2005 to promote equity by allowing daughters to be coparceners in married couples. It 

expressly removes the Mitakshara system's underlying bias of exclusive participation in joint family by 

recognising women as equal coparceners. The Muslim social system, which is founded on male 

dominance, is perceived as restricting women's access to property rights. Though Islamic norms provide 

women property rights in different cultures, they may not enjoy them to the same level as their male 

counterparts, but they do have some legal protection, such as in India. Muslims are governed by 

uncodified Quranic inheritance rights, but there are some specific statutes provisions of Muslim Personal 

law in India, namely the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939 and the Muslim Women (Protection 

of Rights on Divorce) Act, 1986, which give Muslim women absolute property rights and inheritance. 

The Indian Succession Act of 1925, which gives equal rights for daughters and boys in family property, 

demonstrates a liberal attitude toward gender equality among Christians in India. As a result, all other 

religions are still in a better situation than the Adi women. 

 

HYPOTHESIS TESTED  

Existing laws does not provide enough benefit and protection regarding rights of inheritance and 

succession to Adi women in Arunachal Pradesh 

The proposed hypothesis has been Proved to be correct. It is clear that Adi women remain vulnerable 

populations and are victims of severe violations perpetrated against them by denying inheritance and 

succession rights, which are fundamental human rights. There is an urgent need to raise public 

awareness, particularly among women. The customary law has to be modified, or the community should 

pledge loyalty to the law of the land, 'the constitution of India,' for the administration of all matters 

because there is no written record of customary laws, and matters are decided by memory and folklore. 

As a result, there is always a possibility of a miscarriage of justice. Again, no detailed explanation of the 
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situation is provided. As a result, when matters are appealed to the appellate court, a lack of record and 

figures poses further issues. 

SUGGESTIONS:  

1. The first and most important solution is for women to become fully awake. Education, mass 

media, volunteerism, and economic engagement will all contribute to raising awareness. Women 

will become more aware of their social, economic, and political rights as a result of the 

organisations like Self-help group.  

2. simple awareness will not raise women's standing in society, nor will it make her feel inferior 

just because she is uninformed of her rights. Legal remedies, in addition to this treatment, are 

critical. Not only should a woman be aware of her legal rights, but she should also be aware of 

her social and economic rights. Marriage, inheritance, employment, maintenance, and other laws 

will be very beneficial to her. Similarly, social treatments include making women aware of their 

rights via welfare services provided by volunteer organisations and the media.  

3. The social agencies that function in society must react immediately to the woman's predicament. 

To instil a feeling of social security, a volunteer group must step forward to provide emotional 

and financial support to the troubled and suffering. It is vital to have a favourable attitude toward 

women. 

 

4. While government actions and steps are required to eliminate gender inequalities and injustices 

and to empower women, they will only be effective if society's attitude, ways of behaving of 

men, women, and society towards women become congenial and positive, so as to respect her as 

a person with an identity of her own, to be treated as an equally worthy human being rather than 

treating her as a commodity and primarily as a sex object to be abused, exploited, and distorted. 

Women will be given their rightful position and rights in society if the beneficial aspects of 

customary laws are applied via reform and adaptation. 

5. Customary law in Arunachal Pradesh requires appropriate documenting, revision, and 

codification, particularly laws affecting women's lives. Polygamy, discriminatory property 

rights, and unequal participation in traditional councils should all be prohibited. The government 

can work in this direction. 

● Building and strengthening institutional machinery to enable the execution of women's 

programmes and plans. 

● Discourage disparaging and anti-women's status behaviours by legislation and actions. 

● Enhancing women's skills and expanding possibilities for women while ensuring legal justice 

for women and ensuring economic and political equality for women. 
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6. The tribal community of Arunachal Pradesh has been spiritually altered as a result of repeated 

exposure to education and a new global view. Its reverence for tradition, as well as its persistent 

acceptance of the modern value system, has garnered widespread praise. However, the many 

customary practises and rules associated with them are so varied and non-uniform across 

different tribes that they often clash with the modern legal system. Some desirable changes can 

be made in accordance with constitutional measures in order to cleanse and update the 

objectionable indigenous customary laws of the tribes, as well as to formally sanction them in 

their previously modified forms, wherever necessary, to make them intrinsically full-fledged 

applicable under regular court procedures. Modification of customary law measures proposed: 

● In each district, a commission comprised of the judicial, police, and research departments must 

be created to define the traditions, laws, and punishments that may be implemented. 

● It must also be determined which offences will be prosecuted by village authorities and which 

by Judicial Magistrates. 

● On the one hand, these improved customary rules should be enforced by government 

authorities as well as via the local panchayat and Gaon Bura systems. 

● They may be put up in the legislature at the same time to give them official structure. The 

region of their activity should be cleared while these laws are being passed in the Assembly. 

● The matter should be investigated only by the police and the local authorities. The matter 

should be tried by a Judicial Magistrate and a Session Judge. After investigating a matter, police 

should turn it over to the village administration or judicial magistrate, whichever is authorised 

to try the case. 

● During the training time, police officers and judicial magistrates should be made aware of 

customary law so that they may investigate and try cases in accordance with customary law; 

similarly, members of village authority should be given a short instruction on how to handle 

cases. 
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